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Abstract 
Cell assemblies are co-operating groups of neurons believed to exist in the brain. Their 
existence was proposed by the neuropsychologist D.O. Hebb who also formulated a 
mechanism by which they could form, now known as Hebbian learning. Evidence for 
the existence of Hebbian IE:'.arning and cell assemblies in the brain is accumulating as 
investigation tools improve. Researchers have also simulated cell assemblies as neural 
networks in computers. 
This thesis describes simulations of networks of cell assemblies. The feasibility 
of simulated cell assemblies that possess all the predicted properties of biological 
cell a..c;;semblies is established. Cell 8S...<;emblies can be coupled together with weighted 
connections to form hierarchies in which a group of basic assemblies, termed prim-
itives are connected in such a way that they form a compound cell assembly. The 
component assemblies of these hierarchies can be ignited independently, i.e. they are 
actiV'dted due to signals beil1g passed entirely within the uetwork, hut if a sufficient 
number of them. are activated, they co-operate to ignite the remaining primitives in 
the compound assembly. 
Various experiments are described in which networks of simulated cell assemblies 
are subject to external activation involving cells in those assemblies being stimulated 
artificially to a high level. These cells then fire, i. e. produce a spike of activity 
analogous to the spiking of biological neurons, and in this way pass their activity to 
other cells. Connections are established, by learning in some experiments and set 
artificially in others, between cells within primitives and in different ones, and these 
connections allow activity to pass from one primitive to another. In this way, acti-
vating one or more primitives may cause others to ignite. Experiments are described 
in which spontaneous activation of cells aids recruitment of uncommitted cells to a 
neighbouring a..-.sembly. The strong relationship between cell assemblies and Hopfield 
nets is described. 
A network of Rimulated Cf>.J):;; c.an support. difff>.rent nllmbf>.rs of assemhlie. .. depend-
ing on t.he mmplmdty of those assemhiiC''s. AssemhliC''s arc dassifiC'.d in terms of how 
many primitives are present in each compound assembly and the minimum number 
needed to complete it. A 2-3 assembly contains 3 primitives, any 2 of which will 
complete it. A network of N cells ('.an hold on the order of N 2-3 assemblies, and 
an architecture is proposed that contains O( N 2) 3-4 assemblies. Experiments are 
described that show the number of connections emanating from each cell must be 
scaled up linearly as the number of primitives in any network .increases . in order to 
maintain the same mean number ·of connections between each primitive. Rffitricting 
each cell to a maximum number of connections lead.., to severe loss of performance as 
the size of the network inc:reases. It is shown that the architeGture can be duplicated 
with Hopfield nets, but that there are severe restrictions on the carrying capacity of 
eit.he.r a hierarchy of C('n assemblies or a Hopfield net storing 3-4 patterns, and that 
the promise of !f2 patterns is largely illusory. When the number of connections from 
each cell is fixed as the nmllber of primitives is increased, only O(N) cell assemblies 
can be stored. 
2 
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Chapter 1 
Intr.o.dllction 
The mammalian brain consists of a vast number of nerve cells, or neurons, with es-
timates V'drying from about 109 {155] to about 1011 [36, 187]. Cell assemblies are 
networks of cells that are believed to exist within the mammalian brain each incor-
porating Jnany cells to form closed circuits of ceIls with eertain specific properties. 
The supposed presence of cell assemblies allows many more pieces of information to 
be stored than there are individual cells in the brain [153] and permits more complex 
stmctures such as hierarchies of concepts to develop. The fact that cell assemblies 
provide ·an eleg-ant mechanism by which these structures can form is one of several 
indirect arguments for their existence, although empirical evidence for their existence 
is starting to appear. 
Connectionist researchers are investigating the properties of simulated cell as-
semblies in computer programs, and several such simulations are the main areas of 
interest in this thesis. However, unlike standard connectionist architectures such as 
Multi.Layer Perceptrons (MLPs) and Kohonon nets, thero are fGW generally Q('.alptoo 
principles. Each researcher uses a slightly different set of equations and constructs his 
or her architecture in a slightly different way. This may be because of the difficulty 
of specifying brain function in mathematical form. Certainly different mathematical 
models of neurons exist [31, 96}, all of which are only approximations to the exact 
behaviour of neurons. The more complex .such a model i'3, the more processing it 
.requires and the less it lends itself to simulation. Often in order to simulate networks 
of hundr-edsor thousands of -cells ·inreasonable time the -cell model must he stripped 
2 
to its bare essentials. It is only really necessary to use a complex model of a neuron 
when modelling brain function. After all, neural networks are used either for infor-
mation processing or to model the brain, and standard neural network ardlit,ectures 
have shown that complicated models of neurons are unnecessary to provide useful 
results in information processing applications. This is certainly the case with MLPs 
or Kohonen .nets -they we.reinspired by the brain, but designed to produce useful 
results in AI( Artificial Intelligence) .that were .difficult to obtain any other way - and 
-shoold ·be the -case ·with -simulated eellassembliesalso. Unfortunately, while the list 
.of practical applicatIQns .of standard neural architectures is large {e.g. NETTALK 
[157] that reads English text out loud, or WISARD [183] that scans CCTV images 
·for intruders), 1 can recall only two establi.,hed practical application for simulated cell 
assemblies: Knoblauch et al. [103] have applied simulated cell assemblies to decod-
ing sequences of spoken commands to a- simulated f.obot,- and-Huyck and ·Or-engo [94] 
have used· cell assemblies- to- perform categorisation- of US senators- into-Democrat and 
Republican based on voting records, and information retrieval to ma;tch documents 
in a database. 
Cell assemblies illustrate two dynamics, one short-term, the other long-term, and 
t.hus offer possihle ('.xplanations of hoth short-t.erm memory IUld long-term memory. 
The shurt-term dynamie is ignitiun, when the number .of ncuruns that fire in the cell 
.assembly . bCCOIDcssufficicnt tu .allowpcrsistcntfiring .uf .the .cell .<.l.S8C1Ilhlyc..'VCD when 
those .neuronshave fatigued, i.e. the level .of firing perswt8even wlieJJ jnillvidual 
neurons cease to ·fire. Thel-ong-term dynamic is learning, in which weighted con-
nections between neurons strengthen or weaken so that cell assemblies more readily 
respond to stimulation in future in a meaningful way. Learning allows more complex 
phenomena to evolve, such as one cell a~bly igniting another, and larg;er neural 
structures such as hierarchies. of cell assemblies [83.] _ In thi'i thesiq, simple, indivisi-
ble cell assemblies are referred to as p1·'imitives and · the hierarchies of primitives are 
referred to-as compound· ecU assemblies. Individual cells may belong-to-no·more·than 
one primitive~ although they can belong to more' than one compound- assembly by 
virtue of the fact that compOlmd assemblies can overlap. 
Researchers have posited that cell assemblies in the brain are responsible for a 
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range of- cognitive-processes, including simple association and sequential processing 
[57, 2tjJ. Thus, cell" assemblies otf<.~r- an intermediate step bd-wt~li the simplest l(~~d 
of cognition, which is neural activity, and the higher level of symbol processing. 
Certainly experiments show that simulated cell assemblies can di~lay a variety of 
useful actions, from categorising a broad range of patterns [90] to variable binding 
[168, 46]. 
This thesis gives a basic introduction to cell assemblies and shows that they can 
evolve naturally from a simple system of simulated c,ells to which a few rules are 
applied. It also d~lliolIb'Ltates- that the-storage capacity of-a n:elwotk or- reIl asselli-
blies, in terms of the number of compound-cell assemblies that can be constructed 
from N _primitives increases in proportion to N2~ and that, in principle, networks can 
be constructed with even higher capacities. The closest "relative" that cell assem-
blies have in the family of standard neural network architectures is the Hopfield net.. 
There are essential differences between the two .architectures, but they .have more 
things in common than separate them. For this reason, a comparison between ceB 
assemblies and Hopfield nets is described. Experiments indicate that, in spite of var-
iom; rest",archpIs who state that the storage ca.pacit.y of Hopfield nets, in terms of the 
number of patterns that can be stored and reliably retrieved, is linearly proportional 
to the number of cells (n) within them, Hopficld nets can be ooillltrul.tOO that can 
exist in stable states of the order ofn2, n3 or even-higher powers. Ho.wever, there 
is a distinction between the number of stable states- in-a' network and the number of-
patterns that can usefully be-stored; and this distinction' is made-clear; 
1.1 Hebbian Learning and the Concept of Cell As-
semblies 
The concept of cell. assemblies owes its origins to Hebb .in his book Organization 'of 
Behavior [74], although-the suggestion' that information may be stored in-the brain'in-
the strength of connections between-neurons had -already been made -by Tanzi [182] 
and Ramon y Cajal t147]. Wetiiicke had also prop-oBEXi' vu::rioliif ideas that Ii:iight De 
considered the forerunners to the theory of cell assemblies [57]. However, the credit 
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for the fully developed-idea really belongs to HOOb. The principle that Rebb proposed, 
now known as Hebbian leaming, is, to date, the only learning mechanism that has 
beel! expet'imeuta11y verified to occur in the l1ervollil system [72]. It states that 
connections between neurons in the brain strengthen as a result of coincidental firing. 
Hebb further implied that neurolls would organise themselves into cell assemblies as 
a -natural.result of this. 
In the 19408 the techniques available to neuroscientists were limited [197]. They 
could study the effects that brain damage had on behaviour, whether caused by 
physiCal injUries- 1:0 tUe- oram, by strokes or by other causes such as Alzheimer's 
disease. HDwever, such an analysis was Dnly possible if the brain of the victim became 
available after death. This was because non-invasive techniques, such as PositrDn 
Emission Tomography (PET) and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRJ) had nDt yet 
been .deveIDped. 
Bearing in mind-the absence of investigative techniques, it is perhaps- surprising 
that the neuropsychDlogist Donald Rebb should produce a theory which attempted 
to explain some aspects of human behaviour in terms of neurDns and the connections 
between them. It is also surprising that this theDry shDuld have survived to the 
. present d~y, when evidence for Dr against the theory can be obtained. mucb more 
easily. 
1.1.1 H-ebbian learning 
In -Org-anization .of -Behav-ior, Heab -pr.oposed the idea .of Hebaianlearning. This 
predicted that the connection between two neurons would change in strength, de-
pending Dn the activity Df the neurDns themselves. Such a connection is caJled. a 
synapse and it is responsible for the transmissiDn Df sodium and pDtassium ions from 
the axDn of one neuron to. the dendrites of anDther. In brief, it stated that if both the 
neurDn prDviding the signal transmitted. acrDss the synapse (the pre-synaptic neu-
rDn) and the neurDn accepting the signal (the post-synaptic neurDn) happened to 
fire simultaneously, or at least within a very short space Df time; then the synaptic 
connectiDn strength wDuld increase. This wDuld increase the future likelihoDd Df the 
post-synaptic neuron firing whenever the pre-synaptic neuron fired. An analogy fDr 
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this is the strengthening of a muscle through repeated use. Since Hebb formulated 
this idea, its biological correlate in the brain, Long Term Potentiation (LTP), has 
been established [14, 1001. Larson and Lynch [112] have shown that Hebbian learning 
occurs for any synapse in which the post-synaptic neuron fires within 50 ms of the 
pre-synaptic neuron, and Dayan and Abbott [41] have shown that Hebbian learning 
takes place in the hippocampus, cerebellum and visual system. The name LTP has 
been attached to the strengthening of connections in cell assembly simulations, and 
the adaptation of simulated synaptic connections seen on a longer time scale io:; also 
referred 1.0 as Hebbian learning. 
Let us assume then that the persistence or repetition of a reverberatory activity 
(or ''trace'') tends to induce i&'ting cellular changes that add to its stability. The 
assumption can be precisely stated as follows: When an axon of cell A is near enough 
to e.xcite a cell B and repeatedly or persistently takes part in firing it, some growth 
process or metabolic change takes place in one or both cells such that Ns efficiency, 
as one of the cells firing B, is increased [74] . Hebb used the principle of hearing a clock 
strike twelve to illustrate this. The fact that we hear the clock strike twelve, rather 
than strike one twelve times, implies that some change must have been wrought in 
the connections in the brain between one strike of the clock and the next. Of course, 
it does not necessarily follow that the change in the brain must be Hebbian in nature. 
Hebb's theory has subsequently been adapted to include the weakening of synaptk 
connections. There is biological evidence that indicates that the synaptic strengths 
may decrease whenever only one of the neurons is inactive [178, 194]. Such an effect 
is referred to as Long Term Depression (LTD). Although the exact nature of LTD 
in the brain is not known, when applied to simulated cell assemblies, there are two 
possible types: post-not-pre LTD and pre-not-post LTD. Post-not-pre LTD, used by 
Het.heringt.on and Shapiro [78] for example, occurs when t.he po..<;t-synaptic neuron 
is active but the pre-synaptic neuron is not. Hebb's term, heterosynaptic LTD, is 
generally taken to refer to pre-not-pObi; LTD, in which the pre-synaptic neuron is 
active but the post.-synaptic neuron is not. The effect of these two different types of 
LTD is summarised in figure LIon page 7. 
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P t t LTD os -no -pre 
Pre-synaptic cell active Pre-synaptic cell inactive 
Post-synaptic cpj) actj ve C'..onnp..ction strengthens connection wp.,akp.J1s 
Post-synaptic cell inactive no change in strength no change in strength 
Pre-not-post LTD. 
Pre-synaptic cell active Pre-synaptic cell inactive 
Post-synaptic cell active connection strengthens no change in strength 
Post-synaptic cell inactive connection weakens no change in strength 
Figure 1.1: Both types of LTD involve weakening of connection strengths, although 
under slightly different Cn-CllIllStuncCS. 
1.1.2 Cells assemblies result from Hebbian learning 
Hebb extended his theory as follows. He proposed that gTOUps of neurons would 
form reverberating circuits that would be stimulated by external inputs, and would 
then continue to reverberate, even after the stimulus had been removed. As neurons 
forming part of thi~ circuit ceased to be active, they would be reactivated by other 
neurons in t.he circuit. The analogy that Hebb lL'red was that. such a circuit would act 
like a ringing bell, which continues to sound even after the hammer that caused it 
to ring had been removed. These reverberating circuits Hebb termed cell assemblies. 
Some researchers believe that cell assemblies follow as the inevitable consequence of 
Hebbian learning [15]. Singer [166] suggests that the Hebbian learning is responsible 
for cell assemblies forming between different cortical columns in the visual cortex that 
encode frequently occurring gTOUpS of features for ease of detection. 
Figure 1.2 has been duplic.ated from Hebb's 1949 book. Each of the arrows rep-
resents a group of neurons. The numbers indicate the order in which they become 
active, with some groups of neurons firing more than once in the complete <.ycle. 
The most important. simula.t.ion of cell assemblies in a computer in the few years 
after Hebb formulated his theory was the work of Rochester et al. [150] in which a 
network of simulated cells was used in an attempt to set up a cell assembly. Unfor-
tunately, thi~ simulation had mixed results. Although simulated neurons did show 
synchronous firing, i.e. the assemblies that formed showed the effect of dynamic 
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Figure 1.2: Hebb's concept of a Cell Assembly (reproduced from [74]) 
completion as described below, their activity did not persist beyond the removal of 
the external stimulus. MacGregor and McMullen fU9] replaced the simple cell model 
with one modelling spiking motor neurons more realistically. Like R.ochester et al., 
they achieved concurrent spiking but not the sustained activity lasting approximately 
500ms that Hebb had hypothesized [74], p. 74. Lansner and Fransen in turn replaced 
the motor neuron model with one for pyramidal cells [111] which allowed activity to 
be sustained after external stimulation was removed. 
Other notable simulations of cell assemblies include Hetherington and Shapiro 
[78] and Iglesias et al. [95], both of which show that cell assemblies can form sponta-
neously as a result of stimulating a network of randomly connected cells which obey 
simple rules of Hebbian learning. Hetherington and Shapiro report simple pattern 
recognition, in which four non-overlapping patterns of bits were successfully recog-
nised by the creation of four cell assemblies in the same network. These assemblies 
could be activated independently, even by the application of noisy test patterns. 
They claim that for the assemblies to form, it is necessary to use post-not-pre LTD 
and dendritic partitioning of inputs. Their neural networks used a series of twenty 
inputs connected to certain cells within the 360 cell network. The presence of LTD 
could easily lead to the weakening of these connections, as the cell assemblies could 
be active in the absence of external input, and learning was always present in the 
network. For this reason, the learning rule could not be used to adapt connection 
strength from the inputs to the network, and this led to the input connections being 
treated separately (the dendritic partitioning referred to) [177] . 
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Onc of t.he r{'~,«,.ar{'hcrs that. influenecd Hebb was La..<;hlcy [113]. Hi<; id('.a - t.o 
be fair, based on rather little evidence - was that memory was based on waves of 
activation that spread across the brain. However, even such an idea does not nue out 
the possibility of cell assemblies. Beurle [12] showed mathematically that a network 
of idealised brain cells could sustain waves of activity providing that they possessed 
the crucial property of fatigue, and gave some conditions under which such waves 
would propagate, die out, or reverse direction. His analogy was based upon cells 
firing, passing activity to their neighbours, as a result of which they fatigue and are 
unable to fire again immediately. The neighbouring cells Pl:lSS activity to all their 
neighbours, but the fatigued cells do not fire, so the wave of cell firing only pas..;;es in 
one direction. This is illustrated in figure 1.3. By specifying areas of the network in 
which cells are fatigued prior to the wave passing, or areas in which cells have been 
primed so that they are almost ready to fire, Beurle showed that the network could 
demonstrate a variety of wave-like behaviour, such as reflection or refraction. Beurle's 
work stands out as the major paper to attempt to reconcile Lashley's wave activity 
with what was known at the time about cell assemblies. Lashleis ideas influenced 
the development of Pribram's Holonomic Brain theory, in which cognitive function 
is believed to derive from a matrix of wave interference patterns, in much the same 
way that a holographic image arises from the interference of light waves [143]. 
Hebb's theories have also been the iuflucncc for many more recent theories of 
cognition, including AbeIes [1], Amit [6], Braitenberg [23], Damasio [37], Edelman 
[48], Marr [122], McGregor [129], Mesulam [130], Miller [132], Milner [134], Palm. 
[138], Pulvermiiller [145], Sbaw et aI. [164] and Wickelgren [186]. Cell assemblies 
have also appeared in simulations of language processing [102]. 
Variations on Hebbian learning include Signal Hebbian Learning and Differen-
tial Hebbian Learning [107]. Hebb's ide.as have had a wide-ranging effect on neural 
networks. The equation for Hebbian learning exists in several similar forms (one of 
which is Equation 3.3 on page 59) and has formed the basis for updating weighted 
connections in various architectures, for instance, back-propagation for Multi-Layer 
Perceptrons, and Kohonen Self-Organising Topographical Maps [105]. 
It is difficult to obtain direct evidence of the existence of cell assemblies in the 
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Figure 1.3: Beurle's wave analogy of cell activity. Cells fatigue when they fire (dark-
ened circlffi) allowing activity to pass only one way. A wave of activity shown by the 
curve at the top passes in the direction of the arrow. Cells gradually recover ready 
for another wave of activity. 
brain, although with recent techniqUffi [43, 137, 148] the biological case for them i'5 
becoming stronger [169]. Instead, if cell assemblies are present in the brain, their 
existence must be inferred from indirect evidence. This is unfortunate, as it means 
that with our current techniques, their existence cannot be conclusively proven, and 
that other researchers can always argue that some other mechanism is rffiponsible for 
the behavioural phenomena attributed to them. However, this does not stop some 
researchers (such as [142]) writing as though their existence were beyond doubt. 
More common is indirect evidence from behavioural experiments, such as [146, 
176]. The larger cell assemblies in the brain may well consist of many hundreds or 
thousands of neurons [146]. Each of these neurons has upwards of 2000 synapses and 
dendrites; each of which take the form of tiny filaments, many times thinner than a 
human hair. It would be a task requiring unimaginable precision and dexterity to 
untangle them. This Herculean task pales into insignificance compared to tracking 
down all the connections of neurons in the brain that mayor may not form a cell 
assembly. It ios generally accepted that forward connections from one area of the brain 
to another are generally matched by recurrent connections back to the area of origin 
[36], which raises the possibility that cell assemblies may be universal in the brain. 
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The evidence that does exist for cell assemblies takes the form. of experiments 
which are carried out, for which cell assemblies are proposed as the best explan.ation 
for the results. Alternative explanations, such as recurrent networks which achieve 
attractor states, are generally not presented. A common approach is to look for 
syn-jiring, the phenomenon of (:ells invariably firing in close synduonisation [123] . 
This does seem to imply that the ('.ells have some connection, although it is not proof 
that they form part of a cell assembly. The technique used has improved to the point 
where the activity from several neurons can be monitored simultaneou'ily in consciou" 
animals [60, 144]. 
Sakurai [154] lists five properties that cell assemblies must possess ill order to 
function in the way that Hebb describes: 
1. Dynamic Completion. Activating a sufficient number of the cells in a cell as-
sembly is sufficient to activate the majority of the cells. 
2. Dynamic Persistence. Cells in each cell assembly remained active for a sub-
stantial number of time steps after external stimulation is removed, although 
it is not necessary for each cell to remain active for many time steps. Cells 
that fire heC'..ome tired and stop firing, only to he re-ignited at latR..r time steps 
by other cells in the same cell assembly. This allows cell assembly activity to 
persist beyond the point at which single cells fatigue. 
3. Sparse Coding. Each cell assembly contains a minority of the cells in the entire 
network, although all the cells in the network may be committed to one or more 
cell assemblies. 
4. Dynamic Construction. This is the property by which a network of cells is 
capable of lp..arning C'R]l assP..mbly patterns by adapting the eonnp..ction strp.J1gths 
between cells. 
5. Overlapping set coding. The property that cells contribute to more than one 
cell assembly. Sakurai reasoned that the n.umber of concepts that could be 
stored in the brain vastly outnumbers the number of brain cells present, so the 
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storing of concepts in the form of cell assemblies necessitates the sharing of cells 
between them. 
He concludes that neurons must co-operate in order to represent knowledge and 
memories. He gives several rea~ns why this must be the case: 
1. There is a virtually unlimited number of information items that need to be 
stored in the human memory. Not only are there single items, such as "dog" 
or "cat", but these c.an be joined to form an tmlimited number of combinations 
(e.g. "Max is a large, hairy dog"). Even if every neuron in the human brain were 
dedicated to storing knowledge, there would not be enough neurons to encode 
all the possible informatjon that humans have to deal with. Yet, humans do 
manage to store all these information items. 
2. It is inefficient to store the similarities between items using totally separate 
neuronal codings. For example, Dylan the golden retriever and Merlin the 
golden retriever share many items in common, which must be represented in 
the brain of their owner in the form of neuronal codings. It would be highly 
inefficient to represent all the information known about the two dogs using 
totally separate codingB, which implies that the two codings share a lot of the 
neurons in rommon (indeed in oommon with all the other dogs that the owner 
knows). 
Instead, Sakurai suggests that information must be stored in groups of neurons 
Ubing population ensemble coding [153], the sharing of neurons among several cell 
assemblies. He outlines three experiments performed on laboratory rats, which indi-
cate that individual neurons must be present in more than one population ensemble. 
However, these experiments stop short of demonstrating that these groups of neurons 
must form reverberating circuits. 
Palm [138] defines c..ell a..<;.<;emhlies similarly, althoup;h he mnf'..entrat.es mainly on 
activation dynamics rather than structure. A group of neurons, Y, forms a cell 
assembly if activating a subgroup, X, causes the majority of cells in Y to become 
active. Palm coined the term ignition, i.e. X ignites Y. A group is said to be 
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persistent if t.he group maintains an activit.y level above a specified threshold after 
external stimulation has been removed. If a group of cells ignites without additional 
rells outside that group filing, it is said to be invariant. Group Z SUPP(n't.." group Y, if 
Y is not persistent on its own but does persist when Z ignites. This does not preclude 
Y igniting in the presence of another gTOUp (e.g. Wand Z may both support Y if Y 
can ignite in the presenc.e of either W or Z) . A group of cells can be invariant while 
containing subgroups that support or ignite it, in which case it is a Palm-assembly. I 
adopt Palm's use of the word ignition, although the other terminology is less relevant 
in the context of this thesis. For this reason, Sakurai's definition is taken to be the 
point of reference in the following chapters rather than Palm's. 
Scientih'ts generally e..timate the storage capacity of the human brain in terms 
of the number of bits of information, since the number of neurons it contains and 
the number of connections per neuron can only be estimated. If we assume that 
the brain contains somewhere between 109 and 1011 neurons, and that each cell has 
about 20,000 synaptic connections (equivalent to 10,000 synapses for each neuron), 
then the brain contains somewhere between 1013 and 1015 synapses. Taking each 
synapse to represent a single binary value gives the same range of numbers for the 
number of bits that can be stored in the brain. However, each synapse has a variable 
firing threshold, whkh dl<Ll1g(~ as the neuron is repcak-illyactivat.ed. AssUllling that. 
each threshold can take 100 distinguishable values gives the storage capacity of the 
brain as between 1015 and 1017 hits. This figure does not represent. t.he total JlUIuher 
of items that can be remembered in the brain, since, unlike a digital computer, the 
brain does not remember items in terms of single binary digits. Regardless of the 
exact form in which memories are stored, each must consist of many bits of data. 
In 1666, Robert Hooke e::.'timated his own memory storage by multiplying the speed 
at which he thought by his estimated lifespan, and producing a figure of 2 x 109 
storage bits. A more realistic estimate was derived by Landauer [1091 from a range 
of psychological experiments. He estimated the storage capacity to be approximately 
one billion distinct memories. He later revised this esimate to 4 x Hf. 
Graham and Willshaw [641 compare the CA3 region of the rat hippocampus, 
widely believed to be associated with learning and short-term memory, to their 
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winner-takes-all associative net model of heteroassociative memory, and conclude 
that CA3 ea.n store 011 the order of thousands of pa.tterns with high iufonuutioll effi-
cieucy. Efficienc,,), ilS defined as the UJDOlll1t of iufonnation that can be retrieved from 
the memory to the amount of storage available. 
Wolff [191] suggests that. t.he information storage capacity of t.he brain lies ap-
proximately between 3000Mb and 30,OOOMb, and that it may be possible to store 
all the information that a human needs to know without having to resort to hier-
archies of cell assemblie3. However, he makes many assumptions, for example, that 
every neuron in the brain is involved in memory storage. Clearly, t.h.is is not the 
case: neurons are needed for control of basic biological functions, such as breathing 
and homeostasis. Sakurai's argument i" more compelling in that it concludes that, 
even if every neuron in the brain were involved in information storage, there still 
would not be enough neurons if they did not form hierarchies. This, incidentally, is 
also the argument against the presence of "grandmother cells" in the brain [6], i.e. 
concepts such as a person's grandmother being represented in single dedicated cells: 
There simply are not enough neurons in the brain to accommodate all the concepts. 
Similarly, it is impossible to have a "gnostic unit", a group of cells dedicated to rep-
resenting a single concept, [106] for all possible concepts, although such groups may 
exist for commonly accessed concepts. 
Most unconvincing of all is Wolff's statement that some sort of information coding 
(equivalent to replacing repeated pattems in a bit h-tring) is necessary in order to fit all 
the information in the brain. He proposes that this coding takes the form of "markers" 
in the cell assemblies that link them. Surely, such coding is equivalent to some sort 
of hierarchical mechanism, and yet Wolff argues that no hierarchy is necessary. Wolff 
proposes a framework for cognition and perception called information compression 
by multiple ali.gnment, un.i/ic.atiort. an.d se.arch (ICMAUS), in which the c.onc.ept oft.he 
cell assembly is adapted so that no neuron is present in more than one assembly, and 
yet cell assemblies may contain 'references' or 'codes', in the form of neurons linking 
to other assemblies, that link cell assemblies together [192]. 
Common sense indicates that the large rate of cell death in the brain also suggests 
the necessity for coding information in complex overlapping hierarchies of cells. If 
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concepts were stored in dedicated. grandmother cells, then the death of that cell would 
result in the concept being forgotten completely. While humans are often unable to 
recall things, such a process c.annot be as simple as suggested by the grandmother cell 
hypothesis. Things apparently forgotten are often remembered later. If all concepts 
were stored in terms of single cells, then the death of the appropriate neuron might 
result in a person instantaneously losing the power of speech, or forgetting common 
words such as "the" or u.a" . Since a large number of brain cells do die over the course 
of a human lifetime, and yet such fundamental concepts in the brain do generally 
remain inLacL (degeneraLive conditions such as Alliheimer's disease notwithstanding), 
concepts must be encoded in groups of neurons, each of which contains many cells. 
Pulvermiiller [146] demonstrates how MRl scans showing activity in widely dis-
tributed areas of the brain (such as Wernicke's and Broca's area, associated with 
speech, and the visual cortex at the back of the brain) can be explained in terms 
of cell assemblies that link these areas. However, MRl cannot show the &..'tivity in 
individual neurons. The finest resolution that MRI can achieve is groups of approx-
imately 100,000 neurons. Pulvermiiller [145] proposes that each word stored in the 
brain, or more generally each item stored in memory, is represented by a single cell 
assemhly. He postulates that simultancous act.ivit.y in t.heRe different brain arC'.aR, for 
instance, when seeing a hammer and saying the word "hammer" , would encourage 
connections to grow between them. This concept of distributed representation by 
means of transcortical cell assemblies does presuppose that axons of neurons are po-
sitioned so that connections can develop between two widely spaced areas, but thi<; 
is not unfeasible, since axons can be surprisingly long (several centimetres) given the 
overall size of the brain cell [7]. Evidence of such connections forming in monkey 
brains has been found by Rizzolatti and Arbib [149]. If his theory turns out to be the 
case, this wide distribution of cell assemblies would make them very hard to find -
one would have to trace the axons of neurons throughout the brain. Some distributed 
activity has been found by Gray et al. [65] who detected synchronous neural firing 
via electrodes spaced 7mm apart in Brodmann's Area 17. Indirect evidence comes 
from various behavioural experiments in which adult subjects asked to reach for a 
known object often look at different objects with similar sounding names [176] . 
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Braitenberg [24] proposes a mechanism whereby the visual cortex of the human 
brain may lL.<;(~ wll a8SCmblies to dekd lines ill the field of view of sp(x~ific orientations. 
He does not describe any experiments which demonstrate this, but claims that his 
theory does explain the results found by others [16, 87]. Haykin [73] even goes as 
far as to suggest a neurochemical mechanism by which the synaptic connections may 
strengthen when the cells on each end of the synapse are both active. 
Bliss and Lomo [17] first demonstrated that LTP and LTD occurred ill the hip-
pocampus. They were the researchers who first coined the term :jong-term p<r 
tentiation", and who demonsLraLed LhaL Lhe connections between neurons could 
be strengthened artilical1y by applying stimulation to them. They found tllat the 
strength of test pulses applied to the major pathway entering the hippocampus was 
increased after applying brief, high frequency trains of pulses to the same pathway. 
Furthermore, they discovered that this effect was very long lasting. Sommer et aL 
[174] show that a bidirectional associative memory does indeed form a good model 
of the long-range connections within the human cortex, which are known to have 
many feedback connections, and that bidirectional retrieval aids recall and gives a 
high degree of fault tolerance. 
Just as obtaining direct proof in favour of cell assemblies is next to impossible, 
so is obtaining evidence to the contrary. Those that try to prove that cell assemblies 
do uot exist in the brain are faced with the difficult task of demonstrating a totally 
negative case. However much evidence accumulates that certain are,as of the brain 
do not contain cell assemblies, their proponents can always point to other areas of 
the brain where they may be present. 
Various statistical methods for detecting the presence of cell assemblies have been 
proposed. Martignon et al. 1123] propose three methods that may indicate their 
presen('.e, ba..~ed on higher order temporal patterns, all ba..~d on t.he correlations of 
firing patterns of the neurons involved. A similar method was used by Hetherington 
and Shapiro [78] who used Pearson:s Correlation Coefficient as a simple measure to 
detect the presence of persistent patterns of activity in simulated cell assemblies. 
Such a method worked well in their experiments as cell activity tended to persist for 
a long time, i.c. cell activity in a persistent cell assembly tended to dwindle over 
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time rather than dying out and being reactivated, according to the traditional Hebb 
modeL For models in which such reactivation occurs, Fourier analysis may prove to 
be a valuable tool in detecting repeating patterns of cell activity. As things currently 
stand, correlated temporal firing patterns, i. e. syn-firing for considerable numbers of 
neurons, is generally accepted as the best evidence for cell assemblies [55]. 
Objections to the cell assembly c.oncept are easily tackled. Some, like Milner [134] 
claim that cell assemblies would not be capable of forming hierarchies and complex 
structures because the connections between a~emblies would essentially be the same 
as those within them, i.e. that interassembly associations would lead to assemblies 
merging with each other. This assumes that connections between assemblies are 
identical in strength to those within a'SSeIllblies. One possible refutation of this ha~ 
been proposed by Levy et al. [115], who point out that cortico-cortical dendrites 
of pyramidal neurons in the cortex generally fall into two categories. Most complex 
processing takes pla.ce in the cortex, which is divided into six distinct layers each 
approximately Imm thick. The apical dendrites generally connect the neurons in 
lower layers to cortica1layers closer to the outer edge of the brain. The basal dendrites 
gE"..nera.lly oonnect neurons t.o those wit.hin t.he same layer. Thi .. is illmrt.rat.E"n in figure 
1.4. Levy et al. propose that the basal dendrites connect neurons to those within 
the same cell assembly, whereas apical dendrites represent connections between cell 
assemblies. This does suggest that c.ell assemblies may be well eonnected within 
layers of the cortex but less so between layers. 
Such an explanation i., generally not necessary, however, as Hebbian learning also 
includes the concept of weakening connections. Hebb's theory would therefore sug-
gest that connections within an assembly representing a single concept are therefore 
strong, wherea., those between assemblies are relatively weak, since cells within the 
same assembly co-fire more often than (:ells in different. assemblies. 
Milner also wonders why parts of concepts, such as 'doors' and 'windows" are 
not subsumed into the 8S.')Cmbly representing the whole concept, such as 'house'. 
These are essentiany two sides of the same question. It is one of the aims of this 
thesis to refute these objections by demonstrating that hierarchies of assemblies can 
easily exist within a network, and that a compound assembly does not automatically 
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Basal ~~~ Dendmes 
Figure 1.4: Cortico-cortical dendrites on pyramidal neurons in the cortex tend to be 
apical, connecting the cell to outer cortical layers, or basal, connecting the neuron to 
those in the same layer. Reproduced from [177]. 
absorb its compOneJlts. :Mimer seems to have modified his view subsequently, and 
now believes that the brain may contain some variation on Hebb's model of the cell 
assembly [135]. 
One objection to the concept of cell assemblies applies to their existence in the 
visual cortex, and is known as the superposition problem, illustrated by figure 1.5 [55]. 
Layers of cells in brain areas VI and V2 form retinotopic maps in which neighbouring 
cells in the cortex represent neighbouring areas in the visual field. Cell assemblies are 
proposed as distributed structures, and any object in the visual field ignites several 
cell assemblies (representing colour, teA-ture etc.) It is likely that active assemblies 
will superimpose in the cortex, especially for objects that are close or overlapping in 
the visual field, and yet the brain has no problem in correctly linking the features to 
the objects. This is essentially a variation on the variable binding problem [133]. The 
superposition problem ceases to be an objection to the presence of cell assemblies in 
the brain if a possible solution for it can be proposed, and such a solution does exist, 
in the form of tempornJ binding, in which neurons in cell a. ... "cmblics fire at. cmtain 
frequencies to indicate their presence in any particular group of features. 
The majority of Hebb's detractors, such as Amit [4], dismiss his theory by simply 
claiming that it is not necessary to explain neurological behaviour. The mechanism 
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Figure 1.5: The superposition problem, reproduced from [55J. The image consists 
of two overlapping objects, a mouse and an apple, with the result that all the cell 
assemblies corresponding to the different features at the point of overlap are ignited. 
These produce intersecting patterns of activity in nearby cells. The theory of tem-
poral binding proposes that assemblies representing features to be grouped share a 
common firing patte.rn. 
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that Amit then goes on to propose for short-term memory is a network similar to a 
Hopfidd net [841 , whidt lllOVctI from one stable state (an attmdor) to a.uot.her stable 
state. Such ~1able b1ates are defilJOO by the weights from each node ill the network 
to the others, equivalent to the synaptic strengths between neurons. However, Amit 
does not specify exactly how these connections could be set up in the brain, and hence 
does not dismiss the possibility that they may be established by some sort of Hebbian 
learning. Some researchers, such as Hanson [71] accept that Hebbian learning may 
be applicable to single cell~, but dispute that Hebb's conclusions can be expanded 
Lo cover ent.ire net.works. It. is not. Lhe concepL of cell assemblies in particular that. 
Hanson is objecting to, but the extension of simple rules such as Hebbian learning to 
cover entire networks. However, the concept of cell assemblies result.., directly from 
an eJ..-tension of Hebbian learning, so Manson's criticism may be taken as a criticism 
of the cell assembly theory. 
One valid criticism levelled at the cell assembly theory is that the sparse connec-
tivity of the brain does not lend itself to the formation of cell assemblies. Since the 
brain contains approximately 1010 cells, and each neuron has only a few thousand 
connections at most, each brain cell can only have connections to a tiny fraction of 
the cells within the brain. Braitenberg and Shuz [25] have carried out a study of 
the mouse cortex, in which they found that the probability of any pyramidal neuron 
being connected to a nearby pyramidal neuron was approximately 1 in 50. This does 
seem rather low to permit cell assembly formation. Palm [139] suggests that neurons 
in the cortex may be partitioned into modules. Within these modules the neurons 
have a high connectivity (perhaps a 50% chance of being connected to any nearby 
neuron), but connections are sparse between modules. There is an alternative inter-
pretation to Braitenberg and Shuz's study, namely that the pyramidal. cells do form 
cell assemblies, but that t.hese assemblies are not. composed of spatially contiguous 
neurons, i.e. the assemblies are massively interleaved [63] . Braitenberg and Shuz 
estimated that each pyramidal cell had. approximately 4000 connections, almost all 
to different neurons. The Braitenberg and Shuz study therefore only undermines the 
cell assembly theory if one a...~ttm.es that assemblies must be composed of adjacent 
neurons. 
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Although Hehh's thc.ory is more than fifty years old, it ha." survived the tc~"t of 
time so far. However, it is only within the last twenty years or so that we have had 
the technology to investigate it thoroughly. This has resulted in a fair amOlmt of 
circumstantial evidence in favour of the theory and some theories which contradict 
it. It is my opinion that the weight of the evidence, such as it is, is in favour of 
both Hebbian learning and the presence of cell assemblies. However, until and unless 
direct evidence is discovered which proves that such self-excitatory loops exist within 
the brain, the idea of Hebbian learning and cell assemblies will remain jlL~ a theory, 
open Lo both support and dispute. 
Whether cell assemblies exist in the brain or not, their simulation in computer 
programs opens an intere::.'ting avenue of research. They have already shown that 
they can exhibit complex behaviour, including the properties predicted by Hebb for 
biological cell assemblies. Most researchers who investigate simulated cell assemblies 
do so simply to determine what information processing properties they have, but 
inevitably, when such simulations succeed, they implicitly lend support to Hebb's 
theory. As networks of simulated cell assemblies become more complex, they will 
take on higher functioning capabilities, and it will be reasonable to refer to them 
as modelling brain processes. For this reason, I believe that a brief discussion of 
modelling brain fundion is justified. 
1.2 Why do we model the brain? 
One of the most powerful reasons for studying simulations of Cell Assemblies is that 
they are the only widely recognised neural network architecture that are based closely 
upon neural structures that we believe are present in the brain. The whole foundation 
for cell assemblies is the 1949 book by Hebb [74], one of the leading neurologists of 
his day. Although Hebb did not specify equations for his proposed. learning, the 
equations generally used are based loosely on more modern neurological research, 
such as that of Hubel and Wiesel [86,88]. Already models of brain function, such 
as the motor control system [40] and the cortex basal ganglia system [79], are being 
implemented based entirely upon cell assemblies. It therefore makes sense to discuss 
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briefly the reasons for simulating brain nmct.ion in eompnt.cr programs. 
The most obvious answer to this is that models of the brain give some insight as 
to how it works. The simplistic approach to this problem is to view the brain as a 
single immense and densely interconnected network of neurons. However, the vast 
numbers of neurons in the brain, each of which forms many thousands of connections, 
makes an exhaustive model of the brain impractical. 
Models of the brain or mind allow us to concentrate our attention on those char-
acteristics of the brain that are salient for any line of research, and to ignore others. 
They are embedded in assumptions about our thinking [180]. A brain model would 
be a source against which theories could be tested [158]. 
A model of (small areas of) the brain provides a useful test-bed for neurological 
experiments that would otherwise be impractical. It is estimated, for example, that 
IBM's proposed model of a complete cortical column [47] will be able to complete 
experiments in seconds that would take days if carried out using a real human brain. 
The development of the brain from before birth to old age could be surveyed in a 
tiny fraction of a human lifespan, and diseases and disorders simulated by artificially 
lesioning conne<--tions in the model. Furthermore, simuIations of brains and minds 
can be analysed thoroughly and "dissected" in a way that would never be acceptable 
with human subjects. At the other end of the scale from IBM's model are simulations 
that contain only a few cells and yet have produced useful results and have cast light 
on pa.thological neural conditions, such as [124] in which a. model of lexical retrieval 
simulated the errors produced by a brain-damaged patient. 
It should be pointed out that the validity of the e}':periments described in this 
thesis do not rely on the presence of cell assemblies in the brain. I clearly demonstrate 
that they have a useful function regardless of Hebb's theory. However, the fact that 
they are modelled directly on our best lmderst.anding of t.he brain, t.he most. powerful 
neural architecture known, provides a good reason for researching into them. 
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1.3 Connectionism vs. Symbolic AI 
Cell assemblies form part of a vast area of research called neural networks or sub-
symbolic Ai. In the very early days of Al, the subject divided into two fundamental 
strands, symbolic AI and sub-symbolic AI, also known as connectionism. Connec-
tionist systems were loosely inspired by the workings of the human brain, which 
consists of many types of neurons that pass electrochemical signals to each other. 
Symbolic AI, the older of the two approaches, comprises the storing of information 
in computers in the form of discrete and easily identifiable items, such as b1mple vari-
ables. Processing of these pieces of information is carried out by means of rules, each 
of which has a specific purpose. An example of such a rule, drawn from an expert 
system designed to identify animals from a given set of features, is shown below: 
IF animaLcan_fly AND animal_is_mammal 
THEN animal_is_bat 
The purpose of this rule is obvious simply by reading it, as are the pieces of 
information that it needs to operate. Of course, expert systems are best suited to 
problems which encode easily in the form of rules, such as diagnosis of diseases or 
problems in mechanical equipment. Many problems in the real world, such as speech 
or facial recognition, are less suited to this rule-based strategy. In such problems, 
the expert knowledge required is harder to state explicitly, and the more numerical 
approach offered by connectionism is preferable. 
Connectionism adopts a completely different approach to processing information. 
Information is distributed throughout neural networks in the form of weighted connec-
tions between homogenous components. It is difficult to pinpoint particular concepts 
within the network. Furthermore, activity is propagated throughout the network 
through the global application of the same rule, and hence information process-
ing must also be encoded in the weighted connections. Consistent global behaviour 
emerges from local operations. There is no reason to suppose that simply because 
connectionist models are inspired by the brain that all models of brain proC€'.ssing 
must be C'..onnectionist in nature. There are many C'..ognitive scienC'R- models that are 
entire symbolic in nature (see fl72]) , or even a mixture of the two, such as Wolfe's 
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Guided Search 2.0 model of attention [1901. Indeed, between the late 19608 and the 
mid-1U8Us, almost all rescardl ill the field of eognitive scicu(;C Wc.I:) oolldud<..'<i usillg 
symbolic AI [811. 
Connectionism has its roots in the 1950s and 60s with systems such as Selfridge's 
Pandemonium [1591 . The early connectionists did make over-ambitious claims for 
their architectures. Rosenblatt [151], for instance, claimed that his perceptrons were 
capable in principle of having original ideas, and McCulloch and Pitts [128], credited 
with developing the first model of the neuron, stated that "specification of the net 
would contribute all that could be achieved in [psychology]". Inevitably, there was 
a backlash from the Symbolic AI community. Connectionism was dealt a blow by 
Minsky and Papert [136] who showed that the basic element of neural networks at 
the time, the single-layer perceptron, could not discriminate between patterns that 
were not linearly separable. Within the last twenty years or so, the development of 
more powerful architectures such as the Multi-Layer Perceptron and the Mixture-of-
Experts [163, 971 has given rise to a resurgence in interest in connectionist architec-
tures, to the extent that it is generally accepted that connectionism has permanent 
place in the armoury of AI tools. 
Each approach has its advantages and disadvantages. Neural networks have a 
certain degree of redundancy insofar as it is possible to lesion a proportion of the 
connections between ('.ells and still the network will perform its designated function 
with only a slight decrease in performance. This property of graceful degradation 
is not shared by symbolic AI programs, in which missing out any particular rule 
or variable can lead to complete failure. Neural hardware, such as the brain itself, 
demonstrates graceful degradation - this must be the case since human brain function 
continues in spite of the fact that we each lose countless brain cello; every day - but 
t.o a certain extent. t.his advant.age is lost. when a connectionist. net is simulated on 
a serial computer. The main advantage of symbolic AI is that the functioning of a 
program can be easily analysed. It is a fairly straightforward matter to determine 
which part. of a program performs which function. This is not the case with neu-
ral networks, whose functions are distributed amongst all the neurons and leads to 
connectionism often being referred to as distributed processing. It can be difficult, if 
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not impossible, to determine the function of any particular cell in a neural network. 
This is another facet of the redundancy aspect: Redundancy provides resistance to 
rutastrophk breakdown, but it does make aIullysis diffit:u1t. 
Certainly connectionist nets cannot (as yet) provide all the functions present in 
symbolic AI. Fodor and Pylyshyn [52] suggest that neural nets cannot be used to form 
general rules that draw inferences. For example, in symbolic logic, one can deduce 
from the rule "A is true and B is true" that "A is true". Such a rule translates easily 
into "C is true and D is true" from which we can deduce that "C is true" . However, 
many researchers do not accept their arguments [171] and some even claim to have 
developed connectionist nets that support systematic operations [30]. 
One area in which connectionism does appear to have a distinct advantage over 
symbolic logic is in the representation of uncertainty. In symbolic AI, uncertainty 
arises when one is not sure to what extent any proposition is true. For instance, in 
an expert system designed to diagnose disease, the degree to which a patient displays 
a particular symptom may be uncertain. Many formalisms have been developed to 
accommodate uncertainty, the most common of which are Bayesian Reasoning [44], 
the Dempster-Shafer Formula [160, 196], the MYCIN calculus [26, 56] and Fuzzy 
Logic [195], all of which are summarised in [21]. Much controversy exists as to which 
formulism is best, mainly between the proponents of Bayesian Reasoning, who point 
out its mathematical rigour, and the non-Bayesians who point out the ease of use of 
their own approaches [116, 32J. 
Connedionism avoids Lhis problem aULomaLically. UncerLainLy L,) builL inLo iLs 
processing, as inputs to connectionist nets are continuous-valued, and this continuity 
is maintained throughout the nets. A good example is the network known as "Jets 
and Sharks" [126, 11]. This deals with the characteristics, such as education level, 
marital status etc., of a group of people who are members of the two eponymous gangs. 
The network is capable of an associative database, to which various characteristics 
are applied. The signal strength of the nodes of each gang member then indicates 
the degree to which that member matches each of the applied characteristics. Figure 
1.6 shows the result of applying an external signal to the network node representing 
"Shark", i. e. a query to find all the members of the Shark gang. The activity 
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Figure 1.6: A typical query applied to the "Jets and Sharks" network. 
level of cells representing various members gradually increases, together with those 
representing other characteristics commonly shared by several members of the Shark 
gang. 
Clearly the network has decided that both Phil and Don meet the criterion 
"Shark" well, but less so Dave. The inherent uncertainty in the output is obvious 
from the figure without the necessity to impose an artificial uncertainty formulism . 
While both the symbolic and connectiomst approaches to AI have their advan-
tages, each has its drawbacks also. While connectionism allows us to solve problems 
which do not lend themselves easily to solving by a series of rules, it is not easy to de-
termine how the knowledge has been stored in the network. Connectionist networks 
are essentially parallel in nature, a fact that should lead to high processing speeds, 
but t.his advantage disappears when the connectionist. architectures are simulat.ed in 
serial computers, as the vast majority of them arc. In spite of attempts to discredit 
connectionism, it has fought its way back to earn a place as a useful tool in any AI 
programmer's tool box, and researchers are by no means close to discovering its limits. 
Some re~,*,,archers c1'l.im that cell assemblie.<; c,an be cla.ssified bot.h as c.onnectioni .. t 
and as symbolic architectures [62]. They consider the question of how cell assemblies 
store knowledge. Certainly, they are cOllllectionist, in the sense that they are based 
on cell-like structures. However, like conventional symbolic AI systems, they are 
modular in nature, with smaller modules contributing to hierarchies of larger oncs. 
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1.4 Objectives 
The main objectives of this PhD project are summarized by the sub-headings in this 
section. By "cell assembly" I mean cell assemblies simulated in a network of cells on 
a computer. 
1.4.1 Establishment of a cell assembly in a network of cells 
The first task is to establish that cell assemblies do indeed fonn in a network of 
uncommitted cells. A primitive of cells should be created with a given number of 
connections between them of random strengths and destinations. A simple learning 
rule can be implemented that allows connection strengths between cells to alter. By 
stimulating parts of this network appropriately, it is hoped that cell assemblies form 
spontaneously and that these cell assemblies demonstrate all the properties believed 
to apply to cell assemblies in the brain [154J. It is important that adaptation of con-
nections be carried out based purely on a local metric. Cells in the brain can have no 
global "knowledge" of the problem to be solved or strengths of distant connections. 
The experiments must show that global order can be imposed on an initially random 
system through the application of a few simple rules. To a certain extent, these exper-
iments will help to dispel criticisms of the cell assembly argument by researchers such 
as MiIner [134], who cannot appreciate how component cell assemblies can contribute 
to compound assemblies without being subsumed by them. This is not a main aim, 
since these criticisms carry little weight, and the existence of cell assemblies in the 
brain is now widely accepted. However, it will Validate such concepts in simulated 
cell assemblies. 
1.4.2 Investigation of properties of cell assemblies 
If cell assemblies exist in the brain, then they are capable of a variety of behaviours 
that promote the storage and adaptation of information. The brain forgets informa-
tion, so it is quite possible that cell assemblies may disband. Similarly, information 
may be stored in very generalised terms to begin with and become more specialised 
later, such as learning the conccpt of "animal", followed by specific animals such 
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as dogs, then breeds of dog. One possible mechanism by which this may occur is 
fractioning (splitting) of cell assemblies into subassemblies, which then recruit un-
committed cells on their boundaries. Experiments are carried out that investigate 
whether forgetting, fractioning and recruitment at the boundaries of assemblies can 
be made to take place. 
The cells from which cell assemblies simulated on a computer are created can only 
ever be approximations of biological neurons. As such, they arc modelled by a number 
of equations. These equations are in turn based on a number of parameters. The 
thesis investigates the relationships between these parameters that hold for networks 
that display acceptable behaviour. 
1.4.3 Establishment of correlates between simulated cell as-
semblies and those in the brain 
Although a single cell assembly lacks the sophistication of other simulations in cog-
nitive psychology, I feel that is fair to describe the experiments described in this 
thesis in terms of cognitive psychology. Some neuronal functions have indeed been 
described as the result of cell assembly formation. A notable example is the setting up 
of cortical hypercolumns [24] . Of the 305 connection pathways between segregated 
areas in the brain, more than 80% of them have fibres running in both directions 
[49]. This high degree of feedback has prompted some researchers to claim that cell 
assemblies form the basis of all brain activity. 
While my research cannot make any conclusive statement about how cell as-
semblies mayor may not operate in the brain, it is hoped that the simulations of 
assemblies may throw some light on the theories of brain activity and sugget:.'t possible 
avenues of research. 
1.4.4 Determination of the storage capacity of cell assembly 
networks 
It is generally accepted that the number of neurons in the cortex would be insufficient 
to store the number of memories required of it if each memory were assigned to a 
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unique neuron. The storing of that many memories requires that individual neurons 
be involved in the storage of more than one memory. This implies some sort of 
hierarchical structure in which groups of neurons co-operate. A similar approach can 
be taken to simulated cell assemblies, i. e. the number of assemblies that can be stored 
in a network is not necessarily proportional to the number of cells in the network. Of 
course, the number of connections between cells in the assemblies, whether synapses 
connecting biological neurons or simulated connections in a computer program, must 
be sufficient to allow the hierarchies to be set up. 
Chapter 2 on page 31 gives brief details of some of the approaches that different 
researchers have taken to determine the storage capacities of Hopfield nets, all of 
which make slightly different assumptions, and which produce st.rikingly different 
capacity formulae as a result. There is, however, yet no body of research that performs 
the same function for cell assemblies. A large part of the thesis investigates what 
structures can be set up in a network in order to increase the storage capacity of that 
network. 
1.5 Summary 
Cell Assemblies promise to be a powerful tool both for modelling the brain and for 
developing more powerful architectures for simulation on a computer. If Hebb is 
right, and cell assemblies are indeed present in the brain, then they may well be 
capable of sophisticated information processing. The work described in this thesis 
does not attempt such sophisticated computation, but it may be possible to proceed 
from simple information storage to, for instance, sequential information processing 
and even decision making. The experiments described show increasing complexity 
from the implementation of single cell assemblies, via small networks of assemblies, 
to large networks containing even larger numbers of assemblies. 
Chapter 2 describes the import.ant literature in the field of cell assemblies. It also 
gives a brief overview of some of the ancillary topics that have affected the experiments 
described in laler chapters, such as genelic algorilhms. These are nol investigaled 
in great detail since they are not central to the experiments. Chapter 3 describes in 
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mathematical terms the components of all the simulations described in the thesis. It 
gives the equations that govern the behaviour of the cells in the networks, those that 
implement the Hebbian learning used, and the details of the genetic algorithm used 
to determine acceptable values for the parameters that control the model's behaviour. 
This model is then used to establish the validity of small networks of cell assemblies in 
chapter 4, in which the complexity is increased gradually from one isolated assembly 
to a hierarchy of six assemblies. Chapter 5 then extends this work to large networks, 
containing an indefinite number of primitives. The main interest in chapter 5 is the 
storage capacity of the network, i.e. the number of patterns that can be stored and 
reliably recalled, as the size of the network increases. At this point, comparisons 
with large Hopfield nets (section 2.3.1) are made. The final chapter, chapter 6, draws 
together all the threads from the previous ones into the relevant conclusions, and 
makes suggestions for future research. 
1.6 Terminology 
In the following chapters, the word neuron refers to a brain cell, and the word cell 
is used to refer to its simulation in a computer. One exception to this is the term 
"lucky neuron" , which applies to certain critical cells in experiments. The connections 
between cells in simulations are often referred to as synapses after their biological 
equivalent. 
All experiments are labelled with the section number in which they are described. 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
The concept of the cell assembly is just over half a century old and has become 
established as a partial explana.tion of how thought and memory are encoded in the 
neural stnlcture of the brain. This chapter puts simulations of cell assembJies into 
the context of other neural architectures. It also gives a brief introduction to various 
topics that have some bearing on the experiments described later in the thesis. Some 
of these, such as the discussion on the capacity of associative memories, are dealt 
with in some detail 
2.1 Modelling brain cells 
The basic structure of neurons has already been discovered. Although there are many 
types of brain cell, they can be approximated by the diagram shown in figure 2.l. 
The cell consists of a cell body, or soma. Electrical signals are fed into the cell 
body via thin tree-like structures called dendrites. The cell is usually inactive, bUL 
.Axon ~~- Synapses 
------..., 
Dendrites 
Figure 2.1: An approximation to the structure of a brain cell. 
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when a sufficient. quantity of signal ha." been reeeived from t.he dendrit,cs, the eell 
beeomcs a.ctive, it fires, aud a further sibrnal is scut via Cl long strudurc ealled the 
axon to synapses. These are connections between the axon of one brain cell and the 
dendrites of others. The signal is transmitted from the axon to the dendrites via 
chemical!'! c:alled neurotransmitters. When t.he cell ha.C! fired, it nsually retnrn.'l to the 
inactive state. This return is referred to as the spike latency. 
Synaptic inputs operate by increasing or decreasing the conductance of the post-
synaptic membrane. This implements the strength of the synaptic connection. When 
most neurons fire they stimulate the cells to which they connect to build up the 
electrical charge in their cell bodies. These cells, based on NMDA, are excitatory 
[166] . XMDA is N-methyl-D-aspartic acid, an amino acid derivative acting as specific 
agonist at the appropriate receptor on synapses. A small proportion of neurons, based 
on GABA, seem to have the opposite effect. When they fire, they decrease the activity 
in the cells with which they come in contact. Such cells are said to be inhibitory. 
GABA is Gamma-aminobutyric acid, a neurotransmitter that acts on any of three 
receptors on synapses, termed GABAA, GABAB and GABAc. 
In t.he brain, neurons fire t.he inst.ant. that t.heir internal mndit.ions Pf>nn.it. it., with-
out referenc.c t.o ot.her c:cIL'l. Furt.hermore, synapt.ic mnnections operat.e at. different 
speeds, typieal readion timc'S varying from 1 IIlS t.o 100 IIlS [156] . These effects taken 
togcther arc tcnncd ab')'ll<.:hronous firiug. Clca.rly, when cells arc modelled in a serial 
oomputer, it is diffi<.:ult to model asynduonollil fu·ing pe:Ifedly, as the simulation pro-
gram can only handle one cell aL a Lime. SimulaLions generally involve proce3Sing all 
cells in the network serially. 
All connectionist systems involve modelling neurons to a greater or Jesser degree, 
as they are inspired by the brain. Architectures such as the Multi-Layer Perceptron 
(MLP) contain cells that implement very simple behaviour, i.e. the weighted con-
nections together with a simple transfer function from input to output. Simplicity 
improves program speed, and such simple cells suffice for the tasks to which :\.1LPs 
are applied. As models become more complex, they take into account the internal 
workings of neurons, for example, simulating the currents of sodium and potassium 
ions [111]. Such models often become unwieldy, such as the family of neuronal models 
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Figure 2.2: The more biologically plausible a neuronal model is, the more floating 
point operations (FLOPS) it requires to implement. (Reproduced from [961) 
generally referred to as Hodgkin-Huxley models. These involve only four equations 
[80], but are based on dozens of parameters, each of which need., to be tuned indi-
vidually for any given t:Umulation. Izhikevich [96] lists no fewer than twenty different 
models of varying complexity, recommending the Hodgkin-Huxley model for detailed 
and accurate modelling of the neuron when only a few cells arc to be modelled and 
the quadratic Integrate and Fire (I&F) model for large numbers of simulated neu-
rons. Inevitably there is always a trade-off between the number of mathematical 
opE.'l"a.tions involved in the simulation of neurons and the biologic.al plausibility, as 
shown in figure 2.2. 
Experimenis described in ihis Lhesis often involve huge numbers of cells and many 
thousands of iterations. The I&F model is the simplest model that is generally 
rec..ognised as simulating neuronal function to any degrf'..e above the basic level found 
in architectures such as MLPs [96] . For this reason, the model used is based on 
the I&F model, but incorporates the additional functions of leaky integration and 
fatigue as described in chapter 3 on page 53. Essentially cells in the model ac.cumulate 
activity through input connections, a fraction of which leaks away as time progresses. 
Cells also have the property of fat.igue that prevents them firing indefinitely in t.he 
presence of mnt.inllru external act.ivat.ion . Although it sacrificf'A" biological plausibilit.y 
for efficiency, it has prow'A satisfactory in various ecll as .. <;emhly experimcnts 8ueh as 
[91] and [93] . 
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2.2 Cell assemblies as neural networks 
This section briefly discusses the position that cell assemblies occupy in the hierarchy 
of artificial neural networks such as multi-layer perceptrons [117] and Kohonen nets 
[104]. Although it is still a matter of debate whether cell assemblies exist in the brain, 
they may well prove to be a useful tool in artificial simulations of neural networks. 
Cell assemblies form their own representation of the input data. In this respect 
they are self-organising or unsupervised, like Kohonen's self-organising topographical 
maps (SOTMs) [105]. Whether this is an advantage or not is debatable: on the 
plus side, there is no need to label training data, which allows the cell assemblies to 
extract the important features from the data for themselves. In many experiments 
networks are created containing cells with randomly assigned connections, both in 
strength and destination. In these experiments, cell assemblies form spontaneously 
as a result of external stimulation. In these experiments, the programmer has little 
control on how the cell assemblies form 1 - it is a hit and miss process. Cell assemblies 
are init.iali<led with the minimum number of the paramet.ers spec.ifioo by t.he user - t.he 
weights between connections are set randomly and the destination of the connections 
set randomly as well. The connection strengths between nodes in a SOTM are set 
randomly but the nodes are only connected to neighbouring nodes in the grid. This 
implies that SOTM will produce more predictable grouping of data inputs, whereas 
the cell assemblies are much less predictable as regards their outcomes. 
The fact that SOTMs undergo unsupervised training means that they do not 
necessarily classify data in the way that a human would find intuitive. In general, 
they tend to be used as vector quantizers, i. e. they cluster data items and then pass 
the result on to other components in a modular neural network (see [9J and [193J 
for examples). The same could apply to cell assemblies, of course. The experiments 
described in this thesis describe situations in which the topologies of networks were 
carefully controlled. In more comple.x situations, the final topology of the netwmk 
may well be less tightly restricted, in which case some external system will be required 
1 Experiments described in this thesis use networks in which the positions of cell assemblies are 
predetennined by predetermining connection strengths and/or restricting external stimulation to 
specific areas of !.he neLwork. Cell assemblies in such experimenLs are a loL more predidable. 
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Figure 2.3: A taxonomy of neural net classifiers, showing the position of cell assem-
blies. 
to "interpret" the result. 
Cell assemblies undergo adaptive training. This means that the network weights 
are adapted during training, unlike Hopfield nets [84] and Hamming nets which tend 
to use fixed weights. In this respect they are siIIlilar to multi-layer perceptrons. 
Figure 2.3 shows a generally accepted taxonomy of neural network architectures [117] 
to which cell assemblies have been added. The essential difference..s between c.ell 
assemblies and Hopfield nets are explained in section 2.3.1 on page 39. In spite 
of the fact that cell assemblies are more closely related to Hopfield nets than they 
are to SOTMs: they appear distant from them in figlue 2.3 due to the fact that 
Hopfield net.s always df'.al with binary inputs and ontputs. Although simulated cRll 
assemblies are implemented in such a way that their stimulus is continuously valued, 
the definition of cell assemblies has not yet been cast in stone, so that there is no 
reason why they could not be given binary inputs. For this reason, I maintain that 
Hopfield nets are the close.<rt relative that cell assemblies have in the set of standard 
neural architectures, and I concentrate on comparing cell assemblies to Hopfield nets 
rather than to SOTMs. 
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Figure 2.4: The TRACE model of cell assembly activity. The vertical axis shows the 
relative activity of the assembly in arbitrary units. 
Kaplan et al. [98J created a mathematical simulation of a cell assembly that 
fits one possible model of their behaviour. TRACE simulates not the behaviour of 
individual cells in a network but the total activity level in the entire cell assembly. 
This is roughly analogous to the number of cells that fire at any point in time. 
According to the TRACE model, activation in cell assemblies follows the pattern 
shown in figure 2.4, in which t.hc numbcr of cclls firing incrcl'l.<;cs rapidly. Firing 
reaches a peak as cells begin to fatigue in large numbers, and then reaches a plateau 
in which the rate at which cells recover from fatigue is approximately equal to the 
rate at which fatigue prevents cells from firing. There may well be oscillations in the 
number of cells firing, until the number of cells incapable of firing reaches a critical 
level and the activity in the cell assembly rapidly drops to zero. 
Of course, the TRACE model of cell assembly does not represent the only possible 
activity pattern. There is no reason, for example, not to assume that the activity 
of any cell assembly in the brain would persist indefinitely if it were not for the 
presence of competing cell assemblies that inhibit it. TRACE has been used to 
model lexical contact during speech perception [53], and has been extended to model 
activity in multiple cell assemblies (the multiTRACE system, [35,175]). It is possible 
to simulate a cell assembly based on discrete cells that matches approximately the 
activity pattern of TRACE, as shown in figlrre 2.5. Detail" of this simulation are 
given in section 3.4 on page 65. 
How many cells should be present in a cell assembly? Thcre is no definitive answer 
to this question. Fransen et al. [54J have demonstrated that a simulated. cell assembly 
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Figure 2.5: The activity level of a network of simulated. cells tuned. to match the 
TRACE activity level as closely as possible. The vertical axis shows the activity as 
a proportion of the maximum possible activity of the network. Onc time unit on the 
horizontal axis is approximately equal to a millisecond. 
can contaill as few as 8 (:ells, as showu iu figure 2.6. Their simulated cell assemblies 
showed the basic properties of cell assemblies, i.e. persistanc.e after removal of the 
external stimulus (which they term after-activity) and completion of the assembly 
(which they term pattem completion). They even demonstrate that one f)"uch small 
assembly can compete with and shut down another (figure 2.6(b)). Few researchers, 
however, choose t.o work on such a small sc.ale. Hetherington and Shapiro [78} crea.ted 
assemblies on grids of cells with 18 rows and 20 columns, the CANT system [89] uses 
grids of cells with 20 rows and 20 colUlllllS. H is one of the a.im..s of this thesis Lo 
demonstrate that networks containing large numbers of cells have more scope for cell 
assembly formation than do small networks. 
Cell assemblies are gradually being accepted. among the useful neural network 
architectures in common usage. This thesis aims to discover to some extent their 
capabilities and limitations. 
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Figure 2.6: Fransen et al. [54] demonstrate basic properties of cell assemblies in 
small networks of 8 cells each. The activity in (a) persists after the external stimulus 
shown by the horizontal bar is removed. In (b), cells in the assembly marked by the 
closed circles compete with and shut down those in the assembly marked by the open 
circles. 
2.3 The relationship between Cell Assemblies and 
Hopfield Nets 
Cell assemblies are a connectionist architecture that bear some similarity to Hopfield 
nets [84, 85] in the way that they operate. Hopfield nets are a standard architecture 
for associative nets, and are generally used for pattern completion. They consist of a 
series of cells or nodes with recursive connections to which a test pattern is applied. 
These connections allow the state of the net, represented by the outputs of the cells at 
any given point in time, to move from one state to another until stability is reached. 
They are loosely inspired by the workings of neurons in the brain. Indeed, some 
researchers have used Hopficld net.s t.o draw c.ondusions about the brain. Crick and 
Mitcl1ison notkcd that Hopficld nets oftell become over-loaded with stored memories. 
From thi., they made the immense leap to concluding that the human brain avoid., 
this problem by dreaming (the Crick-Mitchison Hypothesis: "We dream in order to 
forget", later toned down to "We dream in order to reduce fantasy and obsession") 
[63]. 
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Figure 2.7: A Hopfield net. There are n inputs (termed Xl to xn) and outputs (UI to 
Yn), and {'.ach cell has a recurrent connection to every cell other than itself. 
2.3.1 Hopfield Nets 
Figure 2.7 shows the basic structure of a Hopfield net. It consists of a single layer of 
N cells, each of which has recurrent connections to all the cells other than itself. The 
cells take a binary input of N bits and then iterate until they reach a stable state, 
at which the binary states of the cells is deemed to be the N bit output. The binary 
states of the net are usually 1 and -1 : although versions of the Hopfield net do exist 
in which the binary states are 1 and 0 [117]. Two advantages that Hopfield nets have 
over multi-layer perceptrons i'S that they require only a single training pass to set any 
particular pattern, and that further patterns can be set at any time without risk of 
forgetting previously set patterns (as long as the maximum storage capacity of the 
network is not exceeded). 
The algorithm for training and llsing the Hopficld net is shown in table 2.1 on 
page 40. 
The output of tllc Hopfidd rlct is read from thc N nodes after wnvergence has 
been achieved. This output is then matched against the library of patterns on which 
the net was trained. It has been shown that the preconditions for the net to converge 
are that weights are symmetric (tij = tji ), which they must be if the standard training 
algorithm is followed, and nodes arc updated asynchronously [84]. 
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1. Assign connection weights between nodes i and j for 1 ~ i, j ~ N. 
tij = 1,; L-~1 ere; for i f j (2.1) 
o for i = j 
The algorithm assumes that the net is being trained with M patterns and 
contains N nodes. ~j is the weight from node i to node j, and ~; is binary bit i 
of training pattern s. Many researchers, such as [39], refer to this as "one-shot 
Hebbian learning". Often references, such as [117], omit the k scaling term, 
but including it often improves the ability of the Hopfield net to converge on 
training patterns rather than on spurious patterns. 
2. Apply input. 
(2.2) 
J.I-i(t) is the output of node i at time t. Xi, which can be +1 or - 1, is clement i 
of the input pattern. 
3. Iterate until convergence. 
Construct a weighted sum of each output value: 
N 
~ = L tijP,At) 
j=1 
(2.3) 
Pass this weighted sum through a hard-limiting ("sgn" ) function, A that con-
verts any positive input to +1, with any other input converted to -1: 
(2.4) 
Table 2.1: Hopfield Net Algorithm 
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Figure 2.8: A Hopfie1d pattern trained on two patterns in (a) <:aJJ show adivjty that 
eiLher converges (b) or oscillaLes (c). 
Cell assemblies have important similarities to and differences from Hopfield nets. 
Like Hopfield nets, they are recurrent and move from one state (as specified by the 
activation of the cells at any moment) to another. Both cell assemblies and Hopfield 
nets perform pattern completion, although the exact pattern of cells activated in the 
cell assembly is less strict than for the Hopfield net. Hopfield nets are designed to 
converge on stable states, but in many cases they converge to an oscillating pattern 
[85J . Figure 2.8 shows patterns of activjty in a simple Hopfield net trained on two 
patterns, shown in figure 2.8(a.) . Fignre 2.8(b) shows a t.t>n<;t pa.ttern (left. most.) and 
the three resulting patterns that follow on subsequent time steps. In this case the 
activity pattern converges to one of the training patterns in one time step. Figure 
2.8( c) shows another test pattern on the left and the three subsequent time steps. In 
this case, the pattern of activity oscillated indefinitely. Activjty in my model does not 
converge in the same way as in the Hopfield net. In a cell assembly, patterns of activity 
in the network do not persist unchanged indefinitely from one t.ime st.ep to the next, 
nor does a cell assembly demonstrate oscillating pa.tterns that manifest themselves 
perfectly at regular intervals. Convergence is taken to mean that a sufficient number 
of cells in an assembly fire so that the assembly itself may be considered to be active, 
even though the exact patterns of activity don't necessarily repeat. 
However, there are notable differences between the two types of architectures, 
that arise from the fact that cells in a cell assembly are based to a greater or lesser 
extent on neurons in the brain, and include fatigue and decay. Of course, simulated 
cell assemblies are ill-defined, as each researcher decides on his or her particular 
variation; whereas Hopfield nets are rigorously defined. The following list gives some 
of the differences between Hopfield nets, trained using the standard algorithm in table 
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2.1 on page 40, and cell assemblies as they are believed to exist in the brain. 
1. Cells in Hopfield nets are essentially binary in operation, being either active 
or inactive. Cells in cell assemblies do exhibit binary behaviour insofaras they 
mayor may not fire, but the firing is based on an underlying activity level that 
is continuous. 
2. As stated above, cells in cell assemblies include the features of fatigue and decay, 
so their activity gradually dwindles in the absence of external stimulation. Cells 
ill Hopfield nets wtaiu their activity indefinitely, unk'8s specifically d(~H.:t.iV'd.ted 
by negative connections. Hence, it is more correct to refer to the states into 
which a cell assembly passes as pseu.do-stable, rather than stable. This is an 
important difference since it is this property that allows cell assemblie1l to move 
from one state to another, thereby introducing the possibility of sequential 
procei)8ing. 
3. A Hopfield net. always E'.xpresses pat.t.erns wit.h the same number of bit.s a.<; there 
are cells in the net. This is not necessarily true of cell assemblies. Connections 
can be set ill which pattel1ls of activity C<lIJ develop indepelJdently in different 
parts of the network and have no influence Oil each other. 
4. Hopfield nets are usually well connected, i.e. each cell has a connection to all 
the other cells. Cell assemblies are sparsely connected. 
5. Cells in Hopfield nets can have an excitatory effect on some cells and an in-
hibitory effect on others. Dale's principle states that neurons can be either 
excitatory or inhibitory, although recently doubt has been cast upon this (see 
section 3.1 on page 54). 
o. COllnections in Hopfield nets are always hi-directional and symmetric, i.e. if 
there is a connection from cell A in a Hopfield net to cell B, then there is 
automatically a connection of the same strength from node B to node A. There 
is no such restriction in cell assemblies. 
7. The weip;hts of a Hopfield net. are adapted only when specific pat.t.erns are t.o he 
added, either when the network is set up or at some future stage. Weights in a 
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cell assembly are adapted continually throughout the lifetime of the assembly. 
Thu; is uot t.o Say that simula.ted cell assemblies ca.unot be set up with fixed 
weights. Indeed, experiments in later chapters of this thesis implement just 
such assemblies, but that synaptic connections within cell assemblies in the 
brain are always adaptable. 
2.3.2 Capacity 
The capacity of a neural architecture is a measure of the maximum number of patterns 
that can be stored and retrieved reliably. It is usually expressed as a critical load 
(c = EN where pc is the maximum number of patterns and N is the number of cells in 
the architecture) [131]. For any architecture with capacity D(N), the criticaJ.load for 
such an architecture converges to a particular value proportional to N. Krauth and 
Opper [108], for example, have shown that the critical load for an autoa.c;<;ociative 
network has an assymptotic value of c = 0.833. 
The theoretical maximum for the storage capacity would be 2N if no patterns were 
t.o be stored or ret.rieved, since (',adl cell ean be eit.her on or off. However, the plUpose 
of a Hopficld net is to move from a state rcprcscnting a partial or COITUpk-d pattcrn 
to one representing a pure stored pattern, so the net can only function properly if 
the great majority of the states are unstable, and do not represent trained patterns. 
Peng and Zhou [141] report early experiments that do indeed suggest that 2N N-bit 
binary patterns can be stored in an associative network with on the order of N cells, 
while retaining a high level of insensitivity to noise, i.e. a network of N cells can 
store 2; patterns. In general, when considering the storage capacity of a network 
such as a Hopfield net, one considers how many random patterns (i.e. each bit has 
an equal probability of being a 1 or a -1) can be stored and retrieved. Kitano and 
Aoyagi [101] have pointed out that it is more reasonable to consider storing patterns 
in which relatively few of the bits are 1. This bears a closer resemblance to real 
neural systelllS, which are generally sparsely active, and has a bearing on the large 
networks of cells described in chapter 5 on page 121 in which only a small proportion 
of the cells are active at anyone point. It u; generally considered that the maximum 
number of patterns that can be stored in a Hopfield net increases in proportion to 
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-~ In a, where a is the proportion of bits allowed to be set to 1 in the patterns [59]. 
However, in each of the equations given here, it is assumed that the patterns to be 
stored are completely random. 
Hertz et al. [77] have shown that the storage capacity of a Hopfield net, in terms 
of the number of N -bit patterns that can be stored, has a theoretical maximum value 
of 0.138N patterns if we are willing to accept a 1% error that any given bit in any 
training pattern is unstable (i.c. that any bit of a training pattern presented as 
input will not remain the same on iteration), i.e.. This gives a critical load value 
of 0.138. Amit [5] also gives a proof that the storage capacity is proportional to N. 
The exact value depends on the complexity and similarity of the patterns. In general 
when critical load is calculated for Hopfield nets, the assumption is made that the 
patterns to be stored are completely random and that a small error in recalling bits 
is permissible. Increasing the number of stored patterns beyond this limit increases 
the probability that any particular input pattern will cause the net to iterate to a 
stable pattern that does not correspond to one of the trained patterns. 
The storage capacity of the Hopfield net is generally given in teImS of the max-
imum number of patterns that can be stored, it should be remembered that each 
of these pat tens is N hib, long. It. is therefore correct. to say that t.he Hopficld eau 
store a maximum of O.l38N2 bits of inforulation. The critk.alload for Hopficld net.s 
is quoted as being 0.138 so often that some researchers, such as [20], refer to it as the 
Hopjield 'val'/1,e. 
However, a few rese.ardlers disagree, or claim that they can improve on the figure of 
O.l38N by adapting the architecture a little. Davey et al. [38] outline two algorithms 
that promise high-capacity variations on the Hopfield net. Both involve sacrificing 
the symmetry of the weight matrix (tij is not always the same as t ji ), and it is no 
longer certain that input patterns result in convergence with asynchronous updating. 
They define a local field for each node i, hi, as follows: 
~ = L WijSj (2.5) 
Ni 
where Sj is the state of the i 'th node, equivalent to J.li(t) in table 2.1 on page 
40. For any stored pattern ( (6 ... (N), the aligned local field i~ given by ~(i ' If the 
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aligned locru field for c.ac.h node is non-negat.ive, the patt.ern is stable. 
The first algorithm brlVCU by Davey et al. is perceptron-style learning, proposed 
by Gardner [59] . Gardner claims that applying perceptron-like learning to associative 
networks of Hopfield-like cells gives a maximum storage capacity of 2N patterns if 
the patterns are uncorrelated, and that this maximum increases if the patterns are 
correlated. This type of learning is designed to raise the aligned local field for each 
training pattern above a specified threshold, T. The only criterion for the patterns 
to be learned is that T > 0 for all patterns. The second algorithm is Iterative Local 
Learning, proposed by Diederich and Opper [42], in which an iterative algorithm, 
similar to the perceptron learning rule, is used to ensure that the local field" for each 
node are either greater than + T or less than - T as appropriate. 
They assess the perfonnance of their networks not in terms of the probability of 
error in any particular retrieved bit, but in terms of the mean radius of the attractor 
basins for each of the training patterns, R, nonnalised as a proportion of the network 
size N . They quote experiments that show that both training algorithms give R 
values greater than 0.5, leading to the researchers claiming that all training patterns 
can be retrieved wit.h high fidelit.y, alt.hough thi<; high ppnormanc.e is achieved at. t.he 
eost of greatly increased training time, since the training algorithms are now iterative. 
MacKay [120] explains that the number of patterns that can in principle be dis-
tinguished by a single perceptron is 2n, where n is the number of input connections 
to that perceptron. He does not discuss the storage capacity of Hopfield nets as sud), 
but it may be possible to extend his condusiOI18 to cover Hopfield nets. Each cell in a 
Hopfield net has N - 1 connections (i.e. a connection to every cell other than itself), 
in which case, its storage capacity is 2(N - 1). This only differs from the capacity 
proposed by Davey et al. by 2 patterns. 
One variation on the simple Hopfield net is the Exponential Correlation Associa-
tive Memory (ECAM) . Chiueh and Goodman [33] point out that the Hopfield net i" 
simply a specific instance of a Recursive Correlation Associative Memory (RC AM) , 
i. e. a network of cells with recursive connections designed to relax to a stable state 
which it has learned. The general rule for updating jLi, the state of the ith cell, at 
time t + 1 is given by equation 2.6 
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M N 
J.Li(t + 1) = sgn{E (t ICE J.lj(t)(j)} (2.6) 
8=1 j 
where I is a weighting function that is continuous and monotone non-decreasing 
in the interval {- N , N}, and ~ is the state (1,-1) of node i. This corresponds to 
the updating rule (steps 3 and 4 of Table 2.1 on page 40) . Replacing I with the 
sign function gives the behaviour of the Hopfield net. In the case of the ECAM, I is 
replaced by the exponential function: 
(2.7) 
The architecture was proposed by Chiueh and Goodman [33], who claim that it 
had an storage capacity that is exponential in the length of the bit patterns (i.e. 
the storage capacity for patterns of length 2n is the square of that for patterns of 
n hit.s) nnder e.ert.ain mndit.ions, spedfie.ally when t.he applied t.est. pattern which is 
t.o he d1'l..c;sified is dose t.o onc of the lihrary pattcrILc; in tcrms of Hamming dic;tanre. 
Hancock and Pelillo [69] claim that the storage capacity of such a network has an 
upper limit of 2N - 1jN2, but this claim has been criticised by Wilson and Hancock 
[189], who claim that the maximum number of storable patterns is in fact: 
M=l+ 211'[1 + 4p(1 - p)] ex [ N(2p - 1)2 J N ~ 2 + 8p(1 - p) (2.8) 
where p is the acceptable upper limit on the probability of any particular bit in 
the retrieved pattern being incorrect. 
Bogacz et al. [19] claim that the capacity of a Hopfield net can be extended to 
O.023N2 pat.t.erns, provided t.hat. one sacrifices t.he ahilit.y t.o ret.rieve st.ored patterns, 
requiring the net simply to recognise whether a presented pattern is novel or not. 
To achieve this, they use the energy functioll of the Hopficld llet, a function that 
gives a measure of how far away from a stable state the net is. The energy function 
is analogous to the height of a ball rolling around on a smooth landscape: As the 
Hopfield net relaxes from an unstable initial pattern to a stable one (with luck, one of 
the stored patterns), the ball rolls around the landscape until it reaches a minimum 
point, a.t which it stops. The energy funct ion E(x) for an N-bit input pa.ttern x 
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1 N N 
E(x) = -- 2.: Xi 2.: Xj.Wij (2.9) 
2 i=l j=l 
The energy function is defined to be lower for stored patterns and higher for other 
(random) patterns. For any given training pattern, ~ = ~f ... ~~, the energy function 
rearranges to give 
(2.1O) 
where et is bit i of the sth training pattern (s = 1 ... P). Since er is either 1 or 
-1, (~.f.f? = 1 and the first term redncf'$ t.o -I¥. The second term is a noise term 
that can, according to Bogacz et al., be approximated by a normal distribution with 
mean 0 and standard deviation ~J2P. Similarly, it can be shown that the energy 
function for a random pattern of bits can be approximated by a normal distribution, 
also with mean 0 and standard deviation ~v'2P (identical to the energy function for 
a stored pattern except without the first term). The average energy value for a stored 
pattern is -If and for a random pattern is O. Bogacz et al. take any applied input 
pattern with an energy value of less than -!j to be a familiar (stored) pattern and a 
novel pattern otherwise. 
An error occurs if the noise (the Hamming distance between the input pattern 
and the nearest stored pattern) is higher than the threshold, It. Taking an acceptable 
error rate of 1%, then if Pm.a:z is the maximum number of patterns that can be stored, 
then: 
1 r;;;:;- N 
Pr(O{O, "2V 2Pmax) < 4") 2 0.99 (2.11) 
where O{O, ~v'2Pmax) is the normal distribution with mean 0 and standard d~ 
viation ~..tiP. This equation can be solved using the standard normal distribution 
curve: 
(2.12) 
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Graham and Willsh.a.w [64] have produced a mea.-.ure t.ermed "infonnation effi-
deucy" , defined as the ratio of the a,mouut of iufonnatiou that can be retri{.'Ved from 
the memory to the aJIlOUJlt of storage available. They quote information efficieneies 
of up to 69% for their heteroassociative memories for sparse patterns. The network 
t.hat they df'Bcrihe is snffkiently different. to both ('.ell a.-.semblies and Hopfield nets t.o 
make any direct comparison pointless. However, the concept of information efficiency 
itscif is onc that can in principle be applied to both these types of network. 
This section has shown that various researchers have produced different formulae 
for storage capacity. Although the researchers all describe their formulae as referring 
to associative memories, this is a general catch-all term, and, in practice, all the 
architectures differ to a greater or lesser degree. Furthermore, different assumptions 
are made, such as the probability of an acceptable incorrect bit in a retrieved pattern 
and the exact nature of the patterns recalled (such as the novelty detection architec-
ture proposed by Bogacz et al.) . Each equation assumes that the patterns stored are 
completely random, which, in a practical system, is never the case. There is reason 
to believe that the capacity of an associative net increases as the proportion of 1 bits 
in the patterns stored decreases. 
The one thing that can be concluded from all this is there appears to be no 
definitive fommla for the capadty of attractor nets. Specifically, I am llOt. aware of 
any previous research that has been done on the storage capacity of networks of cell 
assemblies, and that was the motivation for the research described here. 
2.4 Genetic Algorithms 
Experiments in subsequent chapters rely upon a genetic algorithm [82J to determine 
parameter values, so a brief introduct ion to genetic algorithms is included. A ge-
netic algorithm is a method of searching a vast search space in situations where an 
exhaustive search is impractical or would take too long. As the name implies, it is 
inspired by genetics and evolution and embodies the principal of survival of the fittest. 
Lo determine a suitable, alLhough noL necessarily optimal, solution Lo a problem. 
Potent ial solutions take the form of chromosomes, which are patterns of num-
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Figure 2.9: Mutation and cross-over are the basic mechanisms of evolution in genetic 
algorithms. In (a) the sixth bit is mutated from 1 to O. In (b) a cross-over occurs in 
a pair of chromosomes with a split occuring between the fifth and sh.'th bits and the 
latter halves of each chromosome swapped. 
hers that encode the behaviour of some model. A chromosome representing. some 
game-pl8:ying strategy, for example, might encode that strategy in the form of a few 
simple rules. Genetic algorithms usually implement chromosomes 8.. . binary patterns, 
although this need not be the case. Each chromosome is translated into a phenotype, 
that demonstrates the behaviour encoded in the chromosome. 
A population of random chromosomes is created and each corresponding pheno-
type evaluated according to a suitability metric. Only the chromosomes that score 
the highest are retained to the next generation. The next generation consibi.s of mu-
tations of the surviving chromosomes or crosses-over, as shown in figure 2.9. In some 
cases, unchanged copies of the surviving chromosomes are aLgo retained. Mutations 
consist of copies of chromosomes in which one element has been changed randomly, 
either within a small range of iLs original "'Mue or within the entire possible range 
of that element. In the case of binary elements, a mutation involves inverting one 
bit randomly. A cross-over is akin to sexual reproduction in nature, in which two 
chromosomes are split at the same random point along their length and the two end 
sections swapped. Further swapping of sections can take place at more than one 
point along chromosomes. Typically cross-over results in faster evolution as it allows 
advantageous sections of chromosomes to be combined. 
As evolution progresses, the average fitness of each generation of chromosomes 
is greater than that of the previous one, until a ma.ximum value is achieved. It is 
possible that t his maximum is a local one in the entire search space, and to avoid 
this, many genetic algorithms allow a small number of purely random chromosomes 
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to be added to each generation. These allow a population an escape from a local 
maximum although many generations may be needed before the escape happens. 
The above description outlines only the basic format of a genetic algorithm. Other 
optimizations are possible, but for the purposes of the experiments described in this 
t.hf'.sis, it. wa..'l fonnd that t.he simple st.rat.egy present.ed here wa.'l suffic.ient. t.o produee 
acceptable results. 
For genetic algorithms to be effective, thc following criteria must be fulfilled: 
1. The search space must be so large as to make an exhaustive search impractical. 
Although a genetic algorithm is guaranteed to find the optimal solution if left 
to run for an infinite length of time, in practice there is no way of knowing 
whether the final solution is the best possible. For a small search space, it 
makes more sense to carry out an exhaustive search. 
2. It must be possible to assign a score to each chromosome that indicates its 
degree of fitness. Categorising a chromosome simply in terms of success or 
failure would not be enough. 
3. The fitness scores of adjacent points in the search space should usually be 
similar, so that a gradual improvement in fitness can be achieved by tracing a 
path through that space. 
The description above outlines the general principles behind genetic algorithms. 
Variations are possible, of course. For instance, the fitness function may be changed 
after a certain number of generations in order to fine-tune the evolution. In general, 
genetic algorithms represent a powerful method of finding a satisfactory solution 
within a reasonable time in situations where more systematic searching is impractical. 
Experiments described in later chapters use a genetic algorithm to assess the 
performanc.e of networks of rell a.'!8('mbli('~<; lmder diffC'Ient circnmstanC..{'K The con-
fib'llratiom; of the networks are determined by a small set of parameters, the V'c.\lucs 
of which form the chromosomes. Each chromosome is translated 10,000 times to pro-
duce 10,000 networks with random connection destinations but the same underlying 
topology. Each network is then run for 300 time steps under the appropriate external 
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activation conditions. For each time step a count is maintained of the number of cells 
that fire in assemblies that arc supposed to have i6'1lited and the number that fire in 
cells that are not. The total score for each chromosome is the total sum of the de-
sired firings less the total sum of the undesired ones. In this way, parameter sets are 
determined that represent the best compromise between two competing tendencies, 
namely, desired and tmdesired ignition of cell assemblies. 
2.5 Summary 
This chapter has described briefly some of the areas of research that have contributed 
to the work in this thesis. Some of the topics that are covered do not appear at first 
sight to be linked in any way, but they all form strands that will be woven together in 
later sections. The chapter has inevitably concentrated on the development of what 
little theory exists about Cell Assemblies and the principle of Hebbian learning which 
lies behind it. Although cell assemblies were originally conceived as a description of 
neural structures in the brain, they have been adopted by connectionists as a neural 
network architecture. Hebb himself, presumably, never conceived of cell assemblies 
in terms of computer simulation! 
Although several researchers have implemented cell assemblies in computer pro-
grams there is little theory describing their behaviour. For this reason, their close 
cousins in the connectionist family tree, Hopfield nets, whose properties are well 
known, are also described in the chapter. Experiments in subsequent chapters do 
show that cell asscmbliC''s and Hopficld netR do behave Rimilarly in wme ways, but 
there are also importaut differell('CS. Hopfield llets always store patterns with the 
same number of bits as there are cells in the net. The patterns stored by cell assem-
blies do not store patterns on a bit-by-bit basis. Instead groups of cells are activated 
together in each cell as..qembly. Whereas Hopfield nets generally reach stable states in 
which no cell output changes from one time step to the next (although some patterns 
do result in oscillation), cell assemblies depend on cell activity dying out and then 
being rekindled from other cell., in the cell assembly. In this way, cell assemblies 
achieve pseudo-stable states rather than the rigid stable states of Hopfield nets. This 
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does give t.hem onc advant.age over Hopficld net.s, in.'lofar as t.hey can move from onc 
pseudo-stable state to another. This may be the basis of thought progression and 
sequential reasoning in the brain, as Hebb proposed [74, 76]. 
The chapter included a brief description of genetic algorithms, since a genetic algo-
rithm was used to estimate the parameters in experiments described in later chapters. 
Genetic algorithms borrow the principles of evolution and survival of the fittest to 
produce a satisfactory solution to any problem in which an exhaustive search of all 
possible solutions is impractical Simulated cell assemblies depend on the settings of a 
smallllumber of parameters from an infinite parameter space. The possible solutions 
are encoded in the form of numerical patterns known as chromosomes. For genetic 
algorithms to be effective, it must be possible to translate the chromosomes into 
scores, which can then be rated, and it will be seen in subsequent chapters that the 
parameters controlling the behaviour of the cell assemblies in the experiments fit this 
description perfectly. Although genetic algorithms cannot in practice be guaranteed 
to achieve the best possible results, they are a powerful tool for adequate parameter 
values in situations where other means may not be practical. 
Chapter 3 on page 53 puts the general concepts outlined in this chapter into a 
more rigid mat.hematic.R.l <:ont.ext. It aL'lo defin('A'l in det.ail t.he model that will he used 
for all the experiments described in this thesis. 
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Chapter 3 
Description of the Network Model 
This chapter describes work carried out to implement a simple hierarchy of cell assem-
blies in a network of cells as a computer simulation. It is shown that cell assemblies 
can be constructed by setting the strengths of the connections between cells to spe-
cific values, and that cell assemblies call develop naturally as a result of weights 
being learned in response to repeatedly presented input patterns. The complexity of 
these cell assemblies is gradually increased in subsequent experiments, and different 
combinations of cell assemblies are investigated as to their feasibility. Experiments 
are described that demonstrate that the principle of learning weights can be used to 
create a hierarchy of cell assemblies. 
The chapter starts with a description of the simulation on which all experiments 
were carried out. This implements a network of generic cells exhibiting the basic 
concepts of activation, fatigue, recovery and retention. Although previous simulations 
have attempted to model specific types of neuron with great accuracy [96], it was felt 
that this was not necessary to produce useful results, so only these basic functions 
found in neurons, were implemented (see Chapter 2 on page 31). 
The behaviour of the model depends on the values of nine global parameters, 
each of which can theoretically take an infinite number of values. Since it is clearly 
impossihle to test the parameter space exhanstively, a strategy wa..~ needed to find 
an acceptable set of parameter values. A simple genetic algorithm (see section 2.4 on 
page 48) proved suffidcnt in thi8 regard. 
The experiments were carried out as a series of programs on a standard personal 
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computer using a mixture of Java and C++. Each simulation was based on a series of 
discrete time steps, and each cell in the simulation was considered to produce at most 
one output per time step. This is equivalent to an activity spike produced by a real 
neuron. During a time step a cell can either fire or refrain from firing. It is therefore 
an easy matter t.o t.ran..c;late the firing pattern from a simulat.ed (:ell t.o t.he ROrt of trac:e 
shown in figure 2.6, with eacl1 time step being equivalent to approximately lOms. 
Cell assemblies in the simulation are termed either primitive or compound. The 
programs simulate a number of cells, each of which is associated with a certain primi-
tive cell assembly. A primitive cell assembly is one that is self-contained and invariant. 
It contains no cells that form part of any other primitive cell assemblies. A compound 
cell assembly consists of a grouping of primitive cell assemblies. Primitive cell assem-
blies a.re typica.lly referred to by letters: A, B, C etc. and compound cell assemblies 
by strings of letters, e.g. ABC refers to a compound cell assembly consisting of prim-
itive cell assemblies A, B and C. Each cell assembly in the simulation, primitive or 
compound, was developed according to principles outlined below to obey Sakurai's 
[154] five defining points (see section 1.1 on page 4). The concept of representing 
individual primitive cell assemblies by letters of the alphabet and cell assemblies cor-
responding to combinations of concepts by string,"S of letters has been proposed by 
researchers such as [20]. 
3.1 Mathematical Description of Cells 
The structure and function of each cell in the simulation was chosen to implement 
some I)imple functions of brain cc~, rather than any I)pecific type of neuron. The 
cells implemented are described as fatiguing spiking leaky integrators [91, 14OJ. Each 
cell w~ defined by the folJowiug features: 
Activity. The reIl possesses a level of activity, defined as a floating point number 
limited to the range 0 to 1. This represents the amount of "energy" that the cell has 
acquired through its connections andlor external activation and is analogous to the 
membrane pot.enLial of real neurons. 
Fatigue. Each cell possesses a fatigue level, defined as a floating point number 
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t.hat. indieat.(,$ how t.ired t.he cell ha,.<; become. Whenever t.he cell fir('$, its fatigue 
level increases by a. certain fixed a.mount , t.enned the fatigue rate. Whenever the cell 
doelS not fire, its fatigue level decrec.\8elS by a certain fixed aIll01l1lt, the 1'eCOvery rate, 
that is not necessarily the same as the fatigue rate. The fatigue level of the cell is 
constrained to the range 0 to 1. Fatigue imitates the property of biological neurons 
that prevents them firing indefinitely in rapid succession . This effect causes our skin 
to lose sensitivity to our clothes, with the result that we are not distracted by them 
all the time, and to ignore the odour of cigarette smoke in a room after a short period. 
A firing threshold. This is a floating point number in the range 0 to 1 common to 
all cells which determines whether they fire or not. Firing is the process of transmit-
ting a signal to other cells in the network, and is determined by the activity of the cell 
and its fatigue. If the activity of the cell minus its fatigue is greater than the firing 
threshold, then the cell fires, and produces a signal, equal in strength to each synaptic 
weight strength, that is propagated to other cells to which it is connected. Biological 
neurons produce spikes that are the same amplitude, so the simulated neurons may 
be thought of as producing an output signal of 1 unit , subsequently modified by the 
synapt.k weight. st.rengths. When a cell firE'~<;, it.s activit.y level drops t.o 7.ero. 
Inhibitory or excitatory activation. Cell<; arc classified a..<; eit.her excitat.ory or 
inhibitory. This is in accordance with Dale's Principle [45, 181] which states that a 
neuron produces and rclC<l8CS only OllC type of ncmotnmsmitter, effecivcIy limiting it 
to either excitatory or inhibitory behaviour. This is sometimes erroneously referred to 
as Dale's Law. There is now evidence that neurons can contain and release more than 
one kind of neurotransmitter [10], but I have nevertheless adhered to Dale's Principle. 
When excitatory cells fire, the activation that they provide increases the activity 
level of destination cells. Inhibitory cells reduce the activation of destination cells 
when they fire. This behaviour is roughly analogous to the behaviour of excitatory 
pyramidal cells and inhibitory chandelier cells in the brain. The general consensus 
of opinion is that excitatory cells are roughly four times as common in the brain as 
inhibitory ones, so 80% of the cells in the simulation were excitatory [27,45,61, 99J. 
This ratio has been used successfully in other simulations [78, 95]. 
Inter-cell connections. Cells pass activity to each other through a series of weighted 
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connections, with each cell possessing the same number of connections to others. Each 
connection has a strength, or weight, limited to the range 0 to 1 (for excitatory cells) 
or -1 to 0 (for inhibitory cells), indicating the proportion of the signal strength that 
is passed along the connection. 
Retention. Incoming activity to a cell is added to the cell's current activity level 
(or subtracted if it originated from an inhibitory cell). However, cells take the form of 
leaky accumulators, in so far as only a percentage of the activity is retained, according 
to a fixed retention rate. This effect is often referred to in the literature as decay 
(examples include [70] and [34]). In biological neurons this decay is caused by the 
leakage of currents through the cell membrane (see [3]) . 
The activity of the cell at time t is therefore determined by equation 3.1. 
(3.1) 
where r is the retention rate, at is the activity at time t and Wi are the strengths 
of all the conl1edions to that (:ell sUllllned over all <.:elk; that fire. Thlli ~ a version 
of the membrane potential equation for the Integrate-and-Fire Neuron [96] shown in 
equation 3.2. 
vt+! = 1 - a + bvt if v t < threshold (3.2) 
c if vt ~ threshold 
where vt represents the membrane potential at time t, I the input current and 
a, b, c and lhreshold are lhe paramelers. When lhe membrane polenlial reaches lhe 
threshold value, the neuron is said to fire a spike and v is reset to c. In the current 
model, 1 - a is the summed weighted input, b is the retention rate, and c is 0, the 
activity level of a cell after it has fired. 
Propagation of activity between cells took place simultaneously once per time 
step. Clearly it is necessary to give some external activity to the network of cells, 
otherwise activity could not be propagated between cells1 . During the first T time 
lSome experiments were carried out in which a small proportion of cells activated spontaneously, 
but the majority of experiments relied only on external activation to ignite cell assemblies. 
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steps, cells in primitives that were activated externally had a 40% chance of their 
activity being boosted to the maximum value of 1. T was held constant throughout 
any experiment at 10. This extended activation takes place simply in order to allow 
primitive cell assemblies to build up sufficient energy to maintain activity when the 
ext.ernal stimulation is removed.. Different primit.ive cell a.clsemhlies are adivat.ed. in 
different experiments. 
The parameter values shown in table 4.1 on page 77 were chosen as a compromise. 
Experiments showed that if the proportion of cells being activated was substantially 
lower than 40% or was applied for fewer than about 10 time steps, then activity in 
the cell assembly died out quickly after external activation was removed. If, how-
ever, the proportion was much higher than 40% or for much longer than 10 steps, a 
large proportion of the cells fatigued at approximately the same time step, thereby 
rendering them unable to fire and reducing the activity in the cell assembly to the 
point where it could not be sustained. 
For each cell i, the cell fires if the activity of the cell, O-i, minus the fatigue of the 
cell,/i: is greater than the firing t.hreshold, O. If the cell fires , then for all cells j to 
which there is a connection from cell i, the temporary activity tempi is increased by 
the weight strength of the connection between the cells, W i{ 
tempi = LWij 
j 
The summation is performed over all cells j which provide excitatory or inhibitory 
activity to cell i. 
If the cell fires: 
1. the activity O-i is reduced to zero. 
2. the fatigue level'!i, of the cell is increased by a certain fixed constant, termed 
the fatigue rate, F. The fatigue is limited to a maximum of 1. 
If the cell does not fire the fatigue level of the cell is reduced by a certain fixed 
constant, the recovery rate. The fatigne is limited to a minimum of O. Inhibitory 
neurons function in the same manner except all the weights from them are negative. 
The temporary activity values of the cells are not limited to the range 0 to 1. 
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Figure 3.1: A summary of the behaviour of a cell. Circles on the left indicate cells 
that fire (X = 1) or not (X = 0) and contribute activity via weighted connections. 
at is the activity level for the current time step, It the fatigue level, and F and R, 
the fatigue rate and recovery rates. 
The new activity for each ('.ell is determined from its temporary activity. The 
activity of each cell i is given by a proportion of the activity of the cell, given by the 
retention rate, at the previous time step (or 0 if the cell has just fired) added to the 
total temporary activity that the cell has received on this time step. Effectively this 
implements equation 3.1 on page 56. The activity of the cell is then limited to the 
range 0 to 1. The upper limit is not really necessary, since the only action that a 
cell can take is to fire, in which case the activity sent to destination cells is equal to 
the connection strengths of the synapses. However, it did help to prevent numerical 
overflow in the computer programs. The lower limit of 0 prevents the unexpected 
effects that would occur from a cell having "negative energy" . 
The relationship between the parameters is summarised in figure 3.1. X is a 
binary flag (1 or 0) introduced for convenience to indicate whether a cell fires or not. 
3.2 Hebbian learning rule 
The majority of experiments described in later chapters investigate the properties of 
networks of cells in which connection strengths are predetermined. This was done in 
order to prevent one possible source of variation, individual connection strength, from 
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affecting t.he results. In several eascs, it was impra.ct.ic:al t.o implemcnt learning, due to 
either hardware limitations or pressure of time. However, adaptation of connections 
is one of the essential tenets of Hebb's theory [74], and so several experiments were 
included in which learning took place. It is therefore necessary to describe the exact 
format of the learning rule used.. 
The connections between cells increase when both the source cell and de.stination 
cell fire at the same time step. This applies to both excitatory and inhibitory cells 
alike, although a slightly different learning rule is applied to each type in order to 
avoid weights going towards zero when they should be becoming more pronounced. 
Whenever the source cell is excitatory, the increase is proportional to the difference 
between the current value of the weight and the maximum value of 1: 
new Wij = old Wij + 1](1 - old Wij) (3.3) 
where new W ij and old Wi; are the new and current weight values of the connection 
between cell i and cell j respectively and 1} is a learning rate. It was found that a 
learning rate of 1} = 0.025 ensured that weight changes are fast enough to ensure that 
the weights approach their desired. values within a reasonable time, yet slow enough 
to avoid wild oscillations around those values. The second term in this equation 
ensures that learning is stable, and that weights cannot exceed l. 
Whenever the source cell is inhibitory, both cells firing concurrently should cause 
the weight to rLc;e towards 7.ero. ThLc; ensures that the source cell will be less likely 
to shut down the destination cell if it fires in future. In this case, a suitable formula 
is as follows: 
new Wij = old Wij - 1} old Wij (3.4) 
Since Wij is negative, this subtraction eauses the weight to rise towards zero. 
Hetherington and Shapiro [78] have suggested that cell assemblies can be learned 
if post-not-pre LTD is used, but not if pre-not-post LTD is used (see section 1.1 on 
page 4), although other researchers (such as [91]) have achieved. good results with 
pre-not-post LTD. Preliminary experiments suggested that post-not-pre LTD gave 
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better performance in the case of this particular simulation. A simple post-not-pre 
LTD rule was therefore implemented as follows. 
Whenever the source cell is excitatory, the decrease is proportional to the current 
value of the weight. This took the form of the same equation as for the LTP of 
inhibitory cells, except that the weight is de(:reased a." it is a positive figure: 
new Wij = old Wij - TJ old Wij (3.5) 
Whenever the source cell is inhibitory, LTD should encourage the inhibitory cell 
to shut down the destination cell whenever it fires, i.e. it should decrease the negative 
weight away from zero. This may be achieved by the following formula: 
new Wij = old Wij - TJ( 1 + old Wij) (3.6) 
These rules were chosen to ensure that weight changes were reduced as the weights 
approached extreme values. For example, as an excitatory weight increased, further 
increases became smaller. Clearly, the final value of weights between any given pair 
of cells will depend on the frequency with which they fire together. Using the rules 
described above implies the following two results: The more often cells fire together, 
the closer to 1 weights from an excitatory cell will be, and the closer to 0 weights from 
an inhibitory cell will be. The less often cells fire together, the closer to 0 weights 
from an excitatory cell will be, and the closer to -1 weights from an inhibitory cell 
will he. In general, the wdghts adapt to reflect the proportion of the time that the 
post-sYl1aptic cell fin!S givcn that thc pr~synaptic ccll has fu·cd. 
The size of the learning rate affeets the stability of the learning :process. Figure 3.2 
shows the result of mathematical simulations in which a weight between two cells was 
adjusted in isolation and the frequency of co-occurrence of activation was maintained 
at 40% of time steps. The initial values of the both excitatory and inhibitgory weights 
were set to 0, as equation 3.3 allows a zero weight to increase rapidly, and equation 3.6 
allows inhibitory weights to drop away rapidly from o. These simulations suggest that 
after a large number of training steps, excitatory weights will approximately match 
the proportion of time steps for whieh the two cell" fired together, and inhibitory 
weights will be the negative equivalent of the proportion of time steps for which they 
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did not. fire t.ogether. This t.endency can be proven mat.hemat.ically. For example, if 
cells on either side of a ('.ol1nC'CtiOll tired together 80% of the time, then an exdtatory 
weight between them would be 0.8 and an inhibitory weight would be -0.2. I term this 
the negative equivalent weight. Increasing the learning rate means that the weight 
reaches the predicted proport.ious rapidly, but t.hen fluctuat.f'.R wildly. Decrea.<;ing the 
learning rate gives more stable behaviour, but the weight now takes much longer to 
reach its final value. 
However, this simple analysis does not take into account the possibility of rever-
beration of the cells, not present in the mathematical simulations shown in Figure 
3.2, in which during the training phase, cells are stimulated to fire as a result of activ-
ity passed to them by other cells rather than as a result of external activation. This 
effect would become more noticeable as training progressed as connection strength.<J 
increased between externally stimulated cells, and would produce the same effect a.O) 
a higher co-firing rate between the cells. 
3.3 Network topology 
This section describes how a network may be constructed from cells described in sec-
tion 3.1 on page 54. In each simulation 150 cells were associated with each primitive 
cell assembly. 
The figure of 150 was chosen as a compromise. The more cells that are present 
in a cell assembly, the easier it is to maintain activity in that cell assembly when it 
is activated. Also, a large number of cells facilitates the learning of cell assemblies as 
the number of cells concurrently active during training increases. However, a large 
number of cells does incre.ase the running time of any simulation, and the program-
ming environments used imposed their own memory limitations. Early experiments 
were carried out using networks of 400 cells. These experiments were repeated with 
networks of 150 cells with almost identical results. 
Cells were implemented as a one-dimensional array. Connections between cells 
were assigned at random a:l shown in figure 3.3, other than cells were prevt'nted from 
having any connection to themselves, as no cell in the brain has a self-connection. The 
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Figure 3.2: Simulations of the adjustment of a weight in isolation for several learning 
rates (T]) as indicated for an cxcitatory connection (a-d) with an initial weight value 
of 0, and an inhibitory one (e-h) with a very small initial value, 0.001 . Small learning 
rates do result in the weight approaching its predicted value reasonably quickly. The 
graphs showTI ill this figure represeTlt a typic.:al rull . 
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External input 
Output 
Figure 3.3: Connections between cells in the network 
number of connections emanating from each cell v-dried according to the particu1ar 
experiment being carried out. 
The exact behaviour of the network is determined by ten fundamental parameters. 
The first six are predetermined constants for any network insofar as they are not 
subjeci io Hebbian learning even in experimenis in which Hebbian learning was 
implemented. 
1. The number of connections per cell - the number of cells to which any given 
cell in the network provides output. 
2. The fatigue rate - the value by which the fatigue level of any cell increases every 
titne thaL it fires. 
3. The recovery rate - the value by which the fatigue level of any cell decreases on 
every t.ime st.ep t.hat it. does not. fire. 
4. The firing threshold - t.he activity level above whk.h (',ell activit.y C.aUS<'A') firing, 
plus fatigue. 
5. The retention rate - the proportion of the activity of any non-firing (,'ell that is 
retained from one time step to another. 
6. The probability of any particular cell being excitatory. 
7. The weights from excitatory cells to other cells within the same primitive cell 
assembly. 
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8. The weights from inhibitory cells to other cells within the same primitive cell 
assembly. 
9. The weights from excitatory cells to other cells that are within a related prim-
itive (i.e. within a compound assembly). 
10. The weights from inhibitory cells to other cells that are within a related prim-
itive. 
The last four parameters are weights between individual cells. These may be pre-
determined in cases where cell assemblies are created artificially, or they may evolve 
as a result of learning and repeated presentation of input patterns. Predetermined 
weights are determined simply by the identities of the primitives in which the pre-
synaptic and post-synaptic cells reside. For instance, if two primitives are strongly 
related within a compound cell assembly, excitatory weights between them will be 
relatively high and will all have the same strength. This approach has the advantage 
that individual weight strengths need not be stored as separate entities, but may be 
calculated as and when they are needed. Storage of individual weight values is not a 
problem in smaller networks, but the memory requirements become prohibitive when 
large networks (typically more than about 1000 primitives) are implemented. 
Weights between cells within primitives that do not form part of a compound 
assembly are not listed as parameters since they should never fire at the same time. 
Excitatory weights between such cells should therefore be 0, and inhibitory weight!:; 
set. to an pxt;reme negative value in order to di<;courage co-firing. 
The simple learning algorithm explained in section 3.2 on page 58 predicts that 
the weights from inhibitory cells should be strongly correlated to those from exci-
tatory ones. In order to simplify and accelerate the evolutionary process, in early 
experiments, the inhibitory weights were automatically derived from excitatory ones, 
and it was found that networks based on such weights still gave good performance. 
The automatic correlation between inhibitory and excitatory weights was lifted for 
the large scale experiments described in chapter 5 on page 121 in order to optimise 
performance. 
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3.4 Parameter estimation using a genetic algorithm 
A large part of the work involves determining parameter values that promote optimal 
(or near optimal) performance. An exact mathematical analysis of the problem is 
beyond the scope of this thesis as any simulation based on this system contains a large 
stochastic element. A lack of rigorous mathematical analysis precludes the possibility 
of determining optimal values for the parameters. For this reason, it was decided to 
use a genetic algorithm to determine acceptable values (see section 2.4 on page 48). 
The genetic algorithm W8.,) based upon chromosomes of nine values, con.')icrt.ing of all 
of the values listed directly above with the exception of the probability of a cell being 
excitatory, which was kept at 80%. This value was chosen to mimic the proportion 
of excitatory pyramidal cells believed to exist in the cerebral cortex [68]. All the 
parameters were floating point numbers restricted to the range 0 . . . 1, e..xcept the 
number of connections per cell, an integer limited to the range 1 to 50 (chosen so as 
not to exceed memory capacity of the computer), and the weights from inhibitory 
cells which were necessarily negative, limited to the range -1 . .. O. 
A population of 100 chromosomes with random values was created. The size of 
the population was limited by computational tractability. Each was translated 10,000 
times independently into networks of cells and these networks were assessed according 
to certain criteria. In Experiment 4.1.1 on page 75, each network was run for 300 
time steps and the total numbeJ of cells firing at each time step was recorded. The 
score for each chromosome in this case was the average of these totals over each run, 
so the genetic algorithm in this case favoured networks containing cell assemblies 
that ignited quickly and persisted for a long time. In subsequent experiments, in 
which combinations of primitives were used, more complex scoring methods had to 
be used. For instance, in experiment 4.2 on page 80, three primitives were to be 
linked in such a way that activating any two primitivcs was sufficient to ignitc the 
third, and yet activating one single primitive was insufficient to ignite either of the 
other two. It would be an easy matter to find parameter sets to accomplish either 
of these tasks without the other: Large numbers of connections together with strong 
excitatory weights between cells would easily allow two primitives to ignite the third, 
for instance. In this situation, the 10,000 runs were divided evenly into runs in which 
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two primitives chosen at random were activated and runs in which oue primitive was 
activated. The scoring method was to subtract the total number of undesired cells 
that fired at allY time step 011 the seooud type of run hom the total number of t:ells 
that fired at any time step on the first type of run. Similar scoring methods were 
adopted for more complicated networks (chapter 5 on page 121). 
When all the scores for each generation had been determined a simple fimction 
was used to breed the next. The highest scoring ten population membcrs were rc-
tained unaltered. Forty population members were created by mutating one gene 
(parameter) from each of the ten retained ones. A mutation comprised the replace-
ment of the parameter by a random value within the legal range for that parameter. 
Forty population members were created by crossing two of the ten retained mem-
bers. The crossing entailed choosing each parameter value in turn at random from 
the two ''parent'' chromosomes. The final ten members of the new population were 
created from totally random values within the legal range for each parameter. The 
random chromosomes were chosen in order to avoid the system getting stuck at a 
local maximum in the parameter space. 
Repeated use of the simple genetic algorithm from completely random starting 
points produced an interesting range of results, with the local minima in the pa-
rameter space being achieved within 30 generations in each case. The success rates 
for each of the trials were similar, and due to stochastic variations in the test runs 
themselves, it Wa.'S impossible to choose a definitive "winner". The defaults for the 
six predeLermined paramel.ers shown in Table 3.1 produced good performance, and 
as a consequence, they were chosen for experiments 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 (on pages 75 and 
79 respectively) . 
A similar approach was used to create the behaviour of the simulated cell assembly 
shown in figure 2.5, which emulates the behaviour of the TRACE model [98]. In this 
case, the score was derived by dividing the number of cells that fire at any given time 
step by the total number of cells and then calculating the square of the difference 
between this value and the equivalent value produced by the TRACE simulation 
for the same time step. Chromosomes with lower summed square differences are 
preferred. 
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Number of connections per cell 
Fatigue rate 
Recovery rate 
Firing threshold 
Retention rate 
20 
0.19 
0.09 
0.95 
0.8 
Probability of excitatory cell 0.8 
Weight strength between cells in the same primitive 0.44 (-0.56) 
Weight strength between cells in different primitives 0.08 (-0.92) 
Table 3.1: Default values of parameters. Only the weight strengths were derived from 
Hebbian learning. The inhibitory weight strengths (in parentheses) were derived from 
the excitatory weight strengths rather than being evolved independently 
It was necessary to change the number of connections per cell as the size of the 
network increased in order to ensure that the average number of connections between 
cells within and between primitives remained roughly constant. This is necessary to 
ensure that the primitives can pass enough activation between each other Lo maintain 
activation. The level of activation from one primitive to another depends on the 
number of connections and the weight strengths between primitives. 1£ the weight 
strengths are kept the same as the size of the network increases, then the number of 
connections mm,t be inc:rcru;cd t.o maintain the same effect. The ddault value of 20 
for the number of connections was determined for three primitive cell assemblies in a 
simple ABC network. Iucfe<:l.')ing the number of oolillections per cell can be justified 
biologically speaking by the fact that it has been estimated that the average number 
of connections from each cell in the fat hippocampus is approximately 2000. Such 
a number would clearly be impractical in a simulation due to pressures of time and 
memory space given the limited resources at my disposal. 
The fact that the genetic algorithm was run several times from independent start-
ing points allows general patterns to be sought. Surprisingly, some parameters that 
one would expect to be strongly correlated turn out to have a weak correlation at 
best, such as that between the number of connections and the excitatory weight 
strength for connections within a primitive (R2 = 0.0005). Appendix B Oil page 190 
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explains how t.he sip;nific..a.nc.c level may be derived from the coefficient of determi-
nation. Parameters that do have some correlation (R2 > 0.1, approximately 20% 
~ignifieal1ce level) do not have an immediately obvious relationship, and this only 
goes to illustrate the complex interaction between the nine different parameters and 
the diffieulty in prodnc:ing a mathematieal analysis of the system. Figure 3.4 shows 
scattergrams relating to the parameters for experiment 5.5 on page 139. Comparisons 
of parameters that yielded a coefficient of determination (R2) of less than 0.1 have 
not been included. In general, the small number of runs of the genetic algorithm (12) 
means that only a handful of the coefficients of determination can be said with any 
certainty to be significant at the 209C level or better. 
The strongest correlation OCClUS between the firing threshold and the excitatory 
weight strength between cells in different primitives, with a coefficient of determina-
tion of 51% (figure 3.4(a)), significant at the 1% level. One would generally expect a 
positive correlation between these due to the tight constraints on the energy passed 
between primitives for correct behaviour. In the 3-4 networks implemented in ex-
periment 5.5 on page 139 a primitive should ignite when receiving energy from three 
designated primitives, but not when receiving energy from only two of those three. 
This places an upper and lower limit on the incoming activity energy required to ig-
nite the primitive. As the excitatory weight strength for inter-primitive connections 
incrcc.l.'lcs, the firing threshold must iucreasc similarly to accommodate the in<.1"eascd 
energy entering the primitive. If it does not, then the nUlllber of cells firing in the 
primit.ive increases, and this can cause runaway act.iviLy. 
These graphs should not be confused with those shown in figure 4.6 on page 85. 
Those show how the variation of two parameters affects success rate while the others 
remain constant, whereas the graphs shown in figure 3.4 represent different sets of 
parameters. Nevertheless, the graph in figure 4.6(c} does show a similarity to figure 
3.4(f). 
This explanation also accounts for the correlation between the number of connec-
tions per cell and the excitatory weight strength of inter-primitive connedions (figure 
3.4(f)). The energy is a function of the inter-primitive weight strengths, both excita-
tory and inhibitory, and the number of connections between cells (a reflection of the 
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total number of connections between primitives) . Table 5.2 on page 140 shows that 
the genetic algorithm settled on inhibitory weights close to zero, so the total energy 
is approximately proportional to the product of the excitatory weight strength and 
the number of connections. Given the tight constraints on energy, as the number 
of connections increases, the weight strength should decrease. One would therefore 
expect a negative correlation and this does turn out to be the case. A similar argu-
ment can be made for the fairly strong negative correlation between the number of . 
connections per cell and the retention rate. The higher the retention rate, the easier 
it is for a cell to achieve the activation level necessary to fire and the easier it is for 
a primitive to ignite. 
Figure 3.4 suggests that one parameter value is more critical than the others. 
Although the genetic algorithm was repeated several times, the excitatory weight 
strength between cells always evolved to a small range of values, centred around 
approximately 0.08. The other parameters evolved a wider range of values. Interest-
ingly, the excitatory weight between cells in different primitives has relat.ively little 
correlation with the number of connections between cells. Equation 4.1 on page 97 
shows t.hat. t.he t.ot.al activat.ion (Lenert:!;y" , loosely dE-lined a.<; t.he tot.al exdtatory sit:!;llal 
strength, transferred between primitives is approximately proportional to the prod-
uct of these two parameter values. One would expect that increasing the number 
of connections per cell while keeping the excitatory weight strength between prim-
itives roughly constant would increase this activation energy and lead to runaway 
acLivaLion. However, a sLaLisLica1 analysis of Lhe acLivaLion energy arriving aL each 
cell showed that the primitives were ignited by relatively few cells within them, cells 
which through stochastic variation happened to be well connected. 1 tenn these cells 
"lucky neurons". The de::."tinatiolL's of connections are assigned randomly throughout 
the network with the result that some cells have more incoming connections than 
others. These cells are therefore activated more readily as they generally receive 
more incoming energy than less well connected cells. Activating only a few of these 
lucky neurons (typically between 10 and 15) within a primitive is enough to ignite 
it . A trial of 10,000 nrns shows that they occur in most runs (more than 95%) 
and that their presence spoils any relation that one might expect to exist between 
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Figure 3.4: Scattergrams illustrating correlations between various parameters esti-
mated for one cell assembly network. The significance levels of the coefficients of 
determination are listed in table B.2 on page 192. 
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number of connections per cell and the excitatory weight strength between cells in 
different ptimitivcs. The prcsence of wUIlcdions from cclk; to thcmselves would tcnd 
to increase this problem, but care was taken not to implement such connections. 
3.5 Summary 
This chapter formalises some of the concepts described in chapter 2 on page 31 in 
more mathematical terms. Hebb did not formulate his theory as a set of equations, 
which gives a degree of flexibility. Section 3.2 on page 58 gives a set of equations both 
for updating weight strengths to take account of ~firillg of cells and to propagate 
activity from one cell to another. These give adequate performance, as will be shown 
by later experiments. The equations predict that weight strength will correspond to 
the percentage of oceasioIL'l on which both the pre.synaptic and postsynaptic: eell'l fire, 
and a simulation shows that this does generally occur more or less. 
The last section of the chapter outlines the essential features necessary to get 
a simple cell assembly working. These can be reduced to nine parameters values 
which co-operate to give the required behaviour. Determining the optimum param-
eter values is beyond my capabilities and the parameter space is too large to be 
searched exhaustively, and the complex interaction of parameters defeated my mea-
gre mathematical attempts to calculate the optimum values. However, the nature of 
the problem readily lends itself to solution by a genetic algorithm, and repeated use 
of such an algorithm produces several solutions all essentially as good as each other. 
One such evolved parameter set, that for a 2-3 network has been given for illustration 
purposes. Networks of primitives in subsequent chapters become more complex and 
different parameter values are required, but the same basic genetic algorithm method 
can be used with slight adaptations. It is a simple matter to rerun the genetic algo-
rithm several times with the appropriate scoring system and to choose a parameter 
set from those produced. 
The ne>..i; chapter takes this small working cell assembly and incorporates it into 
neLworks of ever increasing complexiLy. 
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Chapter 4 
Experiments on small associative 
• memorIes 
This chapter describes the initial work based on the model described in chapter 3 
on page 53. Firstly, it is established that a cell assembly can be created in a small 
network and that it demonstrates the properties listed by Sakurai (section 1.1 on 
page 4) as being the essential properties of cell assemblies. Then larger networks are 
constructed in which a number of primitives can be set up and connected in such a way 
that they form compound assemblies. The properties of these compound assemblies 
are then investigated. Section 4.8 on page 106 describes experiments performed to 
determine the effect of spontaneous activation of cells on the size and reliability of 
cell assemblies. Spontaneous activation encourages dynamic growth and reduction 
in cell assemblies, and may prove to be a useful tool in reconfiguring networks of 
competing assemblies to improve overall performance. 
The simple:,;t way to construct cell aI:lsemblie:,; is to specify the b-trengths of the 
weighted connections in advance to suitable predetermined values. These have been 
established already by a genetic algorithm, described in section 3.4 on page 65. How-
ever, one of the strengths of Hebb's original cell assembly theory is that the assemblies 
can come into existence as a result of connections adapting themselves in response 
to cells co-firing. The ability to learn new c.ell assembli<'S i" therefore a powerful de-
ment of cell assembly theory. For tIlls reason, an experiment is described that allows 
weight strengths to be learned, and this establishes that a simulated network of cells 
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can indeed learn simple cell assemblies. Later experiments did not include learning 
simply due to pressure of time and resources. There is no reason, in principle, why 
hierarchies of cell assemblies cannot be learned in a similar way to small networks of 
cell assemblies. 
One of the criticisms that Milner [134] levelled at the cell assembly concept is 
that he could not understand how the connections within ceJl assemblies differed 
from those linking assemblies representing linked concepts. He implied that such 
assemblies would merge into one large assembly. Hebb [75] provided a possible solu-
tion to this, stating that cell assemblies linked within a concept can also be ignited 
independently, indeed they may take part in several other linked concepts. In this 
way, connections within assemblies differ in strength from those between MSeIDblies. 
The experiments carried out in this chapter demonstrate that this is indeed the case. 
The learning process automatically establishes stronger connections within assem-
blies than between them, enabling them to be ignited independently of each other 
and any super-grouping of assemblies. 
The network model implemented in these experiments was the one determined 
in chapter 3 on page 53. Initial experiments prove that isolated cell assemblies, the 
so-called primitive cell assemblies, can exist in the network of cells, and that they 
demonstrate the essential properties of cell assemblies as listed by Sakurai [154] . 
Further experiments show that primitive cell assemblies can participate in groups of 
primitive cell assemblies, termed 2-3 cell assemblies, as any two participating prim-
iLive cell assemblies are enough Lo acLivaLe Lhe Lhird. The lasL seL of experimenLs 
shows how one 2-3 cell assembly interacts with others and how problems can arise 
due to erroneous activation of primitive cell assemblies. 
One other important aspect in which the simulated cell assemblies behave is also 
investigated, specifically the effect of spontaneous activation of cells on size of cell 
assemblies. It is believed that cells in the cortex sometimes fire spontaneously rather 
than as a result of incoming signals from other cells [170, 188]. Experiments are 
described showing that spontaneous firing of cells on the edge of an existing cell 
assembly coupled with learning allows the cell assembly to expand in size. Such an 
effect can also be responsible for the dissolution of cell assemblies, rougbly analogous 
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to forgetting, or cell assemblies splitting into two, which may be thought of as a 
concept bewming mote specialised ("animal" into different types of animal such 
as "dog", "dog" into different breeds of dog). Such splitting has some hearing 011 
the possibility of hierarchies of cell assemblies, the other area of research described 
in this thesis, as the resulting splinter cell assemblies originally had strong mutual 
connections, and yet can now be ignited independently. 
One problem encountered is that of determining whether a particular cell assembly 
is activated or not. The activity of a cell assembly may be determined easily by 
counting the number of cells within that cell assembly that fire at any particular 
time step, but experiments show that cell assemblies tend to follow a continuum of 
activation, from complete inactivity in which no cells fire, to highly active in which, 
typically 40% of the cells fire at any particular instant. At what point should the 
cell assembly be declared active? There is no one correct answer to this question, 
but in order for the success or failure of an experiment to be determined, a threshold 
must be decided upon. It was found in experiments described in later chapters that 
primitives that did not ignite still demonstrated a small amount of activity, with 
up to 4 or 5 cells firing at any time st.ep. For t.his reason, I have chosen to set an 
activation level of 10 of the cells within a primitive, i. e. if lO or more of the cells 
eomprising any cell a8scmbly firc at any timc stcp, that ecll a8scmbly is d<"'Clllcd to 
be active. This gives a small margin of error over the "noise" level present in inactive 
primitives. 
4.1 One primitive Cell Assembly 
The experiments described in this section demonstrate that the parameters derived 
by the genetic algorithm (sedion 3.4 011 page (5) are indeed suffident to sustain 
activity in a network of cells. To achieve this, the network had to sustain activity 
in at least 10 of its celJs for at least fifty time steps. Early experiments were carried 
out using networks of 400 cells, but these were later repeated using 150 cells, with 
a view 1,0 scaling experimenLs up laLer. Alt.hough a primiLive of 400 cell., can easily 
be simulated in a personal computer, networks with many primitives the same size 
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Figure 4.1: Xetwork activity for one primitive cell assembly for different excitatory 
weight values (labelled). The dotted line shows the 10 cells level above which the cell 
assembly is considered active. 
would require a great deal of time and hence be impractical. The results for 400 cells 
essentially duplicated those for 150 cells, reported here. 
4.1.1 Establishment of a single assembly 
An experiment was carried out on a network of 150 cells in which one primitive cell 
assembly was developed. The parameter values, determined by genetic algorithm, 
are shown in table 4.1 on page 77, with the weights from inhibitory cells having been 
determined automatically by those from the excitatory ones (section 3.2 on page 58). 
There were, of mm-se, 110 conuections betweeu cells in different eell ClS..'lemblies. Figure 
4.1 shows the mean ullmher of (':dls firing ill the network for each of :~(K) tiuw steps, for 
each of several different excitatory weight values. In each case the inhibitory weights 
were the negative equivalents of the excitatory weights. 
Figure 4.1 shows us that cell assembly activity follows a continuum, with exci-
tatory weights above 0.4 leading to cell assembly activity that persists for lengths 
of t.ime t.hat. increase wit.h excit.at.ory weight.. Extending t.he experiment. beyond 300 
time steps shows that for weights below 0.46, all cell assembly activity does eventu-
ally die out, whereas excitatory weights above O.461f'.-ad to activity tha.t persists even 
beyond 300 time steps. It should be emphasised that these results are not general 
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- t.hey apply only to this part of t.he lk'1ramet.er space. An entirely different. part. of 
thc pan.l.luctcr spacc may well brivc clltirely uiffcrcllt results. Coiuduclltally, thc most 
appropriate excitatory weight is reasonably close to the weight value predicted by 
the cell co-firing rate of 40% (section 3.2 on page 58). 
It is interesting to compare the excitatory weight value for this experiment with 
that in table 3.1 on page 67. 0.44 is considerably lower than 0.5. The value of excita-
tory weight strengths differs depending on the exact circumstances of the experiment. 
In thi., case, there i., no danger that one cell assembly will accidentally ignite another. 
The weights given in table 3.1 assume a 2-3 compound assembly. The high excitatory 
weight strength for connections within a primitive occur due to the "lucky neuron" 
effect (see section 4.6 on page 95) by which a few cells within a primitive fire and 
are responsible for igniting the assembly as a whole. 0.44 is the optimal figure to 
give assembly activity that dies out after a few tens of time steps. This restriction 
had to be dropped for later experiments, particularly those involving large number of 
primitives, in which the problem of finding suitable parameter values beoome much 
harder. 
While 0.44 is low compared to 0.5, it is quite high when compared to the preferred 
value of 0.08 in experiment 4.2 on page SO. In experiment 4.2, a network of three 
assemblk'S werc conncd,(~d in su(·h a WdY that activ"d,ting any two primitivcs is sufficient 
to iplite the third but activd.ting only one is insufficient. Such Cl. confibruratioll puts 
extra constraints on the range of the weights between primitives. 
The weight strength is abo influenced by the number of connections between 
the cells. The genetic algorithm in this case preferred. 6 connections between cells, 
relatively low compared. to numbers of connections in later experiments. Loosely 
speaking, one can consider a total signal level passing between cells within a cell 
assembly, which is approximately proportional to the product of the number of con-
nections and the mean weight between cells, i.e. proportional to c(EW + (1- E)w}. 
This signal level can be maintained. as the number of connections between cells is re-
duced by increasing excitatory weight strength and/or moving the inhibitory weight 
strength towards O. However, experiments show that, in a single cell assembly that 
ignites reliably, the relationship between c and W is not one of simple inverse prop or-
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Variable Variable name Default value 
c Number of connections from each cell 6 
P Probability of any cell being activated 
externally on any given time step 0.4 
T Total number of time steps 
involving external activation 10 
N Total number of cells (per primitive) 150 
NI Number of cells that fire on average per 
time step during first T time steps 60 
E Proportion of cells that are excitatory 0.8 
W Weight to each destination cell from 
each excitatory cell 0.44 
w Weight to each destination cell from 
each inhibitory cell -0.56 
Table 4.1: Definition of variables with default values. 
tionality, and illustrate that the relationship between the parameters is a complicated. 
one. 
Figure 4.1 dOE>~'1 show two interE>~'1ting feat.urE>~'1. Firstly, in t.he first ten time st.eps, 
t.he number of cel1~ that fire fillct.uat.E>.s wildly. InvE>~~t.igat.ion shows t.hat t.his is a sid~ 
effect. of fat.igue. The external act.ivat.ion of the (',Cll a..'1scmhly i., int.ense and causes a 
hU'ge number of cells to fire (although not 40% of the cells as might be ex])<..'Cted) . The 
fatigue of these celli; increases by 0.19, which prevents the cells firing the u<..'Xt; time, as 
the activity minus the fatigue cannot exceed the 0.95 firing threshold. Cells recover 
at roughly half the rate at which they fatigue, so after a further two time steps, a 
cell has recovered sufficiently to fire. This suggests that the pattern of firing in the 
first two time steps should follow a roughly repeated pattern with frequency three 
time steps. Figure 4.2 shows the first ten time steps of figure 4.1 in detail , in which 
such a pattern is clear. Experiments show that varying the ratio between fatigue rate 
and recovery rate does result in patterns of different frequencies appearing, although 
different ratios do not generally permit persistence of activity beyond the period of 
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Figure 4.2: First ten time steps in detail. The pattern of activation is almost identical 
for a. variety of excitatory weight strengths between 0.4 and 0.5. 
initial stimulation. 
Additional experiments showed that adjusting fatigue rate and recovery rate could 
lead to other frequency patterns appearing. For instance, a fatigue rate and recovery 
rate of 0.21 and 0.07 respectively led to a peak in the cell activity approximately 
every fourth time step. Of course, there are limits to the frequency patterns that can 
be set up, not only because there are only 10 time steps in which they can manifest 
themselves, but also because too high a fatigue rate or too Iowa recovery rate prevents 
reliable cell assembly activation. If too many cells fatigue on any time step, there arc 
not enough available to fire on the next time step and cell assembly activat.ion risks 
dying out all together. Extending T showed that the frequency pattern generaBy 
persisted, but T was generally kept at 10 time steps for reasons explained in section 
4.2 on page 80. 
There is liiile poini in reporiing a perceniage success raie for ibis experimeni, 
since it is a trivial matter to adjust parameters so that the single assembly ignites 
on every trial. It iH not Nufficicnt, however, Nimply to raise the exdtat.ory weightN 
between cells to their maximum value. Such a strategy simply cause large numbers 
of cells to fire, and then fatigue simultaneously. The small number of cells capable 
of :firing on the next time step is usnally incapable of sustaining suffident activity 
to persist while the fatigued cells recover. However, on a few occasions, the "lucky 
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neuron" effect. (scction 4.6 011 pllgC 95) dOeR permit. activit.y t.o pcrsist.. 
4.1.2 Can weights be learned? 
The next experiment investigated whether weight values could be learned. In this 
experiment, all excitatory weights were initialised to random values between 0 and 
0.4, and all inhibitory weights to random values between -0.4 and O. The e>..'ternal 
stimulus was identical to that in Experiment 4.1.1 on page 75. Hebbian learning took 
place at the end of each time step for all time steps in each program run. Parameter 
values were identical to those in Experiment 4.1.1, with the exception of the weight 
values, of course. 
Figure 4.3 shows the average weight values, both excitatory and inhibitory, after 
each time step, with weights being initialised to zero in all cases. AB explained in 
section 3.2 on page 58, activating cells with a probability of 0.4 encourages excita-
tory weights to tend towards 0.4 and inhibitory ones to -0.6, the negative equivalent 
weight, although this trend ignores the possibility of fatigue, which reduces the proba-
bility of cell .. firing t.ogether, and reverberation, in whic.h cell .. activate others thereby 
increasing the excitatory weight between them. The results show that weights do in-
deed converge approximately on the predicted values. In fact, increasing the number 
of time steps shows that the weights converge on approximately 0.48 for excitatory 
weights and -0.55 for inhibitory weights, and the difference between these and the 
predicted values may be ascribed to the reverberation effect. Another possible cause 
is the lucky neuron effect. 
Experiments 4.1.1 on page 75 and 4.1.2 show that a simple primitive cell assembly 
can exist within the network of cells specified, and that it fulfils the general prediction 
about the weight values. Parameter values in a single cell assembly are less rigidly 
controlled than in systems containing more than one assembly, as the only purpose 
of the assembly is to ignite. Provided the e.""ICcitatory weights are sufficiently high, 
this is almost guaranteed to happen. Too high a weight does cause activity to persist 
indefinitely, but there is no theoretical reason why assembly activity should not do 
this. The next stage is to start combining primitive cell assemblies to investigate 
whether they can form compound 2-3 cell assemblies, the simplest form of compound 
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Figure 4.3: Adaptation of weight strength with time. The graph shows the mean 
vd:iue of weights from excitatory and inhibitory cells over 100 different training runs 
after given numbers of time steps. All weights were initialised to O. 
cell assemblies. 
4.2 Three primitive cell assemblies 
The experiment described in this section investigated whether a combination of two 
primitive cell assemblies could be used to activate a third, with each being unable 
to activate the third individually. Such a combination represents the simplest pos-
sible compound cell assembly, as any simpler one could not be considered to be a 
combination of primitives. A combination of two primitives in which activating one 
was sulficient to i6ruite the other would in effect be onc siugle primitive rell as8Cmbly. 
Hebb [75] (p. 105) spedlicully stated that cell assemblies should behave ill this way, 
with one single assembly being incapable of igniting another except in the presence 
of a third. 
This problem is subst3I1tiaJly harder than the one in experiments 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 
(on pages 75 and 79 respectively). If excitatory weights between cells in different 
primitive cell assemblies are too low, a combination of primitive cell assemblies will 
not provide enough activation energy to activate the third. However, if weights are 
too high, activating a single primitive cell assembly wiU lead to runaway activity 
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Weights from excitatory cells within a primitive cell aossembly 0.5 
Weights from inhibitory cells within a primitive cell assembly -0.5 
Weights from excitatory cells between primitive cell assemblies 0.08 
Weights from inhibitory cells between primitive cell assemblies -0.92 
Table 4.2: Weight settings for the ABC 2/3 network. 
LhroughouL Lhe network. Such lmconLrolled adiviLy may be LhoughL of as analogous 
to epilepsy in the human brain. 
A network of 450 cells was used, with 150 assigned randomly to each primitive cell 
assembly. Global parameter settings were the same as those for experiment 4.1.1 with 
the exception of the number of connections per cell and the weight strengths. Since 
the number of primitives had increased from one to three, the number of connections 
had to increase as well to maintain the general level of connectivity. A simplistic 
approach would involve maintaining all parameters at the same level as in experiment 
4.1.1 and ju'St scaling up the number of connections. Another approach ie; to use a 
genetic algorithm to determine the optimal values of the weights (see section 2.4 on 
page 48), with the scoring function described in section 3.4 on page 65. The genetic 
algorithm revealed that setting the weights from excitatory cells to others within the 
same primitive cell assembly to 0.5 (and the corresponding weights from inhibitory 
cells to -0.5), it was found that the number of connections could be kept at 20 per 
cell. This produced more reliable results than increasing the number of connections 
per cell. 
The best weight settings that were obtained are shown in Table 4.2. 
Figure 4.4 shows the rE'..8ults of one trial run of Experiment 4.2, which involved the 
activation of just one primitive cell assembly. It shows that the activated cell assembly 
maintains a roughly constant level of activity, while not producing any substantial 
activity in the other primitive cell assemblies. R~1;ending the number of time steps 
beyond 300 shows that the munber of cells firing gradually decreases, reaching zero 
after approximately 2000 time steps. Figure 4.4 shows that the activity leveL os of 
the activated primitive fluctuate rapidly as the cells fatigue and recover, although 
analysis llsing MATLAB was uuable to find an nnderlying frequency patt.em t.o these 
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Figure 4.4: Result of activating a single primitive cell assembly CA in this case) out of 
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Figure 4 . .5: Result of activating 2 primitive cell assemblies CA and Bin thi<; (' ..8..<;e) out 
of 3. C activates within a few time steps and maintains roughly the same activation 
level as A and B. Activating A and C, or B and C produces a similar graph. 
fluctuatioIlI:). Experiment 4.2 Wal:) repeated 10,000 tiInel:) aud it W<Ul detennilled that 
the average number of cells that fire per time step was approximately 40 for the first 
100 time steps. Figure 4.5 shows a run in which two primitives provided enough 
activity to ignite the third. Repetition of the experiment shows that this ie; a generaJ 
result . With the weights set as in table 4.2, activating any two primitives is sufficient 
to ignite the third, but activating onc primitive is not. The different possible outcom~ 
for each run are I:)hown in table 4.3. 
Figure 4.6 shows the compromise chosen as regards the two most important pa-
rameters governing the behaviour of the network, i. e. the number of connections 
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One primitive active: 
Primitive remains active 96.7% 
Primitive dies out quickly 1.4% 
Other primitivc(s) ignite 1.9% 
Two primitives active: 
All three primitives active 99.3% 
Third primitive fails to ignite 0.5% 
All activity dies out 0.2% 
Table 4.3: Outcomes of experiment 4.2 
per cell and the excitatory weight strength between cells. Large numbers of connec-
tions and/or strong weights encourage two activated primitives to ignite the third, 
whereas low numbers of connections and/or weak connection strengths discourage 
a single activated primitive from igniting either of the others. Figures 4.6{a) shows 
the probabilities of one single active primitive remaining active while not activating 
another for given values of each of the two parameters near the optimum chosen by 
the genetic algorithm. Figure 4.6(b) shows the probability of two primitives igniting 
the third for the same part of the parameter space. 
Experiments showed that the most critical two parameter setting were the weights 
from excitatory cells to those in other cell assemblies and the number of connections 
per cell. Figure 4.6 shows the result of varying these parameters around the default 
values shown in Table 4.2. These figures illustrate that the relationship between these 
two factors is a complicated onc. The probability that activating onc primitive cell 
assembly will cause activity to persist only in that cell assembly has a maximum 
when the number of connections is about 19 provided that the excitatory weights are 
not greater than about 0.06. With a greater excitatory weight or a greater number 
of connections, activating the primitive cell assembly causes saturation in the entire 
network. With fewer connections per cell, the primitive cell assembly is incapable 
of sustaining activity. However, the picture is simpler when considering activating 
two primitive cell assemblies. In this case, saturation is the desired c.andition, and 
the probability of it happening increases with increasing number of connections and 
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increasing excitatory weight. The parameter values used in the other e).}>eriments 
represented a compromise condition - slightly sub-optimal in both cases. A rough 
estimate of the optimal parameter settings can be found simply by multiplying the 
two probabilities, as shown in figure 4.6(c). The graphs show a fairly rapid drop 
in the RUCCP.SS rate in eaeh of the two firing situat.ions if one moves away from the 
optimal parameter settings in almost all directions, indicating that the system is not 
robust as regards these parameter settings. A slight ridge in the parameter space 
is evident, favouring low numbers of connections with high excitatory weights and 
vice-versa. The optimal setting is close to the centre of figure 4.6(c), although it does 
not offer much of an improvement above the regions immediately contiguous to it. 
It was found that the reliability of assembly ignition depended on the value of T, 
the number of time steps for which external activation was provided. For T » 10 
activating two primitives externally caused the activity in the third to peak and 
then die out rapidly in a significant number of cases. This effect wa.'5 attributed to 
certain crucial cells in the destination primitive (so-called "lucky neurons", section 
4.6 on page 95) being repeatedly stimulated to the point where they could not recover 
rapidly enough from fat.igue t.o maint.ain assembly act.ivity. This effect. wa.<; st.ocha.<;t.ic, 
hut t.hc numher of lucky ncuron.<; wa.<; sufficiently large in any dC'Btinat.ion asscmhly 
to make it a considerable problem. This was one reason for choosing T = 10 time 
steps. 
4.3 Five primitive cell assemblies 
The llcxt stage of complexity is to construct. a network collt.uinillg five primitive cell 
assemblies, termed A, B, C , D and E. There is little point in constructing a network 
with four primitives since such a network could only support one 2-3 compound 
assembly. Parameters remain the same as for previous experiments - there is no 
reason to change them - e.xcept that the number of connections per cell is raised from 
20 to 34, an increase in the approximate ratio 5 : 3. This allows the same average 
number of connecLions from one primitive Lo anoLher as Lhe number of primiLives ha. .. 
been increased. It was found that such an increase allowed one single primitive cell 
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Figure 4.6: Varying weight strength from excitatory cells to those in other primitive 
cell assemblies. (a.) shows the probability that activating any single primitive eel] 
assembly results in activity in that cell assembly persisting and no other primitive cell 
assemblies are activated. (b) shows the probabilily thal activating two primilive cell 
assemblies results in the third becoming activated. Both of these outcomes constitute 
success in terms of the experiment. (c) shows the product map of the two grids giving 
an indication of suitable combinations that are most likely to lead to success in both 
cases. The probability ranges are shown by the key. 
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assembly to activate two others erroneously, unless the excitatory weight between 
cells was reduced to 0.06, with the inhibitory weight strength being the negative 
equivalent. 
It is a trivial matter to set weights between cells in order to implement two 2-3 
cell assemblies, e.g. ABC and CDE, which must share one primitive cell assembly in 
common, as shown in figure 4.7(a). Each 2-3 cell assembly obeys the same principles 
as derived in section 4.2 on page 80, i.e. activating only one cell assembly fails to 
activate the entire 2-3 cell assembly, but activating any two of the three is sufficient. 
Other researchers have shown that multiple cell assemblies can exist in which cell., 
participate in more than one a8...<lE.'.mbly [91] . 
However, additional issues arise concerning the interaction of the 2-3 cell assem-
blies. Cell assemblies A and B should inhibit the actiV'd.tion of D and E and vice-versa 
in order to avoid saturation throughout the entire network, so the inhibitory connec-
tions between them should be set to the minimum value (-1) and the excitatory ones 
to O. The question then arises as to which cell assemblies would activate if some 
unexpected. combination, such as A and D, were stimulated.. One possibility is that 
one of these would de-activate the other, another is that they would activate C, the 
common cell assembly, and that would lead to the activation of either ABC or CDE. 
Experiment 4.3 was carried out in order to confirm the feasibility of two overlap-
ping compound cell assemblies. A network of cells was constructed, 150 cells to each 
primitive cell a...qgembly. Each celI was given 35 connections in order t.o ensure that. 
the average number of connections between the cells in each primitive and those in 
any other primitive was approximately the same as in previous experiments. Excita-
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Figure 4.8: Activating primitives A and B in a network containing primitives A to 
E causes C to activate reliably and negligible activation in D and E. Similar results 
occur when D and E are a<,'tivated. 
tory weights were 0.5 between cell., in the same primitive cell assembly, 0.06 between 
cells within the same compound cell assembly (e.g. between cells in primitive A 
and those in primitive B), and 0 between cells in unrelated primitive cell assemblies 
(e.g. between cells in primitive B and those in primitive E). Inhibitory weights were 
set accordingly: -D.5 between cells in the same primitive, -0.94 between cells in the 
in same compound cell assembly, and -1 between cells in unrelated primitive cell 
a.ssemblies. The resulLs of experiruenl 4.3 are shown in fib'1ue 4.8. 
However, an interesting result occurs when two conflicting plimitives are acti-
vated. Figure 4.9 shows a typical result. when primitives A and Dare act.ivated. 
Since these primitive cell 8SSemblies are not present within a 2-3 cell assembly, they 
have strong inhibitory mutual connections. It is expected that one of these primi-
tives should tend to shut the other one down. In this particular case, D reduces the 
activity in A, although repeated experiments indicate that each outcome is equally 
likely. However, figure 4.9 shows that the primitive cell assembly connected to both 
activated ones, namely G, is rapidly ignited. This often leads to the completion of 
one 2-3 cell assembly, which in turn shuts down the rogue primitive cell assembly 
more quickly. In this e:A1>eriment, A and D both provide half the activation that C 
requires to ignite. In principle, this could either ignite ABC, or CDE. However, by 
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Figure 4.9: Activating two mnfiicting primitive Cf'JI a.'lsemblies, here A and D, causes 
one to be suppressed, but not before activating the primitive cell assembly to which 
they are both connected, C. This leads to the completion of 2-3 cell assembly CDE. 
B remained completely inactive throughout this experiment, and has not been plotted 
in order to save space. 
this stage, D is more active than A, so CD E often ignites. The presence of D and 
E together shut A down completely within a few time steps of C igniting. 
Figure 4.10 shows lhe resull of aclivaLing Lhe mULually connecLoo primilive cell 
assembly and anyone other, e.g. C and E. In this case, D is activated almost 
immediately, and A and B not at all. Although A and B receive half the npA'£ssary 
activation, the presence of both D and E are enough to suppress them completely. 
In many ways, this experiment echoes the one in which A and B were activa.ted. The 
results are the same, with one 2-3 cell a'>sembly active and no activity in the other 
primitive cell assemblies. 
4.4 Six primitive cell assemblies 
Experiment 4.3 on pav;e 84 showed that a network of five primitive cell asscmblies 
could be constructed, and could contain two compound cell assemblies. In this sec-
tion, I demonstrate that increasing the number of primitives adds problems in the 
form of erroneous ignition of compound cell assemblies. 
In experiment 4.4, an ro.i.ra primitive, termed F, was added to the network and the 
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Figure 4.10: Activating C and E causes the activation of D but no actiV'dtion of A 
and B . A similar effect occurs when C is activated with any other primitive cell 
assembly. 
number of connections per cell was scaled up to 40. 2-3 cell assemblies ABC, CDE 
and ADF were constructed, as shown in figure 4.7(b) (page 86). This combination 
of compound assemblies was chosen as no combination of two primitives appears 
in more than one compound assembly. Parameters were kept as in the previous 
experiment. The eA'periIn{~llt was carried out to test the different possible outwmc.s 
of the network containing six primitives. The situations tested were as follows, with 
persistence being defined as activity above the 10 cell threshold for a chosen time 
of at least 30 time steps beyond the point where external stimulation is removed. 
Each numbered situation involved 10,000 trials, with suitable externally activated 
primitives being chosen at random (e.g. for situation 1, in which a single primitive 
is activated e>..'i;ernally, each primitive had an equal probability of being chosen.) 
1. One primitive is activated externally. Success occurs if the activity in the 
primitive persists withOllt igniting any other. 
2. Two primitives present in a 2-3 assembly are activated externally. Success 
occurs if they ignite the third without any erroneous ignition. 
3. Two primitiv('.B not present in the same 2-3 a..<;sembly are act.ivat.ed externally. 
Success occurs if either one shuts the other down, or if activity in both dies out. 
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Situation tested Success rate 
1 97.14% 
2 51.10% 
3 99.13% 
4 23.07% 
Table 4.4: Success rates for networks of six primitives for weights determined by 
genetic algorithm. 
4. Two 2-3 compound assemblies sharing a single primitive are activated externally 
(e.g. ABC and CDE sharing primitive C). Success occurs if one of the cell 
assemblies persists but the other does not, and if the sixth primitive (F in this 
case) does not ignite. 
It was confirmed t.hat any single primit.ive cell assembly maintained it.s own acr 
tivity when activated, but was in the vast majority of cases incapable of activating 
any others, and that, in general, two primitive cell assemblies of a 2-3 cell assembly 
did activate a third to form a stable 2-3 assembly, although the assembly ignited was 
not always the expected one. The exact success rates a.re shown in table 4.4. 
The large drop in the success of the system for situation 2 can be explained as 
follows. Primitive cell assemblies in a 2-3 cell assembly activate when they receive 
half Lhe necessary energy from each of Lhe other Lwo participanLs. Although it. might. 
seem that this energy is delivered by a range of connections from the contributing 
primitives, in practice, it involves the firing of only a few neurons, which I term "lucky 
neurons" (section 4.6 on page 95). When A and D are activated, F receives enough 
energy to activate, as intended in ADF. However, C receives half the activation 
energy from A (in ABC) and the other half from D (in CDE) . There are strong 
inhibitory links between C and F, since they are not within a pre-progTammed 2-3 
cell assembly, so we would expect either one of them to shut the other one down. 
In practice, the one that ignites first simply prevents the other igniting in the first 
place. This means that activating A and D leads to a 2-3 cell assembly, either ADF 
(with no activity in C) or AC D (with no activity in F) , with each outcome being 
approximately equally likely (see Table 4.5). Figure 4.12 shows two typical program 
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Figure 4.11: The excitatory and inhibitory connections for an ABC, CDE, ADF 
a.rrangement. Excitatory connections are shown by solid lines, inhibitory ones by 
dashed ones. 
nms, in which both thC'.RC OCGlIT. HoweveT, the graphs shown in figUTC'A'i 4.12(11}-
(d) are an example of a "clean" run, in sense that no further ignition OCCl1TS. In 
approximately 15% of cases in which C is erroneously ignited, further ignition does 
occur. 
The combination AC D does not represent a designated cell assembly, and this 
can lead to further change. The Lendency for A and C Lo i6rnite B can lead to a tem-
porary state in which A, B, C and D are all active. The stronp; mutually inhibitory 
connections between B and D invariably le,a.d to activity in one of them dying out. 
The final result of activating A and D is therefore one of three possible 2-3 compound 
a8.')emblies: ABC, ADF or ACD, the last of which is not even designated by the 
connections. Although a complicated sequence of primitive activation occurs when 
C ignites in this case, thc activation pattern when F ignites is more straightforward. 
In this case, there is no erroneous ignition. 
The Telat.ionships between t.he primitives is best. ImmmarL'lcd in figure 4.11, in 
which solid lines represent p..xdtatory mnnections and da.c;hed lines inhibitory ones. 
The 2-3 assemblies are repr~ented by the triangles of solid lines. The figure shows 
that the unintentional assembly AC D has been stored. Activating A and D can 
therefore ignite C or F, but is unlikely to ignite [J or E directly. The inhibitory 
connections mean that AEC or CD E are unlikely to be ignited, alihough this may 
happen as a result of further interactions between primitives. 
A similar problem occurred when A and C were activated. In this case, either 
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Outcome Percentage occurrence 
ABC 12.22% 
ADF 48.71% 
ACD 38.91% 
Neither C nor F activated reliably 0.16% 
Table 4.5: Percentag-e likelihood of possible outcomes when ABC, CDE and ADF 
are present in a network and A and D are activated. This can lead to one of three 
compound assemblies being activated, onc of which is not even designated by the 
connections. The figures are based on 10,000 trials. 
B or D activated, due to the connections in CDE and ADF. Although activating 
two related primitives did invariably lead to a stable 2-3 compound a.'3Sembly being 
ignited, the uncertain identity of the third primitive led to approximately half of the 
~ituation 2 trials being da..,smcd as failures. This continual ignition and snppmqsing of 
primitives does, however, open up the possibility of sequential information processing, 
in which primitives "battle it out" to reach an optimal solution to a problem, in a 
similar manner to the Sharks and Jets network described in chapter 1 on page 2. 
A related problem occurred when A and F were activated. In this case, D acti-
vated, because of the cOlmections in the cell assembly AD F, whicb led to primitive 
C receiving some activation. However, in the great majority of cases, activity in C 
did not build up to appreciable levels, as F was active and fully established by that 
point. 
Situation 4 has a surprisingly low success rate. It was found that activating five 
out of the six primitives almost always led to runaway activity in the entire network 
followed by primitives dying out in an unpredictable way. It is reasonable to infer 
that the excitatory contributions from five of the primitives to the sixth outweigh the 
inhibitory contributions from fewer than five primitives. This usually leads to t.he 
ignition of the sixth primitive within a few time steps. 
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Figure 4.12: Activating A and D leads either to C activating (a-f) , or F (g-l). In 
either case, activity in the other primitive cell assembly is suppressed. There is a 
small peak in both C and F during the first ten time steps, followed by a rapid 
decline in one of them. 
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Outcome Percentage occurrence 
One active primitive persists alone 20.09% 
Erroneous ignition in other primitives 79.91% 
Table 4.6: Increasing internal excitatory weight strengths from 0.5 to 0.52 causes 
single primitives to persist, but also allows erroneous ignition of other primitives. 
4.5 Assembly persistence 
One of the essential criteria of a simulated cell assembly is that activity should persi~ 
beyond the point where the e>..'ternal simulation is removed. This is easy to achieve in 
networks containing one single assembly as internal excitatory weight strengths can 
he set high enough t.o allow activit.y t.o persi.~t indefinit.ely. Indeed, c.onnect.ions {'.all 
be set to give a wide range of persistence times, although it is not a simple matter 
to predict the persistence time from the parameter settings. 
The problem of persistence only becomes an issue when more than one primitive 
assembly interacts. It is still pOSbible to set connections for an assembly to persist for 
a long time, but e>..'tended persistence increases the likelihood of erroneous ignition 
of other primitives. It is perfectly possible that the main reason that primitives are 
not ignited by the wrong combination of active primitives is that their activity dies 
before erroneous ignition is possible. The parameter set used gives assemblies and 
combination of assemblies that persist for between 50 and 250 time steps after the 
external stimulus has been removed, with the mean value being about 150 time steps. 
Given the same scale as in Figure 2.6, 150 time steps corresponds to about 1500ms. 
Figure 4.1 on page 75 shows that increasing the excitatory weight values within a 
primitive can be used to increase the persistence of a cell assembly, so in order to test 
the long-term effects of assembly activity, the weight was increased from 0.5 to 0.52. 
It was found that in a substantial number of trials, one active primitive was sufficient 
to cause ignition of others after approximately 200 time steps. Results are shown 
in table 4.6. When two primitives received external activation, erroneous ignition 
occurred in every single case. 
The parameter set favoured by the genetic algorithm results in a network balanced 
on a knife-edge, between the death of activity in a primitive and lllcontrolled ignition. 
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An analysis of the activity levels of cells indicates that there is a gradual build-up of 
activity in cells even in primitiws that do not ignite. With excitatory weights of 0.5, 
the decay of each ren i::> ~1lffident to remove the build-up of activity before it tip::> tlle 
cell over into firing. With weights of 0.52, the cell is more likely to fire than not. 
4.6 The lucky neuron effect 
In the experiments desc..Tibed in previous sections, the excitatory weights between 
related primitives in a compound cell assembly are small. Generally the best re.ttlts 
were obtained with weights less than 0.1. The inhibitory weights were set to the 
negative equivalent of this, Le between -1 and -0.9. The magnitude of each inhibitory 
weight is therefore at least nine times as great as that of the excitatory ones. Thi'5 
means that although excitatory connections outnumber inhibitory ones by four to 
one, the average eonnection strength between primitives is negative. Experiments 
show that the total energy delivered by each eA1;ernaily stimulated primitive to each 
of the other primitives during the ten time steps of external activation has a mean 
value of -352 (0" = 408). 
So why do the primitives activate at all? An experiment showed tlJat the de&-
tinations of the connections from the inhibitory cells did not cover the cells in any 
primitive completely and evenly, and that a mean of 17.11% (u = 2.26%) of the cells 
activdted received enough positive activdtion to fire when anyone primitive was ac-
tivated by two others, but that only 11.50% (u = 0.44%) received sufficient energy 
with only one contributing primitive. The high excitatory connections (0.5) of cells 
within a. prilllitiv(~ wel"(~ suffic-kut. t.o sustaiu aetivity in t.he fonner (':a...~~, but not in 
the latter case. 11.50% corresponds to approximately 17 cells, enough to declare a 
primitive ignited, but the fatigue rate to reoovery rate ratio of 2: 1 has the effed of 
mtting the average firing rate of these c.ells by a factor of 2. Curiously, the per<:entage 
of cells llctiva.ting does not double when the number of contributing primitives rise:; 
from one to two, and this can be a.ttributed to the fact that the larger number of 
(:onnections more closely reflects the overall statistical ave.rage energy transfer, which 
is negative. 
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Figure 4.13: The probability that primitives A and B will activate D increases as 
the strength of excitatory cOlmections between cells in different primitives increases, 
as shown in (a). However, true; probability decreases if a third primitive, C, aLc;o 
contributes, as shown in (b). 
It therefore follows that three contl"ibuting primitives will exacerbate this effect, 
and this does turn out to be the c.ase. When attempts are made to initialise a 3-4 cell 
assembly (i. e. primitives A, B and C are sufficient to activate D) but any two of A, 
B and C are insufficient) and small excitatory weight values (approximately 0.1 or 
less) are used for connections between primitives, then such an attempt fails. Figure 
4.13 shows that, as the weight values increa..-.e, two contributing primitive.; (e.g. A 
and B) have a greater probability of activating any other than three contributing 
primitives (e.g. A, B and C). 
Although this effect does allow 2-3 cell assemblies to be created, it does not bode 
well for 3-4 or higher order cell assemblies. Another set of parameters must be found 
in a different part of the parameter space. If we assume that the excitatory weights 
between primitives within compound cell assemblies is x, and that inhibitory weights 
reHect excitatory weights, then t.he inhibitory weights between primitives within the 
compound cell assembly is -(1- x). 
The total activity delivered to any primitive by any two contributing primitives 
i!:l given by e<ll.mtiOll 4.1 where the first tenn represeuts the exdta.tory energy, the 
second term the inhibitory energy, and K is an appropriate constant. K depends OJ} 
number of reUs and average activation. The coefficients take into account the fact 
that excitatory cells are 4 times more common than inhibitory ones. This re.arranges 
to give K(x - 0.2). Clearly, this becomes positive when x is gre.ater than 0.2. 
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total activity = 0.8Kx - 0.2K(1 - x) (4.1) 
This does rruse some questions about the parameter values derived from the ge-
netic algorithm in section 3.4 on page 65. The genetic Wouorithm limits the excitatory 
weight strength between primitives to a narrow range of values centred arolmd 0.08, 
which, according to equation 4.1 should lead to a total actiV'atioll being passed be-
tween primitives that was negative. A stati<rt.icai analysis of the act ivity between 
primitives showed that this was indeed the case. At first sight) it may appear that 
no primitive or combination of primitives can ever ignite any other given such a low 
E',xcitatory weight stre.n~h, but this ignorE'~c; the st.o('h~<rt.k differences in the actjva-
tion of cells in each primitive. Th.e primitives are activated as a result of relatively 
few cdls (typically bdWl';Cll 10 alld 20) firiug. Although all exdtatory (";OUlu.~ctiOll~ 
between reUs in differeut primitives had the same strength in the genetic algorithm 
experiment, destinations were distributed randomly, and it is perfectly possible for 
some cells with.in a primitive to be better connected than others. I term these "lucky 
neurons" . An experiment in which energy transfer between primitives W'dS limited 
to the 15 most highly connected cells in each primitive showed that a small amount 
of ac..1.ivation energy rapidly led. to runaway ignition of all the cell., in the network, 
indicating the powerful effect that these cells have. Figure 4.14 shows a typical run 
in which externally activating a single primitive (A) leads to a burst of uncontrolled 
activity in all primitives. This quickly leads to widespread fatigue, and the ac..1.ivity 
dies. This experiment suggests that the overall inhibitory effect of the connec:tions ~ 
tween primitives is necessary in order to put a brake on the stimulation of primitives 
by the lucky cells within them. A further experiment was carried out in which all 
connections between primitives were left intact except those to the 10% most heavily 
connected cells which were lesioned. It was found that no primitive or combination 
of primitives could ever ignite any other one, thereby establishing without doubt that 
the luc:ky neuron efi'c.d. i" rc~"poIl8ihlc for a.c;scmhly ignit.ion. 
In experiment 4.4 on page 88 I referred to primitives being ignited by receiving half 
t.he neces... .. -uy a.ctiV"dtion energy from ea!:h contributing primitive. This eondusion is 
not nu11ilied by tJJe discovery of the ludcy neuron etftx:t . Although t he nmnber of 
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Figure 4.14: Restricting connections between primitives ouly to the 10% of cells with 
the IDOh't conDel.'tioDS Jeads to uIlcontrolled activity followed by a crasb as fatigue sets 
in. The number of cells firing in each primitive (A -F) is shown. 
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lucky neurons firinr; does not double when two primitives (",()utribllt e rather than 
Olle, the fad rcmait11\ tlu~t one ('ontrihuting prhllitive doc'!; Hot provide suffieicnt 
energy to ignite the primitive, whereas two contributing primitives do. The concept 
of contributing energy simply needs to be focussed onto the lucky neurons. It is 
insufficient , however, simply toO say t.hat doubling the energy contribution that the 
lucky neurons in a primitive re<:eive simply double.s the number of lucky neurons that 
ignite. That clearly is not the case. Furthermore, fatigue also plays a part in reducing 
the numbex of lucky neurons that fire. However, it seems to be possible to arrange a 
network in such a way that primitives have a certain "global energy threshold" , and 
that k contributing primitives will provide enough energy to exceed this threshold 
whereas k - 1 primitives will not. Experiments in this and the next chapter show that 
this is certainly the case for low values of k, although the problem becomes harder 
as k increases. 
An experiment was carried out to detect whether removing the lucky neuron effect 
changed the success rate appreciably. Experiment 4.4 was repeated wit h one change. 
Discrepancies between the numbe.r of connections arriving at each cell were removed, 
i. e. although de::,tinations of connections were still random, each cell was assigned 
the same number of connections from cells within the same primitive and the same 
number of conuections from cells iu other primitives. Each cell had a total of 40 con-
nections (twice the number shown in table 3.1 on page 67 as this network (:ontained 
six primitives rather than tJuee). If the destinations had been assigned randomly, on 
average one sixth of the:ie connections would occur between cells in the same prim-
itive, so in this experiment exactly 7 connections to each cell had to be connections 
from cells within the same primitive. The results of this experiment are shown in 
table 4.7. Clearly, success rates have plummeted, showing how important t he lucky 
neuron effect is. Situation 1, on the other hand, in which one single primitive fails 
to ignite any others hac; actually improved. Removing the lucky neUTOJl effect allows 
the generally inhibitory effect of the inter-primitive connections to predominate. The 
fact that correct ignition OC<..llIS in any of the situations may be att ributed to the 
fact that cells in the extexnally stimulated primitives are not activated evenly. Once 
sufficient activity has been passed into a primitive; it is sustained by the relatively 
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Situation tested Success rate 
1 98.31% 
2 12.12% 
3 36.60% 
4 9.09% 
Table 4.7: Success rates for networks of six primitives with uniformly distributed 
connections. 
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Figure 4.15: Development of lucky neurons in a cell assembly simulation by Igelsias 
et al. on a network of 10,000 cells (100 rows of 100 columns). Each black square 
represents a strongly connected cell. The number of such cells increases with higher 
eA-ternal stimulation. Reproduced from [95]. 
high excitatory connections within that primitive. The success rate for situation 2 
is somewhat misleading in the context of assessing the lucky neuron effect, since any 
situation in which the wrong combination of primitives ignites is counted as a faiJure. 
Removing this rebi.ril.'tion (i. e. counting any combination of three at.,1.ive primitives 
as a success) virtually doubles the success rate to 22.81%. 
The luc1.'Y neuron effect has heen not ked in experiment.s by other rese.atcDe.I8, 
although not named as such. Iglesias et al. [95] found that in a network of 10,000 
cells in which a cell assembly was encouraged to form, apprOA-irnately 8% of the 
excitatory cells formed strong connections with each other. This ratio is similar to 
the proportion of lucky neurons found in the experiments described here, aJthough tbe 
number of strongly connected cells does increase with increasing external stimulus, 
measured by 19lesias et al. in terms of miIlivolts, as shown in figure 4.15. 
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Section 4.7 below describes an e}cperiment in which weights were learned rather 
than detenuined by a gL"'l(~tk algorithm. The wlutioll t.o the hl(:.ky U{~UroIl dfc'(".t is not 
one that could have been derived from the learning procedure, sin(~ the weights were 
guided towards their final values by fixing the rate of e<rfiring between primitives. 
This is not to say t.hat the ludry neuron effed. does not. take place in the networks 
with learned weights. Sin{:e the connection destinations are assigned randomly in both 
systems, it must do. It would appear that this effect is responsihle fOT the relatively 
high level of erroneolL,) activation of primitives and the corresponding low success rate 
when compared with the parameter set produced by the genetic algorithm. Apart 
from the weights between cells, the parameter set is the same for each system. The 
two parameter sets are therefore very clo."e in the multi-dimensional parameter space. 
Had the learned weight values represented a better solution to the problem, the 
genetic algorithm would almost certainly have found it. Of course, it is perfectly 
po.')sible for the genetic algorithm parameter set (or something very close to it) to be 
learned by adjusting the ratio in which the various training patterns were presented. 
4.7 Learning weights in a hierarchy 
This sec'tion de8(.,'libes an experiment in which weight strengths were learned in a 
hierarchy of cell assemblies in order to demonstrate that such learning is possible. 
A network of six primitives was created, each of 150 cells with the same parameter 
values a., for previous experiments. However, weights were set to small random values, 
between 0 and 0.1 for excitatory weights, between 0 and -0.1 for inhibitory ones. 
The network was subjected to a training regime in which relationships between 
primitives were established by co-activation. The following 2-3 cell assemblies were to 
be trained: AEC, CDE, ADF. Each primitive shares no more than one relationship 
with either of the others, so it should be possible to create three compound cell 
assemblies that can be ignited independently of the others simply by activating two 
of the constituent primitives. However, as shown in section 4.4 on page 88, conflicts 
can still occur. Primitive A can still be ignited when CDE 'was trained a') it receives 
half its required activation energy from C and half from D. It was found that this 
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problem could be a:voided during training by ensuring t hat primit ive E was active for 
at least ten time steps before t he e>...'i.ernal signal is applied to C and D. As connections 
gradually approacll their final value:;, the developing inhibitory oolmec..1;io1J1> from E 
to A di'icourage A from igniting. It was found that this was sufficient to prevent 
erroneous ignition of A in the gTeat majority of cases. 
Clearly it wus ne<:e;sary that stronger conne<:tions be established within primitives 
than between them, and t l1is is easily arranged by frequency of ~firing. Each epoch 
of the training regime therefore consisted of one run of each of the training patterns 
shown in table 4.8 in a random order. Each run consisted of running the net for 300 
time steps, with tIle appropriate primitives being externally acti'V'dted for the nrst 10 
steps. Learning was enabled t hroughout the entire training regime. 
The number of t imes each training pattern was presented in order to ensure the 
correct co-activation frequency is also given. It was necessary to present some of 
the training patterns more often t han others in order to maintain t he corra..1, ratio 
of ~firing of the neurons within and between primitives. This is necessary as it 
prevents primitives that are activated externally less often from being incorporated 
into more commonly activated primitives. Appropriate frequencies can be derived 
using the following argument: 
1. It is necessary for excitatory connections within a primitive to be stronger than 
those between cells. Experiment 4.3 shows that the ratio should be about ten 
to one (0.5 as compared to 0.05). This is achieved by activating the individual 
primitives at least twice as often as the compound assemblies. It may appear 
that this would give a. two to one ra.tio, but the reverberation effect, ill whjch 
cells actually cause others to fire with the result that any connection between 
them strengthens, causes this ratio to rise. The strengths of the excitatory con-
nections between ceUs ill t.he same primitive do not rise indefinitely, however, as 
the extenlal activa.tion causes them to sta.bilise at or around 40%, as explained 
in section 1.1 (page 4). 
2. A cursory glance at figure 4.8 shows that primitives A, G and D appear twice 
as often in the presentation of compound assemblies as do B, E and F . It is 
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times A B C D E F 
4 x .j x x x x 
4 x x x x x ..; 
4 x x x x ..; x 
2 ..; x x x x x 
2 x x .j x x x 
2 x x x v' x x 
1 v' ..; v' x x x 
1 x x ..; v' v' x 
1 v' x x v' x ..; 
Table 4.8: Training patterns with the number of times per epoch that each was 
presented. A tick indicates that a pattern is activated. 
therefore necessary to present B, E and F twice as often as individual primitives 
as A, C and D. 
Combining these two precepts gives a desired ratio of two to one for patterns B, 
E and F <:ompared to A, C and D and a ratio of (at least) two to one for patterns 
A, C and D compared to ABC, CDE and ADF, i.e. the ratios shown in table 4.8. 
Since the LTD used is post-not-pre (section 1.1 on page 4) , the disparity of the 
number of runs in which single primitives were activated has a smal1er effect on the 
connections between primitives than LTD using pre-not-post. For instance, imagine 
that the first training pattern were pm<;ented, in whkh celLq in B were activated. 
In the early stages of training, when weights are close to zero, connections from 
B to other primitives are unlikely to be activated, so the cells in other primitives 
will not generally ignite. Post-not-pre LTD does not therefore reduce the connection 
strength, whereas pl17not-pOb1. LTD would do so, impeding the development of correct 
connections between primitives. Experiments were carried out in which pre-not-post 
LTD was used, and it was f01.md that correct compOl.md cell as.':~emhlies almost never 
formed. 
The results of the learning experiment are shown in table 4.9. This table shows 
the mean weight v-dlue for each type of connection. Unlike networks whose parame-
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A B C D E F 
A 0.47 0.50 0.22 0.16 0.07 0.52 
(-0.02) (-0.07) (-0.50) (-0.61) (-0.87) (-0.10) 
B 0.38 0.51 0.44 0.16 0.11 0.09 
(-0.13) (-0.07) (-O.l1) (-O.70) (-0.67) (-0.83) 
C 0.19 0.47 0.55 0.07 0.59 0.05 
(-0.70) (-0.09) (-0.01) (-0.55) (-0.14) (-0.93) 
D 0.12 0.13 0.09 0.48 0.77 0.81 
(-0.66) (-0.68) (-0.44) (-0.03) (-0.12) (-0.11) 
E 0.05 0.15 0.62 0.72 0.60 0.03 
(-0.71) (-0.82) (-0.10) (-0.11) (-0.09) (-O.07) 
F 0.74 0.03 0.13 0.59 0.02 0.48 
(-0.19) (-0.89) (-0.88) (-O.23) (-O.57) (-0.02) 
Table 4.9: Average wdght strengths between cells in different primitives lr.arnro aR 
a result of training. Inhibitory weights are shown in parentheses. The primitives 
down the left side represents the pre-synaptic primitives, the ones along the top the 
post-synaptic primitives. 
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Situation te:.'ted Success rate 
1 82.80% 
2 50.09% 
3 90.77% 
4 11.19% 
Table 4.10: Success rates for networks of six primitives for learned weights. 
ters are determined entirely by genetic algorithms, each individual weight developed 
independently of the others. The stochastic nature of the initial weight strengths, 
their destinations and the input to the primitives results in a fairly widespread of 
final weight strengths but nevertheless a pattern does appear. Connections within 
primitives are strong. They have high excitatory weight strengths and inhibitory 
weights close to O. Since there is a 40% probability that any post-synaptic cell has 
been externally actiV"d.ted given that the pre-synaptic cell is active, one might exped 
excitatOIY weights to converge on 0.4 and the inhibitory ones on 0.6. However, this 
ignores the fact that as connections strengthen, the pre-synaptic ce11 is more likely 
to excite the p~'t-synaptic one and hence increase the likelihood of both cells being 
activated at the same time. The excitatory weight values learned did agree more 
closely with the weight wlue of 0.5 produced by the genetic a1gorit.hm. The prox-
imity of these values is not coincidental, as the learned weight is com.'trained by the 
other parameters determined via the genetic algorithm. 
Connections between cells in primitives with no relationship, such as B and E, 
have low ex.citatory weights and inhibitory weights close to negative 1. Such cells 
should never fire at. the same time. However 1 the connedion strengths between cells 
in primitives that are Q('.casionaJIy co-active, such as F and D, are also generally low 
with a wider variation in the inhibitory weights. Such connections undergo a mixture 
of LTP and LTD. 
Experiment 4.4 on page 88 was repeated for the learned weights, the r~-ults being 
displayed in table 4.10. The most notable feature of table 4.10 is that success rates 
for the learned weights are substantially lower (except for situation 2) than for the 
parameter set determined by genetic algorithm, as shown in table 4.4 (page 90). This 
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is reasonable bearing in mind th.e fact that the genetic algorithm is programmed to 
find t.he parameters that brlVC th(~ best ava.ilable pcrfonnancc, whcn~lS tllC..~ lcanl(!(} 
panuueters simply lef:let..'i, to a gJ·e<\te:r or lesser degree, the co-firing ra.te of extema11y 
stimulated neurons. There is no rea'50n to believe that such weights should be optimal 
in storing and retrieving cell assemblies. Indeed, it is perhaps surprising that the 
SUC(:{'S8 rates for the leMIled parameters were as high as they were! 
Success rates followed the same pattern for both learned and genetically deter-
mined weights, from which we may infer that the situations in which the network 
found itself played an important part in determining the result. For instance, the 
greatest success was found when two primitives not present in the same 2-3 assembly 
were activated. In the majority of cases, the activity in one or both of these primi-
tives died out. The inhibitory connections between these primitives suggest that this 
should take place. In fact, activity in each primitive rests on a knife edge, teetering 
between extinction and unmntrolled activation, as explained in section 4.5 on page 
94. Inhibitory oonnections between primitives has the effect of pushing each primitive 
activated towards extinction, and it was fOtmd that in the majority of the trials for 
situation 3, there was no ru..1.ivity in the network at all by time step 50. 
4.8 Spontaneous Activation 
There is some evidence that neurons in the brain occa.~ionally fire without any ex-
ternal activation [2, 13], a, phenomenon called spontaneous activation. It has been 
snggested t.hat spontaneous firing of neurons in the vi"ual cortex may be rcsponsible 
for hallucinations [191, 50]. Hebb himself recognised the phenomenon [14. 16]. Neu-
rons generally ouly fire bl)Olrtaneously when they have been iJla.t.iive for a long period 
(relative to tlleir nonllal firing rate), typically 500 milliseconds. When a neuron 11& 
been adive, it fatigues, which tends to discourage it from firing until it has recovered 
from that fatigue. 
Wh.y should neurons do this? It ,is conceivably possible that spomaneons activa-
tion is simply a biological occnrrenc.e, just as the human appendix: has little purpose. 
However, any biological event usually has some cost incurred in its evolution, even if 
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only in terms of energy e>...-pended. Th.ere is some evidence to sh.ow that spontaneous 
activity is esponsible for segregat ing signals from the two eyes into occular dominance 
cohunns in the visual cortex [167, 114]. 
Hebb's theory suggests that activity in neurons is essential for cell assemblies to 
form, 80 5'Pontaneous act.ivation should have an effect on cell assembly fonnation and 
activation. Beude [12] suggests that waves of adivity passing through a large number 
of cells would use the presence of already activated cells that they encountered to 
maintain their activity level, change direction or even reflect on then original course. 
Beurle's work also implies that spontaneous activity may allow more informa-
tion to be stored in each wave. Spontaneous activation in territory which has not 
yet encountered the wave may cause cell in that region to fatigue, and become less 
responsive to activation by the wave when it arrives. In such a way, spontaneous ac-
tivation prevents <-'en activity levels in the wave saturating, so that they can represent 
a wider variety of information signals. 
For a connection to form between two cells in a cell assembly, they must both be 
active. While we can assume that some cells in any cell assembly are active at any 
one time, the same cannot be said of any uncommitted cells as there is no stimulus 
that would activate them. If uncommitted cells activated spontaneously at random 
intervals, then it is possible for connections between them and cells already recruited 
into reil assemblies to strcugthcn (as shown in figure 4.16(a)). 
Without spontaneous activation it is still conceivably possible for a, (".('J1 on the edge 
of a cell assembly to join that cell assembly provided it received enough activation to 
activate from a large number of cells via weak connections (as show)) in figure 4.16(b». 
However, activation by these means seems much less likely, as cells recruited in this 
manner would need several (weak) connections to cells already in the cell assembly, 
the only cells that would be guaranteed to activate at some point. 
If spontaneous activation is in fact useful for enlargement of <--ell assemblies, the 
implication is that cell assemblies could expand more rapidly throughout the mass of 
cells available. The fact that cells to be recruited only need a few connections (p0s-
sibly only one, in the extreme case) to the cell assembly allows it to "put out feelers" 
into the mass of uncommitted cells. The alternative, for cells to be recruited as in 
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Figure 4.16: The black cells are committed to a cell assembly, the white cells are 
uncommitted. Solid lines represent strong connections, dashed lines and arrows weak 
ones. ]n (a), the cell marked X activates spontaneously, allowing it to be recruited into 
the cell ru;sembly. In (b) X ~ives a small amount of activation from neighbouring 
cells as shown allowing it to actjvate. 
fib'l.lrC 4.16(b), would n~trid ('dl asscmblks t.o 6rrowth only at thcir ontm-' h1.1rfa.(Ul . 
Simulations carried out by Huyck and Bowles [93] indicate that coupling spon-
taneous activation to a post-Hebbian learning rule keeps the weights of the neurons 
in a "state of readiness" so that they can easily be recruited into neighbouring <--ell 
assemblies. Reason suggests t.hat a post-Hebbian rule in such a situation would be 
essential: the simple Hebbian learning rule, coupled with spontaneous activation of 
neurons which are far from any cell assembly would inevitably drive the weights of 
the uncommitted cells to zero, sinc.'e the <:ells would only fire through spontaneous 
activation. As the simultaneous firing of two connected neurons would be a rare 
event; the primary force affecting the weights would be LTD, which. tends to decrease 
the weights. C.el1., with weights close to zero would be unlikely recruits to any cell 
assembly that might a-pand into their "territory." 
Experiment 4.8.1; described below; investigates the effects t.hat. differing levels of 
spontaneous activation have on the fonnation of cell assembJies in a grid of cells. 
This may, in turn, throw some light on whether spontaneous activity aids formation 
of c.ell assemblies in the human brain. 
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Figure 4.17: Trd.ining patterns in the spreading activation experiment. 
4.8.1 Spread of Cell Assemblies through spontaneous acti-
vation 
An e.A-periment was carried out to investigate whether cell assemblies would recruit 
unaffiliated cells at their edges. A grid of cells, 200 rows by 200 OOlWllllS, was set 
up. The grid was presented with two input patterns, random activation of cens in 
a rectangular band covering the whole of colwnns 30 to 70, and r'd.D.dom activation 
of cells in a rectangular band covering the whole of columns 130 to 170, ~tS shown 
in figure 4.17. In addition to these input patterns, eac.h cell had a given probability 
during training only of activating spontaneously when inactive. 
After training, it was found that the grid of cells r('.cognised the two training 
patterns. Partial activation of a training pattern would lead to ahnost complete 
activation of that pattern. Figure 4.18 shows a cross section of the grid along the 
middJe row. 
In figure 4.18, the solid lines show the extent of the cell assemblies when there 
is no spontaneous activation. It can be seen that without spontaneous activation, 
the {'.ell assemblies do not spread at all beyond the boundaries of the input patterns 
themselves. However, the ex-periment also shows that cell assemblies do in fact re-
cruit cells that receive no input other than spontaneous activation. The dotted lines 
represent the extent of the cell assemblies when each inactive cell had a probability 
of 5% of activation, and the dashed lines represent the same with a probability of 
10%. Both of these e.>..-tend beyond the confines of the two input patterns. AB the 
probability of spontaneous activation increases, so the likelihood of the cell assemblies 
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Figure 4.18: Recruitment of cells through spontaneous activation. A croos section 
through the grid shows the number of cells that activate. 
spreading into adjacent territory increases. Experiments showed that. increasing the 
probability above about 25% led to each test pattern activating both cell assemblies. 
Effectively, both cell assemblies bad merged into one large one due to oonnectiolls 
forming across the gap between the two input patterns. 
4.8.2 Cell assembly ignition from spontaneous activation 
It is perfe<.-'tly reasonable to suppose that spontaneous activity itself could be re3pon-
sible for actiV'dting a previously trained cell assembly. Often, ideas will simply "pop 
into one's heM" for no apparent reason, and spontaneous actiV'd.tion of a cell assembly 
may be the cause of this. 
A further experiment was carried out to analyse the degree to which spontaneous 
activation of cells could activate a cell assembly. A grid of cells, 20 rows by 20 
columns, each with a connectivity to 6 others assigned randomJy, was created and a. 
cell assembly was trained in the centrail00 c-elis by randomly stimulating each cell 
with a probability of 0.2 over a number of time steps. It was fOlID.d that no more 
than 50 time steps were required for cell assemblies to form reliably in 97% of trial 
nms. No spont.aneous act.ivatjon of the cells outside the central square was pennitted, 
although cells in that region could be activated by their connections. The topology 
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Figure 4.19: Topology of a 20-by-20 network subject to spontaneous activation, show-
ing a trained cell as...~ly. The cell assembly has developed in the centrallO-by-lO 
square of cells, and has succeeded in passing some activation to c~lls on its borders, 
although none of the cells outside the central s(}uare has actually fired (activity level 
greater than the firing threshold of 0.9) . 
of the network, together with a trained cell assembly, is shown in fignre 4..19. 
After training, the grid was run for several time steps, taking spontaneous acti-
vation of the cells as its only input. The number of time steps required for the cell 
assemhly to activate was noted, where a{:tivat.ion WaR defined as heing when at leA"" 
70% of the cells that had been active directly after training were active. The average 
number of time steps required for the ("'cll assemhly to he a.(.:tiV'dtcd is sllOWD in fih'llTC 
4.20. 
It was found that spontaneous activation was not always enough to actiV'"dte the 
trained cell a&;embly. Figure 4.21 shows the proportion of the test runs where the 
cell assembly was triggered for differing levels of spontaneous activation. 
Repeated experiments showed that the length of time required for the cell assem-
bly to ignite, and the probability of that ignition, depended strongly on the level 
of spontaneous activation of the cells. Unsnrprisingly, the greater the probability of 
activation, the greater the proportion of test runs where ignition took place, and the 
sooner that ignition happened. With activation probability greater than about 0.01, 
cell assembly actiV'ation was virtually guaranteed. 
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Figure 4.20: Number of time steps required for cell assembly activation . 
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Figure 4.21: Frequency of spontaneous cell assembly ignition. 
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4.8.3 Forgetting of cell assemblies 
It is said that one never forgets how to ride a bicycle, even if one has not mount.ed 
one for years. If there is any validity in the theory of cell assemblies as devices in the 
human brain which store memories, then we must assume that the skills required to 
ride a bicycle are stored in one or (almost certainly) more cell assemblies, and that 
these persist ill the brain for many years, whether the owner of that brain gets on a 
bicycle or not. 
The experiments above have shown that spontaneous activation is responsible 
for the augmentation and ('hange of ('.ell assemblies. In this reb-pect, spontaneous 
activation represents a hazard to rarely-used cell assemblies su('h as the bike-riding 
cell assembly. IT the cell assembly is rarely al.'iivated, then spontaneous aL'tivity of 
cells within it would encourage them to be recruited into neighbouring cell assemblies 
with different purposes, and we would forget how to ride a bicycle. Since this does 
not appear to be the case, not only with bike-riding but with a large number of rarely 
used skills and known faL1.s, there must be some mechanism that prevents this from 
happening. 
Paradrodcally, spontaneous activation may come to our aid here. 1t ma.y be possi-
ble for some cells in a cell assembly to be activated without the whole activating, or 
possibly for one cell assembly involved in the skill of bike-riding to adivate without 
activating them all. Such ce)1 assemblies would be subassemblies to the bike-riding 
cell assembly. This would have the effect of strengthening the mnnections between 
the cells, but would not activate the entire arrangement of neurons associated with 
bike-riding, thereby preventing the thought of riding a bike from "breaking the sur-
face" of our consciousness. If spontaneous activation of the bike-riding cel1 assembly, 
or series of cell assemblies, always resulted in full activation, then the idea of riding a 
bicycle would occur to us regularly (every few minutes or seconds) without fail, and 
this is clearly not the case either. 
I have already shown that spontaneous activation can cause a cell assembly to 
ignite. The following experiment was designed to show whether it can cause the 
connections in a cell assembly to weaken to the point where the cell assembly is 
effectively disbanded, in other words, whetJ)er spontaneous activdtion can cause a 
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Figure 4.22: Forgetting of cell assemblies after 1, 2 and 3 epochs of 50 time steps with 
solely spontaneous activation. S.A.P. = spontaneous activation probability. There 
was no forgett.ing wht'.n S.A.P. = O. 
cell as:rembly to forget. 
A grid of cells was set up with an identical topology and training regime to the 
previous experiment. It was tested in a slightly different manner, however. This time 
connections were adjusted throughout. testing in the same manner to that throughout 
training. Every 50 time steps (termed an "epoch"), the connections were "frozen" 
and a test pattern that had previolL'31y been found to activate the cell assembly was 
tested to see if it still activated the cell assembly. This was repeated for as many 
epochs as was required for the test pattern to fail to activate the cel1 assembly. 
Figure 4.22 shows the average number of time steps required to activate the cell 
assembly after 1, 2 and 3 epoch.s for different levels of spontaneous activation. Spon-
taneous at.'tivation probability was limited to values less than 0.05 as any probability 
above that caused unwanted activation of the cell assembly during the forgetting 
period between. tests, thereby strengthening the connections. It was found that prob-
abilities between 0.02 and 0.05 caused the cell assembly to be forgotten immediately 
(i.e. it was not even activated a.ft;(>,f one epoch). 
This experiment indicates rather predictably that increased levels of spontaneous 
activation probability leads to rapid forgetting of cell assemblies. [t becomes ever 
harder to adivate cell assemblies and after appro)"irnately 4 or 5 epochs (regardless of 
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Figure 4.23: Spontaneous fractionation of cell assemblies. (a) The cell assembly 
directly after training. (b) The cell assembly has split into two sections, each of 
which can be reliably ignited without the other igniting. 
the probability level) the cell assemblies decay to the point where they are impossible 
to activate. It was found that if the probability was increased to the point where 
the cell assembly was activated purely by spontaneous activation, the problem of 
forgetting disappeared entirely. Even after 20 epochs, the cell assembly was reliably 
activated and for some high levels of probability, its size increased with time due to 
recruitment. 
4.8.4 Fractionation of cell assemblies 
One common side effed; that was noticed as increased levels of spontaneous a<:tivation 
were introduced in the last experiment was that cell assemblies tended to fractionate 
into smaller cell assemblies, each of which was self-sustaining and could be ignited 
independently of the other. Whenever tbi.;; happened, that particular test run was 
not included in the results for experiment 4.8.3 on page 113. Figure 4.23 shows an 
example of a cell assembly that rractionated after 3 epochs at spontaneous activation 
probability 0.02. 
Fractiolln.tion of cell assemhlies has import.1.Ilt ramific.ations for Hehh's theory of 
human memory. The ability of a cell assembly to fractionate allows it to speciali..'w. 
For instance, in infancy, children learn to c1as.<>ify all four-legged animals that they 
enoounter as ''lJOrse'' (or sometimes "dog") [181. Only later, do they learn to diffel·-
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entiate between ctifferent domestic animal". Similarly, when learnin~ t.he p.'\St tCIL'\CS 
of verbs, children initially learn that the past tense is formed by adding "-00" to the 
verb stem: worked, lE:".am,ed etc. They cannot c.ope with strong verbs such as "come," 
often turning them into "corned" or "earned." Later, they learn the correct past tense 
of these verbs [152]. 
Hebb's theory would sugge::.'t that thi~ increasing speciali~tion of knowledge 
comes from cell assemblies splitting into smaller units. Initially, a cell assembly 
devE:'lops which c.overs the entire general concept ("horse" or "-ed"). Gradually, the 
inputs fall into different categories (for instance, large domestic animals as opposed 
to small ones), and the cell assembly fractionates into two smaller sections. The large 
domestic animals are classified as "horse'" and the small ones as "dog." Later still, 
these specia.li% cell assemblies fcactionate, as the children learn to differentiate differ-
ent breeds of dog. We may postulate the setting up of a hierarchy of cell assemblies 
in which knowledge becomes stored. We all recognise that diffE:".rent breeds of dog 
are still members of the primitive "dog" and that dogs are members of the primitive 
"four-legged animals." 
F'ractionation of (:ell assemblies to represent ever more specialised concepts is an 
example of what Sakurai [154) terms population ensemble coding. He concludes that 
neurons must co-operate in order to represent knowledge and menlOries. He gives 
several reasons why this Illllst be the case: 
1. There is a virtually unlimited number of information items that need to be 
stored ill the buman memory. Not only are there single items, such as "dog" or 
"cat", but these can be joined with adjectives and the like to form an unlim-
ited number of c.ombinations. Even if every neuron in the human brain were 
dedicated to storing knowledge, there would not be enough neurollS to encode 
all the possible infonnation tha.t humans ha.ve to deal with. Yet, humans do 
manage to store all tha;e information items. 
2. It is inconvenient to store the similaritie:; between items using totally separate 
neuronal codings. For example, Dylan the golden retriever and Merlin the 
golden retriever share many items in common, which must be represented in 
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the brain of their owner in the form of neuronal c:odings. It would be highly 
illctfident t.o repn~nt all t.he illfonnation known about the two dogs usiug 
totally separate codings, whi{'h implies that the two c.odings share a lot of the 
neurons in common {indeed in common with all the other dogs that the owner 
knows}. 
I am not suggesting that spontaneous activity in the brain is the root cause of cell 
as..'~embly fractionation. However, since frac:tionation occurs in approximately 20% of 
the cell assemblies formed in the la:st experiment, spontaneous activity does seem to 
be a factor that is likely to cause fractionation, and this phenomenon is worth further 
investigation. 
4.8.5 Discussion 
These experiments have been designed to show that spontaneous activation of cells 
during training of cell assemblies is both desirable and useful. It leads to more robust 
cell assemblies being created, and to increased likelihood of cell assemblies being 
activated, which in turn leads to the concepts represented by the cell assemblies 
being "rehearsed," which may be an essential part of keeping memories that are 
rarely mnsciously called upon. It offers an interesting line of re5('.ardl int..o how cell 
assemblies fractionate to become more specialised. 
Human memory is a, strange phenomenon. Actions which are repea.ted often 
are unden.1;andably generally remembered. Indeed, this is the rationale behind such 
activities as practising a musical instrument or learning to touch type. However, 
memories can be retained indefinitely OIl the basis of events that happen only once, 
such as traumatic experiences like bereavement or violence. Memories from childhood 
are often retained over much more recent ones. Indeed, memories of events that 
have not even taken place {'.an be retained for years. There is ane<:ciotal evidence 
of people being able to remember particularly vivid dreams or nightmares, people 
having apparent memories implanted during hypnosis. The author Marcel Proust, 
in his book A la Recherche du. Temps Peniu vividly describes an incident that he 
remembered from his infancy of being kidnapped from his pram, which later turned 
out to be nothing more than a fantru.-y invented by his nurse. 
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Since what is remembered and what is not seems subject to some certain lot-
tery, it is reasonable to assume that a complex interplay of cell assemblies should be 
involved in the formation, retention and adaptation of memories, and that spoota-
neous activation should play some part in that. The stochastic nature of spontaneous 
activation may go some way toward explaining the unpredictable nature of human 
memory, and why it cannot be relied upon to give us a true account of what we have 
experienced and what we have not. 
4.9 Summary 
In this chapter I have shown how increasingly complicated networks of ct'.ll assemblies 
can be created in a network of identical cells simply by predetermining the connec-
tions between them. These cell assemblies form a simple hierarchy, with primitive 
cell as ... ~mblies, self-contained primitives of cells that are capable of slIstaining adi-
vation, in turn activating primitives of cell assemblies. The exact behaviour of the 
cell assemblies depend') on a series of parameters that must take tightly constrained 
values. These parameters co-operate in a complicated fashion that makes predicting 
the exact behaviour of the cells en masse vety difficult, a problem that is compoWlded 
by the fact that destinations of (.'Onnections between cells are a.%igned randomly. Al-
though the networks do not always behave in the way one would first expect, it is 
usually possible to come lip with an explanation afterwards that accounts for the 
behaviour. Disset .. 'tion of the networks and further experiments can then be used to 
justify or nullify the explanation. This is indeed true of most of the experiments 
described in this thesis. 
Although the parametE".IS control the behaviour of the network in a way that is 
diffk:ult to predid~ it is still possible to draw some general OOUdru.;OlUS about them. 
Three of the parameters appear to be mainly responsible for the tra.nsmission of 
activation energy betwee.n one primitive cell assembly and another: the exdtatory and 
inhibitory connection stn'Jlgth between cells of different primitive cell asseJllblies, and 
the number of connociions per cell. The other parameters appear mainly to control 
activity within primitive cell assemblies. Ignition of primitives is a combination of 
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external activity and retained activity. A low retention rate, for instance, nndennines 
a primitive's ability to resist fatigue in the absence of external stimulation. Even a 
relatively high external activation may not allow the primitive to ignite if many of 
the cells h.ave already fatigued. The interplay of the different parameters is the main 
reason why there are few detailed mathematical conclusions in this chapter. 
I show how a simple Hebbian training rule allows connection strengths to deVE.'lop 
between cells according to the frequency of activation. This procedure works both in 
individual cell assemblies and in simple hierarchies of cell a'3semblies, although the 
resulting weight values do not match the theoretical values due to the complex inter-
actions between cell". However, I have demonstrated that such learning is sufficient to 
learn simple relationships between primitives. I have a1~ shown that cell assemblies 
can manifest other behaviours such as recruitment and fractionation through the ef-
fect of spontaneous activation of cells. Clearly networks of primitives can both form 
hierarchies, and subdivide in order to store knowledge at different levels of refinement, 
thereby showing a great deal of potential for adaptation during use. I have shown 
through experiments that thls potential arises from the relatively simple mechanisms 
of Hebbian learning and spontaneous activation. This is a pOSbible model for how 
cell assemblies develop and evolve in the brain, although it is by no means certain. 
A comparison between the performances of the parameter set involving learned 
weights with tha.t involving evolved weights produced an intere.sting and unexpected 
conclusion. The genetjc algorithm resulted in counter-intuitive wejght settings, through 
which the total amount of activation passed from one primitive to another was in fact 
negative. While this may appear to eliminate the possibility of any primitive igniting 
another, it does in fact act as a control on what would otherwise be u))controHed 
ignition. A small proportion of the cells, that happen to be well connected, provide 
a large proportion of the activity, easily enough to ignite a primitive, and that the 
negative connections are necessary to rein back this activity so that the primitive 
only ignites when provided with energy from two primitives. I term thi., effect the 
"lucky neuron" effect. Indeed, the solution produced by the genetic algorithm gave 
a higher success rate than the learned weights, showing that the overall inhibitory 
effect of the weights can restrain the lucky neuron effect and regulate the ignition of 
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primitives. 
As the number of primitive cell assemblies increases, the possible comple>..;'ty of 
the hierar('hies also incr~<;eS. More arrangements of primitive cell assemblies become 
possible. This can lead to situations in which activating two primitives sets off a 
convoluted chain of ignition and suppression, so care has to be taken when assigning 
compound assemblies to be induded in the network. 
In general, parameters controlling behaviour need not change as the number of 
primitive cell assemblies increases, the one exception being the number of connections 
between cells. Since incretlSing the number of primitive cell assemblies means greatly 
increasing the number of cells in the network, the number of connections per cell must 
be scaled up accordingly in order for the connection dem;ity of the cells to remain 
approximately constant. 
I have succeeded in showing tllat a network containing as few as six primitives is 
capable of a variety of behavio1lI8, some very unexpected. In chapter 5 on page 121, 
I extend the size of the networks indefinit.ely and show how the mlmoor of possible 
(:ell assemblies increu ... <!e8 with network size. The scope for unexpected results also 
increases a great deal, so the topologies of the networks are stridly limited to those 
which minimise the possibility of unexpected patterns of ignition. Chapter 5 also sees 
expClimcnts on larg<! s<mc Hopfidd nets, using similar topologiu; to the (".ell C1ssembly 
networks. 
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Chapter 5 
The capacity of an associative 
memory 
The experiments desc.ribed in (:ha-pt.er 4 on page 72 showed that primitive cell a..q... 
semblies can be combined to produce a compound cell assembly which ignites if a 
sufficient number of its mmponent primitives are ignited. The chapter aLqo showed 
that adding more primitives toO an exist.ing net.work of cells allows further (X)mpollud 
cell assemblies to be created, but that compound cell assemblies can be ignited erro-
neously. 
Three network topologies are considered in this chapter. The first topology, de-
fined in section 5.1 on page 122, is investigated in an experiment to show tbat a 
network of ce1L-; can only hold O( n) primitives if each cell has a fixed number of con-
nections regarcUess of the number of cells in the network, where n is the number of 
cells in the network. In order for O( n) primitives to be stored, the destinations of the 
connections must be partially directed rather than a.-;signed completely at random. 
The second is a network that consists entirely of 2-3 cell assemblies. It is shown that 
a network of N sueh primitives gives a storage capacity on the order of N. The third 
topology is that described in [94] which states that a network consisting of N 3-4 cell 
assemblies can, in principle, store on the order of fV2 cell assemblies. I show that this 
model contains several premmptions that may not be valid in a- biologkal system. 
Experiment 4.4 on page 88 has shown that the combining of primitives to form 
compound cell assemblies is a comp1icated matter. Although primitive cell assemblies 
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('.all be c:omhincd rc('klessly to give any number of diffcrent comp01md cell asscmhlies, 
care has to be taken to ensure that erroneous combinations are not included.. For 
instance, given primitive cell 8S..<>emblies termed A to F, combinations ABC, CDE, 
ADF and BEF can theoretically be included. However, as has been seen in the 
previous chapter, unintended combinations AC D and B EC are also created. This 
occurs because each primitive in a 2-3 cell assembly requires half it.s activatjon energy 
to come from each of the other two members in order to be activated. Activating A 
and D in order to activate F (in the combination AD F) aL'30 provides the required 
energy to C, half from A in ABC and half from D in CDE. In prnctke, C and F 
compete for activation, the winner shutting the other one down. 
5.1 Networks of cells with fixed numbers of con-
nections can store O(n) primitives 
Experiment 4.1.1 on page 75 shows that it is possible to establi-ili a single cell as:rem-
bly in a grid of cells. To create a large-scale network of cells containing a number 
of primitives that is proportional to the number of cells is a trivial matter: Just 
duplicate the architecture in experiment 4.1.1 as many times as needed, with no 
overlapping conna1.ions from one primitive to the next. In such an architecture, the 
number of connections from each cell is limited to 6, the number preferred by the 
genetic algorithm to maintain activity in the single cell assembly. Assuming that the 
connections within each primitive are assigned randomly, the distributions of cells 
near the edge of each primitive do not follow the same pattern as those of ceUs closer 
to the centre of the primitive, 8S shown in figure 5.l. 
Experiment 5.1 was carried out on a network of cells with partially targeted 
connections, in which connections from cells were assigned randomly within their own 
primitives. However, a certain degree of overlap was allowed between primitives, as 
shown itl figurc 5.2, so UJat the l.·dls at the uoulJ(larics of the plimitjvcs WL"rc mmnbcrs 
of both. Admittedly, this violates the stated principle that primitives should contain 
no cells that were members of other primitives, but the intention was not that these 
cells should in theIIl.S(>lves be able to ignite either primitive, rather that the degree 
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Figure 5.1: Inserting "watertight" barriers (between primitives causes distributions 
of connections from cells towards the edge of each primitive to be skewed towards 
the centre, whereas distributions of connections from cell'l nearer the centre are more 
symmetrical (TlLe arrows show possible destinations from each of the two cells 
marked.) 
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Figure 5.2: Allowing a certain degree of overlapping between primitives allows for 
more compact storage of primitives in a network of a given size. 
of overlap should be small enough so that it should be possible to activate eacll 
primitive independently of the other. Including such an overlap allows for more 
compact storage of primitives, i.e. n < N 9 where 9 is the number of primitives. 
The experiment inVebi.ig,d.ed how the ability to activate each primitive individually 
changed as the degree of the overlap increased. The parameter values used were 
the same as for experiment 4..1.1, with the munber of primitives being set at 20. 
Connection strengths were predetermined rather than learned. Primitives at the 
extreme ends of the network were allowed. to overlap in a "round the world" fashion. 
For each degree of overlap, each primitive was activated in turn 100 times by 
activating e.ach eell with a probability of 0.4 as in experiment 4.1.1. Each trial had 
a different set of connections, assigned randomly but adhering to the restrictio1l8 
given. Table 5.1 shows the percentage of all the activations that did not lead to any 
neigbbouring primitive igniting (10 or more cells of the primitive firing at any given 
time step). 
Clearly, with no overlap between primitives there i'l no pos.-;ibility of erroneo1.L,) 
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Degree of overlap (cell.,) Percentag-e success 
0 100 % 
1 100% 
2 99.2% 
3 90.6 % 
4 81.4 % 
Table 5.1: Increasing overlap of primitives n-sults in incrE:'.asing degrees of erroneous 
ignition. 
ignition of primitives. This proves that a network of n cells can support Q( n) in-
dependent primitives. However, as the degree of overlap incrE:''<lSeS, the probability 
of neighbouring primitives being ignited increases greatly. Can a network of n cells, 
E:',a('h with a fixed number of mnned.ions, hold Q( n2) cell assemblies, primitive or 
c.omp01md? A later experiment, 5.2.2(c), shOWN that fixing the number of c.onnec-
tions reduces the proba.bility that compound assemblies can be ignited reliably as the 
size of the network increases. 
5.2 2-3 Cell Assemblies have a storage capacity of 
O(n) 
This section describes work carried out on large networks of primitives which are 
connected to form 2-3 cell assemblies, i.e. forming compOlmd assemblies containing 
t.hree primitiv~. Activating any two of t.hese ie; snfficient. to ignit.e the third, hut 
aetivdtillg a ~;illgle primitive is insufficient to ib'llite either of the other two. Experi-
ments described in chapter 4 on page 72 have shown that it is possible to create such 
a compound as .. '*~m.bly in a network containing only three primitives. It would be a 
trivial matter to create any number of such compound assemblies in a, large network 
providing that connections between primitives did not cross from one compound as-
sembly to another. The experiments described in this section demonstrate that it is 
possible for compound assemblies to share primitives. 
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ABC EFG DK MNO QRS UVW YZa ... . .. 
CDE GIll KLM OPQ sm WXY abc . . . . .. 
Figure 5.3: Triplets of primitives 
" tI" ,I "d rF ABC EFG IlK MNO QRS UVW YZa .. . 
CDE am KLM OPQ STU WXY abc .. . 
'1'1'1'1 'I 'It 
Figure 5.4: Solid lines indicate further compound cell assemblies. 
5.2.1 Theoretical considerations 
In the following description, all primitive cell assemblies are referred to using upper 
and lower case letters, with A referring to a different primitive to a etc. It is oonvenient 
to split the compound cell assemblies constructed from these primitives into various 
levels, each of which may be considered separately. 
Firstly, primitives may be grouped into triplets, as shown in figure 5.3. Two 
primitives in each triplet take part in more than one compound assembly. Given N 
primitives, this gives approximately ~ compound cell assemblies. 
Further compound cell assemblies can be fonned via strong connections between 
primitives in different triplets. Clearly, no such connection should be made if it 
leads to ronflict. For inst..'lure, no connection should be formed between A and E 
as they both alre.ady share a connection to C. However, A can be <:onnected to F 
without any such conflict. Adding a layer of connections as shown jn figure 5.4 gives 
approximately ~ further compound cell assemblies. 
Further layers can be added by connecting primitives in a similar way to that 
of figure 5.5. The nn't layer of connections involves primitives being connected 
to another in the next triplet but two (i.e. connections "skip over" triplets), as 
shown in figure 5.5. This gives approximately It further compounds cell as.-semblies. 
At each layer of the hierarchy, care must he taken to avoid conflicts with already 
existing compound". For instance, in the layer above the one shown ill figure 5.5, 
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ABC EFG IJK MNO QRS UVW YZa ... . .. 
COE GIn KLM OPQ sm WXY Bbc . . . . .. 
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Figure 5.5: Solid lines indicate further compound cell assemblies. 
primitives within AEC are connected to those in cde rather than the more obvious 
choice of Q RS, as connections E.'.xist between primitives in ABC and there in Q RS 
via primitives in MNO. The component primitives of each compound assembly are 
determined simply by connecting the first primitive (A) to the next two such that 
there would he no conflict with any previously assigned compound assembly. Once 
such a triplet of assemblies has been found, the process is then repeated starting with 
the next primitive after the last one in the triplet. A computer program was then 
lL'\ed to c.onfinn tht1.t no conflicts were present given any assig;nment of connections. 
Each of these layers provides the order of N compound cell assembJies, so the total 
number of compound cell assemblies must also be of the order of N. The number 
of layers that C.all be added depends on the value of N. For instance, layer 3 can 
only be added once the number of primitives has reached 27. At first sight, it might 
appear that the actual capacity is therefore of the order of N'2. However, the "span" 
of each compound cell assembly across the list of triplets increases as further layers 
are added. In addition, compound cell assemblies within layers cannot be aHowed to 
overlap to &ly great extent, or conflicts would occur. For this reason, I maintain that 
the storage capacity cannot be said to be of the order N2. 
Assigning each primitive a number (A = 1, B = 2, a = 27 etc.) nllows the rela-
tionships to be determined mathematically. For the triplets at level!, cell assemblies 
are determined by the pattern x, x + 1, x + 2 for all x = 2n + 1, n = 0, 1, 2, ... At 
level 2, the pattern L'i x + v, x + V + 5, x + y + 9 for all x = 12n + 1, and y = 0,1,2 
or 3. At level 3, thic; becomes x + y, x + y + 13, x + y + 25 for all x = 28n + 1, and 
at levt"14, the pattern is x + y, x + V + 57, x + y + 103, for all x = lOOn + 1. For 
an infinite number of primitive.., there is no limit to the lHunber of levels, although I 
have not, as yet, been able to produce a single equation that covers an levels. 
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Figure 5.6: Creating 2-3 cell assemblies within a network arranged into tl)ree groups 
of primitives. 
It is still necessary to have strong inhibitory connections between primitives that 
are not present in any compound assembly. For instance, if A, B, G and H were 
all active simultaneously, C and J would ignite. This would lead to the erroneous 
ignition of D. Strong inlJibitory connections between A and G, and between Band 
H would help to prevent this. 
Any rigorous attempt to store N2 2-3 cell assemblies in a network oE primitives 
leads to failure. Consider the situation in which primitives are arranged into three 
groups (AL" . AA:, Bl . . . Bk, Cl ... Ck ), as shown in figure 5.6. Weights may be set so 
that 2-3 cell assemblies consist of one primitive from each group. For example, figure 
5.6 shows the cell assembly AL~C4' To store N 2 cell assemblies, e.ach cell in at least 
two of the letters must he involved in O(N) eell assemblies. Figure 5.7 shows one 
way to achieve this, which, superficially at least, appears to be satisfactory. 
However, even a cursory analysis of such a network reveals that it is impossible 
to set up on the order of N2 compound cell assemblies in it. For this to be the case, 
each of the A primitives (for example) would have to be connected to each of the B 
primitives (for example), with the C primitives arranged so as to a;void crmflicts. A 
pos,.qihle alTangement is shown in figure 5.7. 
Consider the situation in which A1BICI is ignited by activating Al and B l . Cl 
receives half the adivation energy it needs to ignite from each of A.l and BL and 
duly ignites. However, C2 also receives half the activation energy it needs to ignite 
from At thanks t.o A LB2C2, and the other half from Bl thanks to A2B LC2• Once C2 
has ignited, further 2-3 cell assemblies ignite (such as A2 B1C2 ) and act.ivity spreads 
rapidly throughout the network, as shown i.n figure 5.8. Other arrangements give 
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AJBJCJ A2B]C2 A.1B I C3 Ak- 2B 1Ck-2 Ak-1B1Ck.-J AkB1Ck 
A1B:tC2 A2B:tCa AaB2C4 Ak-2B2Ck-l Ak - 1 J3.1Ck 
A 1B3C3 A2B3C4 A3B3C5 A k- 2B3Ck 
AIBk-2Ck-2 A2Bk-2Ck-l .4.3 Bk_2CI.; 
AJBk-ICk- J A2Bk - 1Ck 
A} BkCI,; 
Figure 5.7: One possible arrangement of primitives to fonn 2-3 cell assemblies. 
slightly better performance in which the network eventually achieves a stable state 
with approximately 20% of the (.'Ompound cell assemblies having ignited. 
More generally, consider cel1 assemblies ApByCr , ApBqCz and A;t:BlICz , as shown 
in figure 5.9. Igniting ApBflCr by activating Ap and BfI will always ignite Cz eIT<r 
neouslyas well as Cr due to Cz being present in each of the two other compound 
cell a .. c;....cmbli<'S. Although figure 5.7 showR Cl fa.irly simple arrangement of B and C 
indkes, however complex the patterns of the indices used, it is impO&.~ble to produce 
an arrangement in which this problem does not occur and which still stores O(N2) 
patterns. C',onfiict can be avoided by reducing the number of A primitives involved 
in compolllld ce11 assemblies (e.g. reducing the table in figure 5.7 to two or three 
columns), but this would reduce the number of patterns stored to O(N). 
5.2.2 Experimental results 
Experiment 5.2.2(a) investigated how many 2-3 cell assemblies could be stored and 
retrieved reliably in a network of a given number of primitive cell asremblies. A 
network of 150 cells per primitive was set up for a variable number of primitives. The 
parameter values for the <:ells were the same as those listed in table 3.1 on page 67, 
except that the number of connections from each cell were to be scaled up according 
to network size. 
The purpose of the experiment was to determine the optimum number of <-'Onnec~ 
tions per cell and the optimum connection strength between primit ives. As demon~ 
strated in chapter 4 on page 72, the activation energy passed between primitives 
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L C.onsider a network arranged as in figure 5.7 with k = 5. When Al and BI are 
activated, Cl activates immediately (active primitives are shown in upper case, 
madive ones in lower c.a..c;e). 
Al BI Cl u,.zBI~ a3BIC3 a4 B l c4 a5BlCs 
Alb.,lO,l a2b.,zC3 a3b.,zC4 a4~c5 
AJi1:JC3 a2i1:Jc" a3iJ:Jcs 
A1b.{c.{ u,.zb4Cs 
A lb5Cs 
2. Primitives A2, C2 , Aa. Ca, ~, C4 , A5 and Cs receive haJI the necessary acti-
vation from Bt. B2, C2 , Ba, C3• B4, C .. , B5 and Cs receive half the necessary 
actiV"d.tion from A J• As a result, all C inactive primitives ignite. 
AJBJC] ~BJC2 ~BJC3 a4B j C4 a5B j C5 
A1b-zC2 a2b-zC3 aab-zC4 <l4lJ..zG.", 
AlbaC3 QolbaC .. a3iJ:JCs 
A j b"C4 ~b4CS 
A1b5CS 
3. All compound cell assemblies in the first row and first column now ignite. 
.41BIC1 A2BIC2 Aa B1 Ca AtBIC .. As Bl C5 
AIB2~ A2&lC,3 A3b-zC .. A4~CS 
AJB3C3 A2b:JC" A3b:JCS 
A1B4C4 A2b4C5 
AIB5CS 
4. Now all compound cell assemblies are either complete or have two primitives 
activR Inevitably, all cell assemblies m the network now ignitE.'_ 
AjBIC] A2B j C2 AaBJC3 ~BIC4 A5B 1C5 
A 1B:!C2 A2B:!Ca A3M4 ~B2C5 
Al BaG.., A2BaC .. AaBaC5 
A1B4C4 A2B4CS 
A1 B5G..5 
Figure 5.8: Rtmaway ignition among primitives 
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Figure 5.9: Erroneous activation of Cz 
does not bear a simple reL'ltionship to the probability of igniting destination cell as-
semblies. Instead, ignition appears to depend on a sufficient number of reUs in the 
destination cell a.'iSeIIlbly being mnnected in such a way that they ra'eive more acti-
vation from excitatory connections than they lose via inhibitory ones. A low weight 
strength for excitatory nodes (much less than 0.2) makes this statistically unlikely. 
A large number of connections between cells a1so reduces the likelihood of cells in the 
destination primitive receiving a net positive energy as the average energy passed to 
any cell beoomes more representative of the excitatory weight value. By the same 
reasoning, increasing the excitatory weight strength should therefore increase the 
chance of mrrect activcltion of destination cell assemblies. 
A range of connection strengths from 0.01 to 0.4 were tried for networks of 20 
primitives (in which nine 2-3 cell assemblies can be constructed). As in most experi-
ments described ill this thesis, each primitive mntained 150 cells. It was found that 
parameter values used. in previous experiments, shown in table 3.1 on page 67, (with 
the exception of the excitatory weight strength between cells in related primitives) 
gave satisfactory performance provided that the number of connections W'dS scaled 
up in line with the number of primitives. Excitatory weight strengths between cells 
in unrelated primitives were set to 0, and inhibitory weight strengths to -1. Although 
better performance could probably have ac.bieved by rerunning the genetic algorithm, 
re-using parameters saves time and demonstrates that compound cell assemblies can 
exist in a network even with sub-optimal parameter values. One would expect that 
suitable parameter V'dlues would be similar to those for previous experiments as they 
also involved 2-3 compound cell assemblies. In all cases, connections between celL .. 
were assigned randomly, and not "targeted" at cells in particular primitives. 
Each 2-3 cell assembly was tested in 10,000 runs, in which two of the three com-
ponent pIimitives were activated at random. Each run had three possible outcomes: 
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Figure 5.10: The behaviour of a network of 20 primitives over a variety of excitatory 
connection strengths. Each cell has 133 conne<..'tions, equivalent to 20 connections per 
cell for each 3 primitives. At low connection strengths, the two activated primitives 
almost always fail to ignite the third. At high connection strengths, primitives other 
than those in the 2-3 cell ~mbly almost always ignite. The greatest chance of 
success, admittedly low, lies with medium connection strengths (about 0.05). 
SllCCesS (in which the two activated primitives ignite only the third). ignition failure 
(in which the two adivated primitives failed to activate the third, or their own activ-
ity level died away) or extraneom3 activity (in which primitives other than those in 
the 2-3 cell assembly were activ-ated). As in all experiments, a primitive was said to 
be active if ten (a nominal figure) of its cells fired. Figure 5.10 shows the result when 
each cell had 20 connections per 3 primitives in the network. This gave a scaling 
factor of 6.67 conne<..'tions per cell for each primitive in the network. 
Increasing the number of COlUlections per cell produces a similar pattern to that 
shown in Figure 5.10. Figure 5.11 shows that the prediction concerning the relation-
ship between excitatory weight strength, illlIDber of connections and probability of 
success was largely borne out. As the number of connections increases, the peak in 
the success curve occurs at higher weight values. Another point of intere-..'t in the 
graph occurs when 40 connections per cell per primitive are u.'5eCi and the excitatory 
weight passes the value of 0.2. At this point, the average energy pa.'iSed to each cell 
becomes positive, as explained in section 4.4 on page 88, and this alters the dynam-
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Figure 5.11: Increasing the number of connections between cells causes the chance of 
successful ignition to occur at higher weight values. 
ics of the activation of the network. The percentage success rate suddenly rises as 
successful ignition no longer relies on lucky chance but on the correct energy transfer 
between the primitives, a more reliable mechanism. 
The behaviour of the system when each cell has an average of 30 connections to 
each primitive is interesting. Weight connections of about 0.2 produce noticeable 
fluctuations in the succes.c;; rate. Investigation shows that this marks a point in the 
parameter space where the system moves between activity generally fading out and 
activity generally being sustained. At this point, the system is partk:ularly sensitive 
to fatigue. Increasing the weight slightly can cause relatively large numbers of cells 
in a t.arget primit.ive to fire a.t the same t.ime step, and hence t.o fatigue at the next 
time step. Large swings in the number of cells that fire at any time ~p incxcasc the 
chance that a target primitive cannot maintain a sufficient number of cells firing to 
remain active. 
It is possible to achieve even higher success rates by making the inhibitory con-
nections between cells in unrelated primitives more e>..-treme. Replacing -1 with -2 or 
even --4 virtually guarantees that no primitive ignites spuriously. In this case, it was 
fOlmd that setting inhibitory connections between cells in unrelated primitives to -2 
was sufficient to squash any unwanted activity in unrelated primitives. The results 
are shown in Figure 5.12. 
The succec;s rate does still fall considerably as the excitatory weight rises beyond 
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Figure 5.12: Higher success rates occur when there is mutual inhibition of primitives 
in unrelated cell assemblies. 
the peak in the graph, but investigation shows that this is now due to the fact that 
at higher weight values it is more likely that one primitive will provide sufficient 
energy to activate a 2-3 cell assembly. Strong inhibitory weights effectively removes 
one possible source of error, and yet comparing figures 5.11 and 5.12 shows t hat they 
are very similar. This indicates that erroneous ignition of a 2-3 assembly by one 
primitive is the major r.ause of failure in this experiment. 
The results in figures 5.11 and 5.12 appear to contradict those in chapter 4 on 
page 72 in which best SUcce'.lS rates were achieved with excitatory weight strengths 
centred closely around approximately 0.08. It would appear that in larger networks, 
increasing connection strength and number of connections per cell does resu1t in more 
reliable ignition. I can offer 110 satjsfactory explanation for this apparent inconsist.ency 
at the moment. 
Experiment 5.2.2(b) investigated the number of 2-3 cell assemblies that could be 
stored and activated reliably in a grid containing a given N primitives, each of 150 
cells. Parameter values were chosen to maximi~e the likelihood of success, i.e. each 
cell was given 40N connections to other cells, exdtatory weights between cells in 
primitives within 2-3 cell assemblies were set to 0.35 and inhibitory weights between 
unrelated 2-3 cell assemblies were set to -2. With this arrangement, the chance of 
the network behaving correctly for a given pattern of activation was 95% or greater. 
N started at 10 and was incremented in steps of 10. For each value of N, 10,000 
trials were carried out in which either a single primitive or two primitives were 3C-
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Figure 5.13: The numbers of 2-3 cell assemblies that can be stored given N primitives 
acc.ording t.o t.he topology illustrated in fir;ures 5.3 t.o 5.5, and t.he actual munher tha.t. 
can be at.'tivated on 95% or more occasions. 
tivated. In the case of two primitives, 70% of the time they were present in the 
same 2-3 cell assembly, and the rest of the time they were unrelated. The number 
of trials in whicll the network behaved correctly was noted, i.c. one single primi-
tive or two unrelated ones produced no further activation, but two related primitives 
produced sustained activ-... tion in a third. Figure 5.13 shows the number of 2-3 cell 
assemblies that can be stored for any value of N , given the topology described in fig-
ures 5.3 to 5.5, and the actual number that could be activated correctly and without 
any erroneous activation on 95% or more occasions. Both lines are approximately 
straight, showing that the number of primitives reliably activated is O(N), but there 
are slight variations caused as a result of extra layers of compOlmd assemblies being 
added (section 5.2.1 on page 125). 
For low values of N all 2-3 cell assemblies present can be ac.:tivated reliably. As 
N increases, there are a greater percentage of failures. Investigation shows that this 
is mainly due to increased probability of erroneous activation of a primitive which 
shared a compound assembly with one of the two externally activated primitives. 
Primitives that did not share a compound assembly with either of them were never 
ignited, thanks to their strong inter-primitive inhibitory connections. 
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Figure 5.14: For constant numbers of connections per cell, the number of 2--3 cell 
assemblies that can be activated successfully and reliably diminishes rapidly witl1 
increasing numbers of primitives in tlle network. The dotted line shows the corre-
sponding number of cell assemblies when the number of connections is allowed to 
in(:rt".dSe ill line with t.he number of primitives, as shown ill figure 5.13. 
Experiment 5.2.2(c) repeated experiment 5.2.2(b) except that each cell was given 
a maximum number of connections, regardless of how many primitives were stored 
in the network. The number of conIla1.ions from a. cell increased as in experiment 
5.2.2{b) until this maximum was reached, whereupon it remained coru,t ant. The 
average number of connections from each cell to any given primitive therefore reduces 
as the number of primitives increases beyond this maximum point. Clen.rly, this 
reduces the Dtunber of 2--3 cell assemblies that can be successfully activated, as shown 
in figurc 5.14. Thc purpose of thc (,Jq)crim('.nt W}1.'; to determinc whcth('x a 3-4 network 
with reduced numbers of connections could still be used successfully to store and 
retrieve pattel"Jls. Clearly, such a. reduced network would require Jess memory stOrtlge 
and proces.-IDlg power. Furthermore, although neurons in the brain can each ha.ve 
several thousand synapse:s, they can only be connected to a tiny proportion of the 
approximately 1010 cells in the brain. The brain is therefore spa7'l~ely connected., ruld 
has more in common with the network in experiment 5.2.2(c) than it does with that 
in eA'"Periment 5.2.2{b). 
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Each constant numhcr of c:onncc:tioIL" prov('.!' suffieicnt t.o maintain pcrfcd S11C'ccs." 
up to a. (";(~ltaill lluUllx:r of primitiv(:::>. This is jUHtificd by the fad. t.h.a.t ('.ad. t:Oll!;ta:nt 
number matches the number of mnnections for the same number of primitives in 
experiment 5.2.2(b) up to a given number of primitives. After this limit , the con-
nections from each cell are spread more and more thinly, and it becomes ever harder 
for two primitives to actiV'di;e a third. There is no single number of primitives that 
causes sudden failure, more of a gradual decline in the success rate. 
It might be argued that increa-;ing the excitatory connection strength between 
cells in different primitives would be sufficient to improve the performance of the 
network. However, pressures of time prevented me from carrying out the experi-
ment. The problem. of the limited number of connections would jw,t manifest itself 
at higher numbers of primitives. The fact. remains that to maintain the same degree 
of connectivity between primitives as the number of primitives increases indefinitely, 
the number of connections m1L<rt. increase indefinitely also. I suspect. that, given the 
balanre between the different parameters demonstrated in previous experiments, sim-
ply inereasing the connection strength between cells would lead to a lowering of the 
success rate. Nevertheless, this approach is one that is worthy of further IDveb-tigation. 
5.3 3-4 cell assemblies can hold Q( n2) stable states 
The following argument may be proposed to show that a network of ce11 assemblies 
can be in any one of O( n2) stable states, in terms of the number of distinct patterns 
of activation that can be programmed into the network and correctly retrieved, where 
n is the number of cells in the network. This implies that with increasing numbers 
of cells, the number of stored assemblies will pass the number of rells. This idea is 
not new, and has been alluded to by Wickelgren [186]. 
Again, the network is divided into a series of primitives, each of n cells, in which 
primitive cell as...w.mblies are entirely self-<:ontained. They are (!apable of sustaining 
activity independently of any other primitjve ee)) assembly and no cell takes part 
in more than one primitive. Furthennore, these primitives are classifiec:l into four 
non-overlapping primitives, termed A, B, C and D, each containing k primitive eell 
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Al A2 A3 Ax ... Ay AA; 
~ Bl B2 B3 Bk Bx .. By 
Cl C2 C3 ex ... Cy Ck 
Dl D2 D3 
~ Dx ... Dy Dk 
Figure 5.15: Arrangement of primitive cell assemblies in a general pattern represent-
ing AxBIIC:z;DJI. Solid lines represent strong excitatory connections. Although the 
figure shows y larger than x, this does not have to be the case. 
assemblies, a suhscript differentiating the members of each primitive (A), A z, etc). 
This arrangement is shown in figure 5.15. 
3-4 cell assemblies are developed with the general relationship A:r.B1IC:r.D'II' e.g. 
A'2B7C2D7, where y can be eqtU.ll to x. Connection strengths are such that activating 
any three of the primitives is sufficient to ignite the fourth, but activating fewer 
than three is insufficient to ignite any of the others. Since both x and y rang-e 
from 1 to k, the network gives a total of ~ compound ,,-ell assemblies. However, 
in order to avoid confiiets between compound cell assemblies it is necessary to have 
strong inhibitory connections between all primitives designated by the same lette.r 
(e.g. between all As). Furthermore, all A primitives must have strong inhibitory 
('.onnections to all C primitives with Cl. difff>xent inde.x numher, and similarly for the 
Bs and Ds. Thi'J means that each primitive must have connections to e3(~ other 
primitive, and the number of connections increases greatly as further primitives are 
added to the network.. The space requirement is therefore roughly proportional to the 
total number of connections in the network, in turn proportional to the square of the 
number of cells in the network. If a combination of primitives that did not oorrespond 
to Cl. stored 3-4 cell assembly was activated externally, the inhibitory oonnections 
would en.c;ure that some or all of the primitives were deactivated, and t,hat there 
would be no extraneous firing of compound cell assemblies. An implication of this 
is that no more than one compound cell assembly can be active at anyone time. 
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Activating suffident primitives to ignite a c.ompound c.ell a..<,semhly autont.1.tic:ally 
inhibits all the others. 
5.4 Proof of O( n2) stable states 
In this section, I show that a network of K primitives can hold on the order of ](l 
stable states. In principle K primitives can be arranged to hold K3, K4 or even 
higher powers of stable states, but these do not all represent states in which useful 
information can be stored. Indeed, it is shown in section 5.7 on page 151 that there are 
severe restrictions on the number of patterns that can be used to store informatioll. ]f 
there are k primitives of each type (K = 4k), there are k2 ways of formulating 3-4 cell 
assemblies corresponding to the pattern AxByC:l:Dy. There are three requirements 
for this to be possib1e: 
1. ActiV'dting any three primitives in a 3-4 cell assembly should ignite the fourth. 
2. Activating one or two primitives in a 3-4 cell assembly should be insufficient to 
ignite either of the other two, although they should maintain activity. 
3. Adivating any three primitives that do not form part of a 3-4 (:ell assembly 
should not ignite any other primitives. 
The first two requirements are fulfilled primarily by sett.ing comlection st.rengths 
within and between primitives correctly. Mutual connections between primitives of 
the same type (e.g. A" and Air) should be strongly inhibitory so that a<..1.ivity in 
triplets of primitives such as AzAyBx tends to die out. A bimilar effed. can be 
achieved in (x>mbinations such as A:,;ByCz. Sinc.e A" and Cz will neve.r be present 
in the same 3-4 cell assembly providing that x i z, strong mutually inhibitory links 
between them prevent erroneous ignition. Strong mutually inhibitory link.., between 
Bx and Dz (x i z) prevent erroneous ignition when BxCyDz is activated. These 
inhibitory connections gives rise to the pattern shown in figure 5.15. 
Since K = 4k and K 0( n., storage capacity O(k2) effectivt».1y means capacity 
O(n2 ), i.e. it rises in line with the square of the number of cells in t he network. It 
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should be pointed out. that t.his c:onfigumtion of primitiv(',s L-. not neecs.",-uily the only 
one that leads to 0(71,2) capacity, but it does allow that capacity to be demonstrated. 
5.5 Implementing a network of 3-4 cell assemblies 
This section de.als with the problems encountered in creating a large network of cells 
to implement the structure described in seetion 5.4 on page 138. The problem of 
estimating parameter values in order to maximise the success rate as regards the 
correct completion of 3-4 cell assemblies and the non-ignition of primitives that do 
not form part of activated cell assemblies. 
Parameters were initially determined for a network of four primitives, e..'lCb fully 
interconnected with the others. This i') equivalent to a network A,.BnCnDn with 
n = 1. Some parameter adjustment is inevitable as the size of the network increases. 
Clearly, the number of (.'onnec:tions emanating from each cell must be scaled up in 
order to maintain the same overall connection strength between individual primitives. 
Ideally, the number of connections per cell would be determined individually for any 
given number of primitives in a network. However, due to time constraints, it is 
impractical to determine the parameters from scratch on a large network of primitives. 
For this reason, the parameters for the four-primitive network were used, and the 
number of connections scaled up linearly according to the number of primitives. 
A genetic algorithm was used to determine the nine parameters listed in tabJe 
5.2 on page 140, with precio;ion limited to three decimal places. Throughout the 
evolution process, emphasis was on suppressing any unwanted activity in primitives. 
Th(~ gcneti<: fitn(~ of (~-h of the 100 population members was ba8(~l on two types of 
behaviour. Firstly, 10,000 trials were carried out in which two of the primitives were 
activated eA'temally. Any combination of parameters that produced activity in more 
than 10 cells simultaneously in either of the two primitives that should not ignite was 
rejected immediately. Any population member that survived this trial underwent a 
second one. 10,000 trials were carried out in which three randomly chosen primitives 
were activated within the same compound CA. The fitness measure was the sum 
of the activity in all the nodes throughout this second set of trials. In this way, 
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Parameter Value 
Number of connections per cell per primitive 24 
Fatigue rate 0.902 
Recovery rate 0.924 
Firing threshold 0.188 
Retention rate 0.798 
Weights from excitatory cells within a primitive cell assembly 0.171 
Weights from inhibitory cells within a primitive cell assembly -0.01 
Weights from excitatory cells between primitive cell assemblies 0.077 
Weights from inhibitory cells between primitive cell assemblies -0.01 
Table 5.2: Parameter values for the 3-4 network containing four primitives. 
the evolution process favoured ignition of the fourth primitive and persistence in all 
primitives aft.er e.xte.rnal actjwtion W'dS removed, while guaranteeing no e.rroneous 
ignition if fewer than three primitives were activated. 
The genetic algoritlnn was repeat.ed twenty times from different random positions 
and the parameter set that gave the best performance was chosen. It was not possible 
to ensure that this was truly the best parameter set available since each trial of the 
program contained a high stochastic element. However, taking the mean success rate 
for 10,000 runs each of 300 time steps showed that implementing these parameters in a 
network caused. three primitives to ignite the fourth in 99.6% cases, and no completion 
of the 3-4 (:ell assembly when two primitives are activated. These parameters were 
then applied to larger networks, the only change necessary being to increase the 
total number of connections emanating from each node to maintain the correct ratio 
of connections to primitiVES. Correlations between these parameters were diseussed 
briefly in section 3.4 on page 6.5. 
An experiment was carried out for networks with increasing number of primitives 
in the arrangement specified in Figure 5.15. Possible 3-4 cell assemblies were chosen 
and in half the trials three of the constituent primitives were activated external1y. 
In the other half, only two of the primitives were activated. In the former cases, 
suecess was achieved if the fourth primitive ignited. In the latter cases, success was 
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Figure 5.16: Combined success rate for large networks of primitives. The mean 
success rates for 10,000 trials for each number of primitives are given with error bars 
showing one standard deviation from the mean rate in each case. 
achieved if neither of the other two primitives ignited. While it was possible for 
smaller numbers of primitives to try every single compound cell assembly, it became 
impractical to do so with larger number of primitives (k >""' 70), so 50% of the cell 
assemblies were chosen at random and tested. Figure 5.16 shows the success rate for 
each number of primitives. 
Figure 5.16 shows a high success rate for relatively low numbers of primitives, but 
a steep and steady decline as the number increa:ses. Analysis showed that the majority 
of the failures occurred due to the fourth primitive of a cell assembly not igniting 
whp.n presented with t.he ot.her t.hree. Relatively few of the errors o<:curred as a result 
of erroneous ignition of primitives unrplated to a 3-4 cell assembly being ignited 
as the strong inhibitory weights between unrelated primitives were high and such 
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errors disappeared completely when the weights were made even more eA'treme. For 
instance, activating primitives At, B2 and Cl is unlikely to cause erroneous ignition 
of the unrelated primitive AJO. Although there are ex:citatory (x>nnections from B2 
to AlO , their effect is clearly swamped by the inhibitory connections from At and Ct. 
However, these extreme inhibitory connect.ions have 110 effect on the intended fourth 
primitive, ~, as none of the thrre activated primitives has inhibitory connections to 
D2• The inhibitory connections between unrelated primitives can therefore be made 
extreme with no lowering of the su('"'c€ss rate. 
Since the success rate W'dB higher for networks containing only four primitives, it 
is clear that the distribution of cOJmections amongst the larger nwnber of primitives 
must be responsible for the loss in success. The average number coDDet..'tions from any 
primitive to any other primitive stays the same as the size of the network increases. 
However, since connections are assigned randomly, even distributions become less 
likely with increasing network size. 
Visual inspection of the distributions of numbers of connections to each cell show 
that they follow an approximately normal distribution. Figure 5.17 shows the stan-
dard deviation of the number of connedions between any two primitives fur a given 
network size. Larger standard deviations increase the probability of failure: too 
many connections between primitives results in ignition when two or fewer contribut-
ing primitives are activated; too few results in a failure to ignite even for three correet 
contributing primitives. I believe that the increasing standard deviation wit]) increas-
ing network size is responsible for the falling success rate. 
There is no reason why cell assembly simula.tions should not be extended to higher 
order patterns. For exalllple, primitives can be arranged to store 5-6 patterns, ie. 
compound cell assemblies consist of 6 primitives, any 5 of which are ne«;essaty and 
sufficient to complete the cell assembly. The connections for such a, network would 
match those shown for the HOl)field net in figure 5.23. However, the amoUDt of effort 
and resources required to ~"timate the parameters and to conduct exharu.tive teb'ts 
renders an experiment to test such a network impractical in the limited time available. 
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Figure 5.17: The st~wdard deviation of the number of connections between two prim-
itives increases as the network size increases. 
5.6 Implementing an equivalent network using Hop-
field nets 
For completeness, a network similar to the one described in section 5.5 on page 139 
was implemented lL~ng HopJie1d nets in place of cell assemblies. I refer to the nclworko; 
created as cell assemhlies since Hopfield nets are sufficiently similar to the small cen 
assembly networks descrlbed in chapter 4 011 page 72 and the term cell assembly is 
sufficiently flexible. 
Weight estimation is a straightforward process and does not require the standard 
algorithm shown in table 2.1 on page 40 providing that the binary states of the cells 
are 0 and 1, and a threshold is introduced for each cell such that the output of the 
cell is 0 unless the total weighted input to the cell exceeds the threshold. Indeed, 
eA'J)eriments show that the standard Hopfield net (binary states {I,-I}, threshold of 0 
and tramed l.l.bing the standru:d algorithm) appears to be incapable of completing the 
3-4 cell assembly task~ as shown in figure 5.18. Figure 5.18(a) shows the equivalent of 
two active primitives, a situation that is supposed to persist while not allowing COID-
pletioIL Figure 5.18{b) shows three active primitives, a situation that has the same 
Hamming distance between that in 5.18{a) and four active primitives (the compJete 
('.ell as .. '>Cmhly). The standard Hopficld net must be trained not to 3('-ccpt three active 
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Figure 5.18: Activating two primitives should lead to a stable but incomplete pattern 
(a) . However, ~'tivating three primitives (b) provides the network with no incentive 
to iterate to completion rather than towards the pattern in (a). 
primitives as a stable pattems, and yet there is no reasoIl to adivate the fourth, since 
the two-complete state is equally near. In practice, the pa.ttern in 5.18(b) it; treated 
as a spurious training pat tern and does not alter from one iteration to the next. 
Sections 5.6.1 onwards show how a Hopfield network eau be set up that does not 
use the standard weight setting procedure shown in table 2.1, which can still store 
an arbitrary number of stahle patterns. Furthermore, it is not necessary with this 
network to 8CC01.mt for all incomplete patterns that may legitimately o('.cur, SUdl as 
those shown in figure 5.18(a). Su('.h patterns presented to the network simply persist, 
as for the cell assembly network. The network follows the topology of the 3-4 cell 
assembly network, with groups of cells corresponding to the primitives arranged in a 
number of rows. For convenience, I have retained the same terminology. Indeed, the 
oou<:ept of Cl <:ell assembly ~inmlatcd in computer software is so V"db'1lcly d<.1illCd that 
there is nu rl".<lSOll nut to refer t.o thl".se Hopfidd uets a~ lletworks of l-ell ~Jlbli~. 
5.6.1 Storing O{n2) patterns in a Hopfield net 
In order to keep the running time of the program to a minimum, ooch primitive of 
cells in the Hopfield net contained three cells, as opposed to 150 ill the cell a..~w.mbly 
equivalent. This is made possible by the fact that Hopfield nets contain no stocha.<rt.ic 
element, so their behaviour even at small scales L'5 entirely predictable. Three celL., is 
the minimum number of cells for a Hopfield net to perform completion in the same 
way that a cell assembly does. Although it is possible to construct the ardlitecture 
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with only two cells per primitive, activating either one of them does not cause the 
second one to become active. 
As in figure 5.15, primitives were anallged ill rows of four COITeb1>oJJwng to A, 
B , C and D . Weights between cells within the same primitive can be set sufficiently 
high 80 that activating a suffi<ient. number of cells within the primitive is suffieient 
to activate the othe.rs. This is achieved by implementing a thre:;hold, similar to the 
firing threshold used by cell assemblies. If the total incoming activity to any cell is 
great er than thi., threshold, its state i., set to 1. Otherwise, the state remains at 0, 
as shown by equation 5.1. 
aj,t = 1 if L Wijai,t - l > (J 
i 
o otherwise 
(5.1) 
where ai ,t is the activit,y of cell i at time t, Wij is the weight fmm cell i to cell 
j . There is, of course, no weight from any cell to itself (Wii = 0) to prevent any 
cell from remaining a<.'tive unless its activity i., reinforced by other members of the 
same primitive. Setting a thrE~hold of 0.5 and each weight within the primitive to 
0.6 allows the primitive to ignite if any of its cells are active. Setting weights between 
cells within any 3-4 pattern to 0.07 allows three primitives to a<.'tiVclte (.'elL., in the 
fourth but not two primitives. Each active primitive always completes itself, so it 
provides a total of 0.21 units of activity. Three contributing primitives t herefore 
provide 0.63 units, whi<:h exc.eeds the threshold, whereas two contributing primitives 
only provide 0.42 units. 
An exhaustive trial shows that a Hopfield net constructed in hUro a manner gives 
flawless recall of stored 3-4 cell assemblies even when large llumbers of primitives are 
used. In most determinations of the capacity of a Hopfield net, (chapter 2 on page 
31) , some degree of error in pattern recall is assumed, usually 1% of the bits of the 
re<:alled pattern. This experiment made no such assumption. Figure 5.19 shows the 
recall of one such pat tern. 
The behaviour of this system appears to negate Amit's [6] proposit ion that HOJr 
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Figure 5.19: Presenting three constituent primitives in a. 3-4 pat tern (a.) leads to 
pattern completion (b). 
field nets can only store on the order of N patterns for N cells. Howm-er, Amit 
specifies tllat the patterns stored must be stable, i.c. they must represent the bot-
toms of attractor basins. One flaw with this system of weights is that the network is 
prone to runawa.y ignition if primitives Ax , By and Cz (x 1= y 1= z) are actiwted con-
currently. On the first iteration, one 3-4 pattern (either AxBlICx D" or Az B"Cz DlI ) 
is erroneously activated, and on the next iteration, activity spreads to the entire 
network. However, this problem. is corrected by setting weights between cell<s corre-
sponding to the same letter but in different columns to strong mutually suppressive 
valu('S (-10 works well). In this case, activating Ax , By and Cz cau .. ~ one 8Jld only 
one erroneous D primitive to activate without any loss in ability to recall stored pat-
terns. Similarly such wpjghts prevent more than one 3-4 pattern from being active 
at any time (figure 5.21). 
Further improvements can be made. In each of the stored patterns A2;ByCz Dy, 
the index of the A primitive matcb('S that of the C primitive, and similarly for B 
and D. Any retrieved pattern in which this is not the case represents an error, 
which can be prevented by setting strong inhibitory connections between all A cells 
and C reUs in different columns, and &imilarly for Band D cells. This does indeed 
remove spurious 3-4 patterns, although activating A:r.ByCz dO£'S still lead to a stable 
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Figure 5.20: Presenting three primitives not part of a 3-4 pattern (a) leads to at most 
one erroneous ignition (b). 
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Figure 5.21: Mutually inhibitory connections between cells representing the same 
letter in different columns prevents more than onc 3-4 pattern from being active 
simultaneously. Activating two such patterns (a) leads to one shutting down on the 
nro...i; time step (b). 
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Figure 5.22: Inhibiting connections between A and C cells in different columns, and 
between B and D cells in different colUIIlIlS prevents erroneous activation of 3-4 
patterns. (a) represents the test pattern, and (b) the stable state that it produces. 
attrador basil) Hot repre!oiieJrliJJg allY st.ored puttem, £Uoj shOWll in fi,brure 5.22. Jll figure 
5.22(80), representing an initial activity stat.e of the network, two of the primitives are 
only partially activated. Figure 5.22(b) represents the stable state reached by the 
network and shows that these primitives have completed. The inhibitory connections 
between the A and C ceUs have prevented them both being active at the same time, 
but, interestingly, it was the incomplete C primitive that shut down the complete A 
one. This is a sid~ect of the fact that the cells in the network are updated in a 
fixed order, so that ac.iivity to the right of the grid tends to shut down activity to 
the left, and aL1.ivity lower down the grid tends to shut down activity higher up. 
5.6.2 Storing O(n3) patterns in a Hopfield net 
The network can be ext.encled to give a performance that appears at first sight to 
store on the order of n3 patterns. Primitives are arranged in six primitives (A to F). 
Compound "cell a<)5elIlblies" are set up according to the pattern .A,,;BtlOzDxElIFz as 
shown in fi&'1lfe 5.23. Sctting weights between cells ill a compound (:ell 3S8CIllbly to 
0.034 is sufficient to allow five primitives to adivdtc the sixth, but not four (figure 
5.25). The fact that there are k values of X, yand z suggests that a network of K 
primitives can store of the order of K3 compound patterns, and hence O(n3 ), where 
n is the number of cells in the network. ExhatLstive experiments do show that this 
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Figure 5.23: A Hopficld net confit,'llration for 5-(j patterns. 
Figure 5.24: Hopfield nets ('.<'10 be configured to have a (''<lpacity of O(N3). 
is t.he ('.<lse, as illub'tratl".d by figure 5.24. The number of patterns that can be stored 
is (!i as the primitives must be arranged in groups of 6 for each compound cell 
assembly. 
These results are significant becal1'*! they appear to contradict researchers such 
as [6} who state that the storage capacity of a Hopfie1d is linearly proportional to the 
number of cells. However, the patterns shown so far represent stabk stntes rather 
than states in WIlich useful information call be stored. There is no reason why tIle 
architecture cannot be ex-tended to provide the equivalent of 7-8 cell assemblies, Witll 
storage of the order of n4 patt.em.s etc. In each case, the weights between cells within 
the same pattern are ()J(v.q) + m where (J L'S the cell threshold, v is the number of 
cells in each primitive, q the number of active cells required to complete the pattern 
(i.e. 7 in the case of 7-8 patterns) and m is some arbitrarily small value (e.g. 0.001) 
sufficient to push the total weighted input to each cell just above the threshold. As 
the order of the network (q) increases, each of the weights decreases, and so does the 
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Figure 5.25: A Hopfield net ean be (;reat.ed t.o st.ore and complete 5-6 patt.erns, 
such that activating four primitives (a) is insufficient to ignite any others (b), but, 
activating five (c) is sufficient to complete the pattern (d) . 
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margin of error between the summed input from q - 1 cells and q c.elk For a Hopficld 
uet with preset weights and one connection only from any cell to any other, this does 
not provide a problem. For a cell assembly, with a heavy stochastic element, the 
margin of error is quickly swamped by fluctuations in the weighted input. For this 
rea..<~on, while higher-order Hopfield nets are quite fe.asible, the same (:annot be said 
with certainty for higher~rder networks of cell assemblies. This is illustrated by the 
fact that for the Hopfield net, when k = 12, the number of stored 3-4 patterns in the 
Hopfield net equals the total number of cells in the net (144), and at this point, the 
net has a perfect recall of all the patterns. With 150 cells in each primitive, the 3-4 
cell assembly network does not reach the same point until k = 600 (corresponding to 
2400 primitives all together), and in this case, the recall rate is only 71.6%, as shown 
in graph 5.16. 
5.7 5-6 Hopfield nets do not break the rules of 
Information Theory 
At first sight, it may appear that Hopfield nets, arranged to store 5-6 patterns offer 
an unlimited amolmt of storage. Information Theory [161, 162] states that a purely 
random sequence of n bits cannot be represented by fewer than n bits of information, 
and yet a fHi Hopfield net, with n cells and n(n - 1) connections (no cell has a 
connection to itseH) <:an store n 3 patterns. However, in this section, I show that this 
property disappears as soon as any attempt is made to store only certain patterns in 
the net and not others. This does not render the 5-6 nets useless, but it does help to 
keep their abilities within perspective. 
The stable states of the 5-6 Hopfield net are represented by the 5-6 patterns 
t.heJll.<;E>lves. Activating feweI than five primitives in a 5-6 patte.rn does not C".RlL"le 
completion and therefore provides no information, and yet activ-ating more than six 
primitives causes at least some of them to be shut down due to the strong inhibitory 
connections between pattems. The 5-6 Hopfie1d llet can therefOl'e ouly be used to 
hold infonnation by storing some patterns and omitting others. 
Con.o;ider a situation in which pattern AzByCzDxEyFz if) to be omitted, perhaps 
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to represent a '0' bit in a bit sequence. The connections that make up this particular 
pattern (A.z: - By, Ax - Cz etc.) also form part of many other patterns e.g. A.z: - By 
is present in A:r.ByCtIlD:r.EY~I1' If any of these patterns is to be stored (perhaps rep-
resenting '1' in the bit sequence), then the connection is set. Since the connections 
between cells A, Band C are duplicated in cells D, E and F , it only takes three pat-
terns to be stored for the pattern AxBIICzDxEJlFz to be stored erroneously, as shown 
in figure 5.26, which shows how storing patterns AIB2C4DIEIF4, AtB2C;D4~F3 
and ALB4C3DLE4F'.3 leads to the erroneous storing of pattern AI~CsDLElF3' Ev-
ery excitatory connection shown in figure 5.26(d) is duplicated som.ewhere in figures 
5.26(a) to (c). 
It is still possible to coru.'truct a set of network connections that will store infor-
mation. For instan(:e, the connections shown in table 5.3 store the binary pattern 
110001110 in a 3-4 Hopfield net. However, this message was oontrived so that 110 
erroneous information was stored. Each ' l ' bit corresponds to a comp01md cell as-
sembly, the identity of which depends on the order in which the patterns are "read" 
from the network. The C and D indices for each cell assembly duplicate the A and 
B and can be ignored here. lf the patterns are read in the order AjBj , A2B j , .A:JBj , 
A I B2, A2~, AaB2' AlBa, A2Ba, AaBa, then the bit string 110001110 is encoded by 
the cell assemblies A1BLC1D1, A2B1C2D1, A1B3C1Da, Aa~CaD2' and A2 BaC2 Da, 
as shown ill figul"C 5.27, con-csponding to tIJC collucctions ~howlJ in ta.ble 5.3. Only 
cODneetiOJJs b-tnmgths lJetwet>.JJ Cf'Jls itl dHfel"t!ut priJIutives are sIJOWD, and each COJJ-
nection is symmetrical. Each tick represents a weight strength of 0.057, each cross 
an inhibitory weight of -10, and each 0 a zero connection. In this case, the indices 
of the B primitives are analogous to the low digit of an "address" specifying a bit 
position along the message, and the A indices are analogous to the high digit. 
Table 5.3 does not represent the minimum number of bits that must be transmit-
ted as it (:ontruns a great deal of redundancy. Inhibitory connections are predeter-
mined, as are connections between cell., in A primitives and those in C primitives, 
and those between cells in B primitives and D primitives. Weights from primitive A 
to primitive B are matched hy tho...~ from primitive A to D, from primitive B to C 
and from primitive C to D . In fact, the only 9 weight values need to he transmitted, 
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Figure 5.26: The three patterns stored in (a) to (c) lead to the erroneous storing 
of t.he pattr..rn in (d). Inhihitory (:onnections have hcm omit.tr.d from the ~c for 
clarity. 
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A2 
x 
Aa Bl B2 Ba Cl C; Ca Dl D2 Da 
x .j 0 .j .j x x .j 0 .j 
X .j 0 .j x .j x ..; 0 .j 
0 ..; 0 x x ..; 0 ..; 0 
x x ..; .j 0 ..; x X 
X 0 0 ..; x ..; x 
.j .j 0 x x .j 
x x ..; 0 ..; 
X ..; 0 .j 
0 ..; 0 
x X 
X 
Table 5.3: Connections for storing 110001110 
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Figure 5.27: Pattern of cell assemblies to store 110001110. Not all ('.onnectioIlS are 
shown. 
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BI B2 B3 
.j 0 .j Al 
.j 0 .j A2 
0 .j 0 A3 
Table 5.4: Minimum connections needed to store 110001110 
as shown in table 5.4, which can be encoded in only 9 bits. In fact, the E:'J1coding is a 
straight-forward matter, as reading down the columns of the table and interpreting 
a tide as 1, reconstructs the original bit string. 
5.8 Summary 
In thiB chapter I have proposed that in theory a network of n cells can be constructed 
consisting of a seriffi of cell assemblies termed primitive.s, and that this network can 
hold on the order of n2 patterns of activity. An implementation of this indicated 
that small networks could be activated with almost perfect reliability, but that the 
reliability fell gradually as the network size increased. I also propose that in principle 
higher order networks of compound cell assemblies can be constructed, containing 
compound cell assemblies consisting of K primitiVffi in which (K - 1) primitives 
are needed to ignite the last one. However, time restrictions coupled with the large 
amount of computing power required make this impractical for tbe scope of this 
thesis. 
Comparisons were made between the cell assembly network and an equivalent 
Hopfield net, a.nd it was shown that a Hopfield Het could be coustmd.ed which 
behaved in a similar manner to cell assembly network, and therefore also had the 
capacity to store on the order of 11.2 bits of information. This largely agrees with the 
known literature, which states that Hopfield nets st.ore on the order of n patterns 
(the maximum number being 0.138n), each of which is n bits long. The c.apadty 
of Hopfield nets is therefore generally c.onsidered to be 011 the order of n2 bits also, 
although some researchers (chapter 2 on page 31) claim that this can be extended. 
Furthermore, the general success of the experiments to store 0(»2) patterns in cell 
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a..,,-<;cmbli<'S cmd Hopficld nets sugg<'St.s that higher order networks ean be built, that 
can store on the order of 11,3, n4 or more, and Cl Hopficld net that. ean litorc OIl th(~ 
order of 11,3 was constructed and successfully tested. In the last section I show that 
this architecture has severe limitations as an infonnation encoder and does not live up 
to the promise of almost infinite information storage. Such a restridion is inevitable 
given the restrictions imposed by both Information Theory and, indeed, common 
sense. The claim that Hopfield nets can be arranged to have a capacity of 0(11,3) 
and higher, while strictly speaking true, appears to be largely an empty promise. 
Although the Hopfield net can indeed be arranged to have nil: stable states, for any 
arbitrary positive integer x, these do not correspond to 11,2: states in which useful in-
formation can be stored. However, I show that such a net can still be u.,oo to encode 
information, and investigations of the practical carrying capacity of a 5-6 Hopfield 
net are continuing. 
The restrictions applying to Hopfield nets apply equally well to networks of cell 
assemblies. Although experiment 5.5 on page 139 shows that a network of 5-6 com-
pound assemblies can in principle hold O( 11,3) stable patterns, the..<>e cannot all be used 
to store information. A praL1.ica1 network would require that some 5-6 patterns be 
prc$cnt. and some bc ahSCllt, and would suffer from the Mme problem that a Hopficld 
net would. The problem is also exacerbated by the fact that given the implemen-
tation u.sed, the ability to ignite the 5-6 a..c;;semblies reliably decreases approximately 
1inear1y with inc:reaslng DUJJJbers of primitives. This effect is almost certaiJI1y due t.o 
the distribution of the numbers of connections between individual primitives, which 
gradually increases as more primitives are added. 
The question may he asked "If cel1 assemblies and Hopfield nets are so similar, 
why should we carry out research into cell a~blies?" Thi~ i., a valid qUCbi.ion. 
After all, the behaviour of Hopfield nets is well understood, and the experiments 
described in this chapter show that they can clearly reproduce much of the behaviour 
of cell assemblies. One valid arg1lIUent returns to the point raised in chapter 1 on 
page 2: Cell assemblies are no less than an attempt to model structures believed 
to be present in the brain, whereas Hopfield nets are only loosely inspired by the 
brain. Of course, this point i., irrelevant to any researcher merely interested in the 
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information processing abilities of connectionist nets, but the brain is capable of 
cxtwmdy (x.nuplka.tcd pto(,(~billg, so there may be 6'Teat beuetit ill cllluhLtiug the 
brain. A lIJ01·e releva.nt argument is the flexibility of cell assemblies: Adivity in 
cell assemblies builds up, is sustained for some time, and then dies out. The cell 
assembly may ignite other cell assemblies, and be re-ignited itself at some other time. 
Experiment 4.4 on page 88, for example, shows a complex, if unintended, chain of 
ignition and suppression occuring in a network of only six primitives. The Hopfield 
net iterates until it reaches a stable state, and then remains in that state permanently. 
The pseudo-stable states through which a network of cell assemblies passes allow for 
more complex processing than tile stable states of the Hopfield net. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusions and Further Research 
This thesis describes work carried out to ta.'t the capabilities of cell assemblies sim-
ulated in computer memory. The cells simulated maintain some properties found in 
biological neurons, although the equations on which they are based have been severely 
simplified in order to reduce simulation numiug titne. Even with a simple new'OD 
model, cell assemblies demonstrate some interesting and useful properties. Later 
work showed that large networks of cell assemblies could be constmcted, whose car 
pacities could be predicted and ve.rified , The netwOl"ks of cell assemblies worked well 
for relatively sman numbers of primitives, but the rate at which compound assemblies 
could be successfully recalled decreased in an almost linear manner as the number of 
primitives increased. 
Cell assemblies can be formed in small networks of cells with initially random 
connections between the cells, The behaviour of the networks W'dS determined by 
a handful of parameters, all of which interact in complicated ways. The problem 
of parameter selection fe.adily lends itself to a genetic algorithm, and a variety of 
satisfoc,1.ory parameter values was found through the application of a simple genetic 
algorithm. This approach proved 80 powerful, that it was possible to get a variety of 
behaviours from the <:ell assembly, including mimicking the behaviour of the TRACE 
cell assembly model [98]. Experiments were also carried out in which some parame-
ters, namely weight strengths, were derived from a process of Hebbian learning. 
Throughout the thesis cell assemblies are compared to their nearest relative in the 
taxonomy of JJeuraJ }Jet architedure:;, llamely Hopfie1d nets. Illdeed, the defillitio)) 
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of simulat.ed (:ell assemblies is so vague t.hat. Hopficld nets may be (:onsideJ:C'.c1 to be 
valid implementations of ceLL assemblies. They certainly do demonstrate a range of 
properties postulated for biological assemblies, such as completion, in which some 
activated cells in the Hopfield net cause others to activate, and persistence, in which 
a pattern, once activated, persists for a long time. However, these properties are not 
dynamic, i. e. once the Hopfield net has moved to a stable state, it remains in that 
state indefinitely and is incapable of moving away from it until extemal oonditiollS 
change. 
This is the area, in which cell assemblies are potentially superior to Hopfield nets. 
They are more flexible, in that their patterns are dynamic: Although the activity in 
individual f..'ells may wax and wane, the overall pattern in the network (in terms of 
whether the cell assembly is ad.ivated as a whole) remains constant . The dynamic 
nature of cell assemblies allows them to ignite, and to deactivate, suddenly or over 
time. They can ignite other assemblies before fading out themselves, re:."Ulting in 
sequential processing of "ideas" in a network. Simulated cell assemblies have been 
used t.o implement concepts ~ciated with intelligent behaviour such as counting 
and variable binding. In short, cell assemblies promise to be capable of a greater 
range of behaviour than Hopficld nets, and this i.., what makes them suitable for 
further research. 
6.1 Conclusions 
Small hierarchies of cell assemblies can be formed by a similar process of learning, 
such that individual primitive cell assemblies can be activated, and that compound 
2-3 cell a..(~semblies can be ignited. Each primitive consisted of 150 cells, with 10 
cells being chosen as the activity level necessary for a primitive to be considered 
active. The parameters controlling the global behaviour of the network interact in a 
manner that was too complex for me to predict. It is a fairly easy matter to set up 
a single a...;;sembly in a network, as excitatory weights between cells can be set fairly 
high. The effect of fatigue does put a limit on weights, as unrestricte.<l firing of cells 
leads to a much lower number firing on the next time step. However, determining 
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parameters for compound cell assemblies is substantially harder: Not only is there an 
extra p<lraulder t.o f:aleuiate, the exdtatOl"y weight strmlbrt,h betwe(~u <.";(~lls ill different 
primitives (or two extra parameters if the inhibitory weight strength need not be its 
negative equivalent), but the parameters are now subject to tight oontrols. They 
must be set so that k ad.ive primitives are insufficient to ignite any others, but 
that k + 1 primitives are sufficient to do so. As k becomes ever larger, the problem 
becomes harder, and that has curtailed my research. For instance, for 2-3 compound 
a'5Semblies (k :::: 1), parameter sets were detennined both by genetic algorithm and 
by learning. These two turned out to be different, from which conclusions could be 
drawn. For 3-4 compound assemblies (k = 2), parameter sets were detennined by 
genetic algorithm alone. There i~ no logical reason why parameters for a 3-4 network 
should not be learned, apart from the fact that the desired values need to be known 
already since they control the ratio in which patterns are presented. For the 5-6 
assemblies (k = 4), experiments were only carried out using a Hopfield net.. 
Several of the findings have been counter-int.uitive, t.he most notable of which 
is that the most effective perfonnance occurs with a parameter set in which over-
all a<-'iivity passed between primitives is negative, and yet activation still happens. 
This led to t.he dismvery of the "lucky neuron" effect, in whidl a minority of the 
most strongly connected cells are responsible for igniting the primitive and the low 
activation energy pas •. 'led mainly acts as a brake to reduce runaway activa.tion. An 
experiment was carried out in which this brake was removed, and there was indeed 
uncontrolled &.'iivity in all t he primitives, which led to widespread fatigue and then 
a crash in activity. A good performance can be obtained by arranging the frequency 
of training patterns so that the weights between and within primitives more closely 
match a more intuitive ratio, but thi~ does not give the highest success rate. 
Section 4.8 on page 106 investigates the effects of allowing cells within a network 
to activate spontaneously, i.e. in the absence of any extemaJ stimulus. It is shown 
that even a small spontaneous &.'iivation probability leads to the network developing 
some interesting properties. These occur due to the continual presence of Hebbian 
learning in the network even after cell assemblies have formed. It was found that 
cell a.,semblies could enlarge as a. result of recruitment at their outer edges, and that 
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assemblies that were rarely ignited tended to be forgotten. Fractionation does occur 
v.ithin large assemblies, although the cause of this and circumstances in which it 
happens were not investigated. 
When primitives have to be combined within a compound cell assembly, there 
are two conflicting imperat.iVl"s, one tending to increase the weights, the other tend-
ing to reduce them. For the simplest compound 3..<,sembly, the 2-3 3.."-.w-mbly, any 
one primitive must not provide enough activation energy to the other two to allow 
ignition, but any two primitives must provide sufficient energy to ignite the third. 
Larger weight values tend to fulfil the latte.r requirement while rendering the former 
less likely. Restrictions are even tighter for 3-4, in which no fewer than three primi-
tives are neces.'Sary to ignite the fourth. The problem i~ made worse by the fact that 
the lucky neuron effect still applies since the destinations of the conne<..1ions were 
assigned in the same random way in all experiments. 
A set of weights that gave acceptable performance for a 3-4 network was deter-
mined using a genetic algorithm. rt was impractical to test whether these weights 
could be learned due to the prohibitive amolmt of memory that would he required 
to store learned weight values. lithe 3-4 network were to follow the same pattern as 
the 2-3 network, then the learned weights would not give the same high performance 
as the evolved weight valnes. 
Having validated the performance of the simplest possible 3-4 network, the next 
obvious step is to combine these networks into larger ones that can contain more 
than one 3-4 pattern. It was shown that a network containing a large number of 
primitives arranged in a 3-4 pattern had on the order of n2 stable states consisting 
of 4 primitives such that activating no fewer than three primitives would cause the 
fourth to ignite. 11. represented the number of cells in the network. Such a network 
was implemented both as a set of cell assemblies and as a Hopfield net, and it was 
mnfirnled that the number of stable states did indeed increase <}uadratically with the 
number of primitives, and hence the number of cells, in the network. 
One jtLstifiahle criticism of these COncilL'iiollS is that they appJy to one particular 
implementation of a cell assembly, i. e. only one set of equations, applied in one 
particular order. Perhaps, if pre-not-post LTD had been applied in conjunction with 
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a slig;htly diffcrcnt way of c.alc:ulating; £'ttig;nc, t.hcn RU(:(:<'$S rat.Ct\ may havc hccn higher. 
My only justification (~Ul be tlmt a. large number of varic~tiol1s of the ardLitedure were 
initially tried before settling on the one described. The architecture that appeared 
to give the best results was the one that was finally chosen. 
6.2 Have the objectives been fulfilled? 
In general, yes. Some of the conclusions have been rather disappointing, particularly 
those involving the capacity of networks with a large number of primitives, but the 
thesis has achieved everything that I set out to achieve. 
6.2.1 Establishment of a cell assembly in a network of cells 
This objective was fulfilled in chapters 4 on page 72 and 5 on page 121, but it was 
the main aim of section 4.1 on page 74. Experiments 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 (pages 75 and 
79) show that a network, obeying a few simple equations, can develop connections 
between those celL~ forming a cell a.~embly. The cell assembly di~plays all the prop-
erties specified by Sakurai [154]. Furthennore, it has been shown that. a network 
can develop more than one cell assembly, and that these assemblies can interact in a 
meaningful way. 
6.2.2 Investigation of properties of cell assemblies 
Various properties of the simulated cell assemblies have been investigated in Chapt(,I 
4 on page 72. Several of these were the aims of specific experiments, SlId) as the 
effect of spontaneous activation on the enlargement or fractionation of cell assemblies. 
Other effe.cts were dis<xwered in passing, such as the way in whidl the distribution 
of connections among the cells gave rise to the lucky neuron effect, and influenced 
the choice of parameters by the genetic algorithm. The interactions between these 
properties, particularly the way in which the pernicious lucky neuron eife.d; alters 
behaviour SU(:h as recruitment or forgetting, has not been studied, mainly due to 
pressures of time. 
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6.2.3 Establishment of correlates between simulated cell as-
semblies and those in the brain 
Although it was not my intention to support or undermine any particular theory of 
cell assemblies, one side effect of the research has been to provide some support. for 
Palm's theory [139] in which he proposes that neurons in the brain are partitioned 
into modules. Within these modules neurons are heavily connected, but there are 
relatively few connections between modules. The connections between primitives 
mimics these modules, in which a few connections between primitives are responsible 
for the majority of the inter-primitive activity. 
Experiments that establish networks of communicating primitives also help to 
answer a criticism by Milner [134], that the natural consequences of Hebbian learning 
would be for conn('.(~tions between cell assemblies to become indistinguic.;hable from 
those within cell assemblies, and that consequently the assemblies would not be able 
to maintain their independent exi~ence. While the genetic algorithm can throw no 
li~t on this matter, since it assumcs that inter-primit.ivc c,onncctions differ from 
intra-primitive ones, the experiments involving learned weights show that Milner's 
critidsIn is not well founded. Tbe se(.1·et to cliffel'elltiaJ COlUlef.;tiolls is the diffel'ell(.'e 
in ~6.ring rates: itself a result. of difference in frequencies of pat.tern presentation. 
6.2.4 Determination of the storage capacity of cell assembly 
networks 
This is the area of research that has produced the most di')appoint ing results. Ex-
periment 5.1 on page 122 did show that a network of cells could be arranged to hold 
O(n) primitives that could be activated independently, even whE:'.ll these primitives 
overlapped to a small extent. Increasing the overlap resulted in erroneous ignition of 
neighbouring primitives. 
Although in theory the proposed architecture of the cell a&.'lemblies in the 3-4 
pattern produced a network with storage capacity of order n2 bits, where n is the 
number of cells in the network, experiments showed that my system did not match 
this in pf'dCtiee. I say "my" system, since there is no rea..'IDn to believe that this failure 
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represents a mistake in th.e theory. It could well have been due to st och..astic variation 
in the eouuedious (a quik probable cause given the probl{~ulS th.a.t that effect hat' 
caused in previous eA--periments) or simply due to a poor choice in the mathematical 
determination of the model's behaviour. Perhaps, for example, if the fatigue and/or 
recovery from fatigue had not been governed by constant parameters but some more 
complex function, then results may have been better. For the theory of O{n2) to have 
been fully vindicated, the line shown in graph 5.16 on page 141 should have had an 
average gradient of zero, i. e. some slight variation permissible due to the effects of 
noise, but generally the same success rate independent of the number of primitives 
in the network. Even a cursory glance shows that this clearly is not the case. This 
thesi., mu"t therefore end with the problem of whether a network of a'3Selllblies can 
have O(n2 ) capacity not completely addressed. 
Wl1en it comes to detennining the capacity of Hopfield nets, the approach ex-
plained in chapter 5 on pag;e 121 is ju.,t one of several, each of which comes to give a 
slightly different. conclusion. Section 2.3.2 on page 43 outlines these approaches, and 
shows that they all make slightly different assumptions. Chapter 5 needs to make no 
assumptions about probability of error, or the shape of error dib~ributions. It is also 
the only approach to he applied to cell assemblim; as well as Hopficld nets. 
6.3 Further Research 
This thesi., has shown that cell assemblies do have potential to be a useful tool in any 
connectionist tooLbox. However, a great deal of work is necessary before they can 
become as useful as more established architectures such as multi-layer perceptrons or 
Hopfie1d nets. There is very little hard-and-fast theory conceming {:ell as:seJnblies. and 
the work described in this thesis does not improve the position much. It does, how-
ever, demonstrate that the behaviour of the network is a complex interplay of various 
parameter value.s. Nevertheless, I feel that it is open to some sort of mathematical 
analysis, from which, perhaps, optimal parameter values may be calculated for any 
configuration of primitives without the need for time-mnsuming genetic algorithms. 
While experiments have been carried out investigating whether connect ions could 
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be learned in small networks, time restrictions have prevented implementing learning 
in large networks. On a personal computer, programs involving large networks of 
cells (up to 2400 primitives have been tested) often require more t han a week of 
continual computer running time. This would be increased many times over if learning 
were to be implemented. Experimental findings show t.hat reeall rates fall away 
approximately linearly as the number of primitives in a large network inerea..<>eS, and 
a similar disappointing performance is to be e>..-pected from large networks in which 
weights are learned. 
6.3.1 Theoretical research 
Chapter 5 demonstrates that 3-4 networks, both in the form of cell assem.blies and 
Hopfield nets, can be 11...<;e<i t.o gt.ore binary informat.ion. This has not been invest,i-
gated further as it is not a central aspect of the research. It would be interesting, if 
not particularly useful, to explore the limits of such an architecture. It is, however, 
nnrf'.asonahle to expect that it. will provide any gff'.at benefits over current informa.-
tion storage methods as my experiments suggest that the pattern of weights for the 
Hopficld net require as JllcU1Y bits to store or trcmsmit as thc original binary tncssagc. 
TIle storage capadty of a Hopfield net does indeed appear to he of tIJe order of 11-
binary patterns, each of which i., n bits in length (n being the number of cells in the 
network), i. e. of the order of n2 bits, but it is a well connected architecture (each cell 
is connected to all other cells, even if those connections have a weight of zero), so it 
requires n2 connections. Hence there is no advantage as regard., storage capacity to 
using a Hopfield net. 
It might be argued that a network of 3-4 cell assemblies has no more use than 
the equhralent Hopfield net, and takes a great deal more memory to implement. I do 
not yet have a satisfactory answer to this point. I can only suggest that the dynamic 
properties of cell as..<;eillhlies may lead to SU(:h networks having some pm.dical u...<>e. 
In this respect, the temporal nature of cell assemblies, the fact that their activation 
fades with time, may prove usefuL While extra patt.erns can be &i.ored in a Hopfield 
net at any point during its use, i.e. not only during the initial "tmining" session, 
it is not generally used in tl1at manner. It is also a lot harder to remove pattems 
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from a Hopficld net onc:c it has heen stored. Cell as .. <;embliC'.s fonn a.<; a rC'_""ut. of 
Hcbuia.n lcanling and there is no reason why this should be tum(~d off once asscmuli('S 
have fonned. AB a n-.sult, cell a..<;Semblies can be enlarged, forgotten or ~;plit into 
sub assemblies that can be ignited independently. For this reason, 1 do not dismiss 
3-4 networks of cell assemblies as being useless. This is one area that requires further 
investigation. 
6.3.2 Practical applications 
Simulated cell assemblies have been established as connectionist architecture with 
some potential for informa.tion processing, but without any practical uses they can 
only ever be a side-line in the connectionist approach to AI. There are several research 
areas that, although they have yielded good results with connectionist nets such as 
MLPs and Kohonen SOTM~, have still not been fully solved. A good example is 
speech recognition [21]. Although standard connectionist architectures have been 
applied to speech I"e(ngnition problems [118] , they have only achieved high success 
rates in strictly c.ontrolled cin,,'ulDstances (such as isolated word speech and severely 
restricted vocabularies). This occurs because MLPs generally require the format 
of inputs to be highly rt'Stricted. For example, sin(:e a trainetl MLP has Cl fixed 
number of input connections, input patterns representing words must be compressed 
or expanded to match that number of inputs. Cell assemblies are more flexible in 
t.his respect, with assembly ignition occuring simply when the number of firing cells 
is sufficientJy high. 
This flexibility may allow cell assemblies to be applied fruitfully to many areas in 
which standard neural network architectures have failed to fulfil their initial promise. 
I have already shown that eell assemblies can operate as associative memories. so they 
can be applied in any area where an associative memory is required, such as image 
storage and retrieval. Already cell ao;;semblies have been propo .. ~ed a~ a practical means 
of datamining and for use in Internet search engines [92], and as their capabilities are 
researched further, we ean expect other applications for them to be found. 
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Appendix A 
Derivation of Some of the 
Properties of the Hopfield Net 
This appendix summa.ri.<res the proof of the storage capacity given in r77J. Define t.he 
following terms: 
N The number of cells in the Hopfield net 
p The number of patterns stored in the net 
Wij The strength of the weight from cell i to cell j 
J.Li(t) The output of cell i at time t 
J.Li(0) Bit i of the te.i, pattern, presented to cell i at time t = 0 
hi The sum of the inputs J.Li weighted by connection strengths 
~ = Lf Wij/-'j(t) 
~: Bit i of pattern s on which the Hopfield net. is to be trained 
~i Bit i in cases in which a single training pattern is used 
fk Hard-limiting ("sgn") flllction such that 
Jk(x) is +1 for x 2 0, -1 for x < 0 
The weights of the Hopfield net should be set up in such a way that the training 
patterns themselvt'.s are stable, i.e. that any given bit doe.s not change on iteration 
when presented to the net. This implies that fk(hi ) = J.t;(0) for all i, provided that 
J.t;(0) = a, i.e. that passing the sum of the weighted inputs for any bit i of the tffit 
pattern produces a value with the same sign. 
In cases in which there is only a single training pattern to be stored, {i (for i = 1 
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· . . N), the required condition is that 
N 
sgn(L Wij~j(t) = ~i (A.I) 
j 
Take Wij to be proportional to the product of ~i and (,j (k is the constant of 
proportionality) : 
(A.2) 
j j 
N N N 
L Wij.f.j = L k .(,i .f.i .. (,j = k L f.i.(,j.(,j 
j 
(A.3) 
for Xj = ±1 (,j.~j = 1, giving 
N N 
LWij .f..; = k Lei = kN~i (AA) 
j j 
The sign of kN6 must be the same as that of ei, so the condition in equation A.1 
is guaranteed. k is taken to be k for convenience. If the single pattern is replaced 
by AI patterns, then any particular pattern S is stable for all bits i if 
N 
hi L(,f.Wij 
j = l 
sgn( hi) - et (A.5) 
(A.6) 
i.e. there is no change in any bit when pattern x S is applied to the input. If the 
weights are defined using equation A.7, 
(A.7) 
then 
N 1 M 
L~f( N L~:'(j) 
j=l 8=1 
1 N M 
- N L L et(,j.f.f 
j=l s= l 
(A.8) 
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This c}..'Prcssion c.an he split. int.o two terms, the first. Gorrcsponding t.o s = S, and 
the second corresponding to 8 =1= S . The second tenn is often called the crosstalk 
term as it corresponds to learned bits in patterns other than S whidJ may differ from 
those in S. 
1 N 1 N M 
lli = NLf.f.fJ·f.t + NLLf.t.f.j .f.t 
j=l j=1#8 
(A.9) 
Since xf = ± 1, ~f.f.f = 1, so the expression reduces to 
1 Nl N M h ~ 8 ~~ 8 8 8 
i = AT ~ {i + Jl.T ~ ~ f.i .f.j .{j 
lY j=1 lV ;=1 #8 
(A.I0) 
fJ is a loop invariant in the first term, so Ef=l ef reduces to N.(f 
(A. 11) 
Clearly, if the CIosstalk term were zero, then equation A.5 would be automatically 
fulfilled. However, since the equation for updating tl1e bit values onJy tl'>eS the sign 
of hi, then equation A.5 is fulfilled if the magnitude of the cros.stalk term is less than 
1, in which case it is incapable of changing the sign of~. This does in fact turn out 
to be the case if the number of patterns stored is much smaller than tl1e number of 
cells. In this case; any of the training patterns presented to the inputs of the Hopfield 
net will remain tmchanged. Furthermore, if a small number of bits in the patterns 
are wrong on presentation, the updating equation will correct them automatically, so 
the training patterns them.~elves form the lowest points of attra.c'tor basins. 
Define er to be er times the crosstalk term: 
{8 N M 
e! = lv L L e:.ej.et 
;=1#8 
(A.12) 
If er is greater than -1 for every bit of every pat.tern, then all the patterns are 
stable. In that case, either the cross-talk term has the same sign as t;.;.8 or, although 
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Figure A.l: Cp follows an approximately normal distribution. 
opposite in sign, unable to alter the sign of hi. For any given bit, we can calculate 
the probability Perr that the bit is not stable 
Pt.Tr = p(Cf ~ -1) (A.13) 
Sinee all patterns eonsist only of equally likely ±1 bits, ~: .tj .t; must be ±l. If we 
assume that both P is much larger than 1 then the double summation in equation A.12 
means that cl is approximately equal to if times the sum of N P random numbers, 
each of which is ±I. The ~f term in the numerator of equation A.12 makes no 
difference to thi~ eonciusion, siIll:e it can only alter the sign of Cl not its magnitude. 
According to the theory of random coin tOSSE'.s [51, 165], Cl must follow a binomial 
di<;tribution. Providing that N L<; also large compared to 1, this can be modelled 
using a normal distribution with mean value 0 and standard deviation ~, as shown 
in figure A.I. 
The area under the graph is 1 unit, so the shaded area in figure A.l represents the 
probability that Cp < -1. The equation of the normal eurve is difficult toO process, 
but the areas under it may be cak'1llated from the standard nonnal C'1lrve tables given 
at the back of any static;tics text book. In this case, we may choose a specific figure 
for the probability and work backward to find a value for ii. The value of Perr is 
usually taken to be 0.01, giving N = 0.185, a critical load of 0.185, and shows that 
the capacity of the network is proportional to the number of cell" in the net. Thi<; 
is the probability that any particular bit 'will change on the first iteration, but it 
does not preclude the possibility that this will lead the net into a state which i<; then 
unstable. In fact, it ('.all be shown that the critical load is 0.138. 
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Appendix B 
Significance of the Correlation 
Coefficient 
The co17dation coefficient, RI, more properly the Pearson product-moment c.orrela-
tion coefficient, is a measure of the relationship between two variables in the form of 
paired data items (i.e. x-v co-ordinates on a graph). It is a real number in the rang-e 
-1 ... + L It is more usual to' quote the coefficient of determination, R2, necessarily 
ranging from 0 to' 1, which indicates the proportiQn Qf the variation between the two 
variables that is e:A'Plained by an underlying relatiQnship. The rest of the variation is 
simply random nQise. 
However, it is possible, especially with small samples, that any apparent correla-
tiQn arises simply through chance and that the real correlation between the variables 
is zero. For this reason, the significance level Qf the correlation is calculated. A cor-
relatiQn that is significant at the 10% level (termed p < 0.1) has a probability of less 
than 10% of arising purely through randQm chance. 
The significance of the correlatiQn is calculated using the t-statistic, which can 
also be used to calculate the significance of the Speal'1nan's rank correlation coeffi-
cient (Rs). The probability given by the t-statistic indicates how likely the observed 
c.orrelation (:oeffident would he if the t.rue correlation were 7.cro. The t-stat.ist.ic do-
pends on the number of degrees of freedom of the data, n - 2, where n is the numbers 
of paired data items. Two is subtracted to take account of the fact that mQre than 
JSometim.es Rzy to distinguish it from the Spea.nna.n Rank (',orrela.tion Coefficient 
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One tailed Two tailed 
Ho r=O r=O 
HI r < 0 (or r > 0) rlO 
Table B.l: One or two tailed significance test 
two points are needed on a graph for any correlation to be derived: A straight line 
can always be drawn through two non-identical points on any graph. The t-stati'5tic 
is calculated as follows: 
{g-2 t=r --I- r2 (B.I) 
where r is either of the two correlation coefficients. The furtht>I away from zero 
the correlation coefficient, the higher the value of t and the more likely any observed 
correlation is to be a true effect. Since r can be ±1, it is possible for t to be infinite. 
The significance test declares two hypotheses, Ho and HI, and can be either one-tailed 
or two-tailed, as shown by table B.1. The one tailed test is used if the direction of 
the relationship is known, i.e. if one of the variables is believed to be Jarger than (or 
smaller than) the other, rather than just being different from it. IT nothing can be 
presumed about the nature of the relationship, then the two-tailed test is used. 
This is converted into a probability value using a standard table of values pub-
lished in statistics text books. These tables give the value that the t-statistic must 
exceed for any given number of deg;rees of freedom for the correlation to be genuine at 
a given significance level. Th~ tables given arc lL<;llaJly for two-tailed t.csts. IT the t.cst 
is a one-tailed test, then the same table can be used, but the column referred to in 
the table is for twice the significance level, e.g. if a one-tailed test is being carried out 
at the 5% significance level, the ·value required is read from the 10% (0.10) column. 
The test of significance is carried out on the correlation coefficients derived from 
twelve trials of a genetic algorithm, giving ten degrees of freedom. Table B.2 shows 
the required values that the coefficient of determination must exc.eed in order to he 
significant at various levels. 
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Significanee level Required t-stati<rtic &luivalf'.nt coefficient of detf'.nninat.ion 
20% 1.372 0.159 
10% 1.812 0.247 
5% 2.228 0.331 
2.5% 2.634 0.410 
1% 3.169 0.501 
0.1% 4.587 0.677 
Table B.2: Translation of coefficients of determination into significa.ru::e levels for the 
genetic algorithm experiment. 
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